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Your Turn to Pick - Conversation Questions

Your Turn to Pick - Beginner Conversation Topics

I love it when my students choose what they want to discuss.
So for my regular students, choose 2 or 3 topics to discuss in your next class. ------------Let's
talk!!!

Fun English Conversation Topics For Adults
1. Hobbies
What are your hobbies?
Why do you like your hobbies so much?
How often do you do these hobbies?
How long have you been doing these hobbies, and how did you get started?
What hobbies did you used to have, but now do not?
Is it important to have hobbies? Why/why not?

2. Time
How much free time do you usually have?
How important is time to you?
If you had more free time, what would you do?
“Time is money.” Do you agree or disagree? Why?
How do you feel about time that is wasted?

3. Sleep
How much sleep do you usually get?
Why do some people sleep well while other people do not sleep well?
What do you do when you have trouble sleeping?
What time do you usually go to sleep? What time do you usually get up?
Have you ever slept in a strange place that was not a bed?

4. Music
What types of music do you like/dislike?
How do certain kinds of music make you feel?
What types of music come from your country?
What’s your favorite song/album/artist?
What music is popular in your country right now?

5. First Dates
How many first dates have you had?
How do you feel about first dates?
What is a common first date like in your country?
What is the best/worst first date experience you’ve ever had?
What makes a good first date in your opinion?

6. Work
What work do/did you do?
How do/did you like the work?
What is your dream job?
What work is common in your city/area/country?
What is your general view about work? Why?

7. Risk
What is your definition of risk?
Are you a risk taker? Why/why not?
What are the advantages/disadvantages of taking risks?
What risks do you come across in your work/life?
What risks have you taken in your life?

8. Food
What is your favorite food? Why?
What food comes from your country?
How do you feel when you eat food?
What foods do you dislike? Why?
Where do you usually get food from?

9. Motivation
How motivated are you in general?
What motivates you to do things?
What is the best motivator to succeed?
What do you do when you feel demotivated?
What is a good way to motivate others?

10. Beauty
What is “beauty”?
What/who do you consider beautiful?
What does “inner beauty” mean to you?
Do you consider artificial beauty (cosmetic surgery) to still be beauty? Why/why not?

How do you feel about the emphasis that people put on beauty these days?
What would you tell your children about beauty?

11. Crime
Is crime a big problem in your city/country?
Have you ever been a victim of crime?
What crime is common in your city/country?
What would you do if you noticed a crime being committed?
How is the law enforcement in your city/country?

12. Love
What is love?
Who/what do you love?
What good/bad experiences have you had with love?
Can you be too young to be in love? Why/why not?
How do you feel about love?

13. Goals
What are your current goals in life?
How do you plan to reach your goals?
How often do you set goals for yourself?
What goals have you set and achieved in the past?
How do you feel when you reach your goals?

14. Dreams
What kinds of dreams do you have?
What do you think dreams mean?

How much of your dreams do you remember? Why?
What is your opinion on premonitions? Are they real?
What are examples of memorable dreams you have had?

15. Restaurants
How often do you go to restaurants?
What is your favorite restaurant? Why?
What do you usually order at a restaurant?
What is the restaurant experience like in your country?
Have you ever worked in a restaurant?
If you owned a restaurant, what kinds of food would you serve?

16. Cooking
In your home, who usually cooks?
How often do you cook?
How well do you cook? What can you cook well?
What are the advantages/disadvantages of cooking?
What food would you like to learn how to cook?

17. Money
How well do you manage your money?
Why do some people have money problems?
What are some good ways to make money?
What would you do if I gave you $20/$2,000/$2,000,000?
How often do you save money? Why?

18. Shopping
Do you enjoy shopping? Why/why not?
What is your favorite shop? Why?
In your city, where is a good place to go shopping?
How do you feel about online shopping?
How do you think shopping will be like in the future?

19. Plans
How often do you plan things? Why?
What are your plans for (________)?
What are your plans for your English?
What do you think of this quote? “Having no plan is a plan to fail.”
Do you have any back-up plans?

20. Books
Do you like books/reading? Why/why not?
What kind of books do/did you like?
What is your favorite book? Why?
What was the last book you read?
Do you believe reading books/literature is more important than reading stuff online?
Why/why not?

21. Sports
Do you like sports? Why/why not?
How often do you exercise/play sports?
Did you play any sports as a child?
What sport/physical activity is popular in your country?

What is your opinion on professional sports?

22. Life
What is the meaning of life?
How is your life going up to this point?
What do you think happens after life?
What important life lessons have you learned?
If tomorrow was your last day to live, what would you do?

23. Television
How often do you watch TV?
Should everyone have a television in their home?
What is the best way to watch television: On a television set, computer, tablet or phone?
What television programs are popular in your country?
What do you think will be the future of television?
What is your opinion on television?
If you had your own TV show, what would it be like?

24. Learning
How important is learning? Why?
Besides English, what are you currently learning?
What things are you good/bad at learning? Why?
What would you most like to learn?
What is the most difficult part of learning? Why?

25. Movies
What was the last movie you saw? How was it?

What is your favorite movie? Why?
How are the movies in your country? What are the best ones?
How often do you watch movies in English?
If there were a movie about your life, what kind of movie would it be? Why?

26. Games
What is your favorite game ever?
What games did you play as a kid?
What games are popular/came from your country?
How competitive are you when it comes to games?
What games do you still play now? Why?

27. Computers
Describe your computer at home/work.
What do you usually use a computer for?
Do you like computers? Why/why not?
What was the first computer you ever had like?
What do you think will be the future of computers?

28. Problems
How do you deal with your problems?
What problems do you come across in your work or life?
Do you feel that problems are opportunities? Why or why not?
What was the last problem you solved and how did you do it?
“Problems don’t matter. Solutions do.” Do you agree or disagree?

Your Turn to Pick - Intermediate Conversation Topics

I love it when my students choose what they want to
discuss. So for my regular students, choose 2 or 3 topics to discuss in your next class. -----------Let's talk!!!

Other conversation topic websites:
1. http://iteslj.org/questions/
2. https://www.eslconversationquestions.com/english-conversation-questions/
3. https://esllibrary.com/courses?gclid=CjwKCAjwzIH7BRAbEiwAoDxxToI4QNE5f6vhVEUaikC
On3X49hcWLj2PCYp8vs1a94ZqXlNLLQph9BoCTpUQAvD_BwE
4. https://www.mantelligence.com/interesting-conversation-topics/

Fun English Conversation Topics For Adults
First Dates
Meeting your date for the first time is never easy. Having a list of fun questions prepared will
help you avoid the uncomfortable pauses or a good way to initiate the date.
1. What do you do in your free time? This is a standard opening question at the start of your
date that keeps things light while avoiding the standard ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ response.
2. Do you speak any other languages? Languages open a whole new world of fun conversation
topics including travel, culture, food, entertainment, and more. It’s a gateway question that
will keep the conversation flowing for hours.
3. If you could undo 1 moment in your life? Learn about your date’s past and struggles so you
can feel more connected to each other. Make sure to share yours after.

4. You have 1 day to spend 1 million dollars, what do you do? A light and an interactive
question that will get your date’s brain flowing. You’ll get to talk about his or her dreams
and desires with this one.
5. If you were to become stranded on a desert island in the middle of the ocean, what would

you want to have with you? Find out what your date cares most about. You can also change
‘what’ to ‘who’ so you can learn who are the closest people in your date’s life.
6. If you could meet one musician, living or dead, who would it be? (pick another category if

your date is not into music — i.e. actor, athlete, author, etc.)

Networking Events
Questions about career and professional life don’t have to be dull. You can ask interesting
questions that will help you and the people you’re speaking to have more fun while networking.
1. What are you most excited about right now? This question always gets the conversation
flowing. The person you’re speaking with is probably thinking about this all the time, so it’s
an easy starting question.
2. What are your current goals in life? Giving value first is the art of networking. By
understanding what someone’s goals are, you can figure out how to help them first.
3. What’s your dream job? Learn about this person’s future ambitions in life.
4. What is the most challenging part of your job or your studies? What is the most rewarding

part? If you want to know more about the person’s job or industry, you can also gain equal
benefit by asking this question.

Interview Ice Breakers
Got a job interview coming up soon? Whether you’re an entrepreneur or a manager of a larger
company, here are some ways to spice up your interviews.
1. If you can instantly become an expert in anything, what would that be? Get to know the skill
sets your interviewee values and what they’d like to develop further.
2. What’s one bad habit you’re trying to get rid of? This is another way to ask what your
weakness is, more indirectly.
3. If you could be guaranteed one thing in life (besides money), what would it be? Learn what
this person cares about in life, and how risk-averse they are.
4. What’s something you used to strongly believe that you now think you were fundamentally

misguided about? How differently does your candidate think versus other candidates? This
one always sprouts out interesting follow-up conversations.
5. What 3 words would your friends describe you? How someone’s friend describes them
gives an accurate portrayal of who they are.
6. What’s one book that has impacted your life the most? What you read can tell a lot about
someone professionally and personally.

Bars & Clubs
Approaching strangers at a bar or club is a completely different ball game. You need to be on
top of your senses, and there’s rarely a standard question. But use the following as a template:
1. Comment on surroundings… This will change from time to time, but it will make the starting
interaction more relevant, rather than a pick-up line.
2. So, what’s your story? OK, so this is probably a pick-up line. It’s not the best way to start the
first conversation, but it’s a question you can directly ask as a third or fourth question.
3. If you could live anywhere in the world for one year, where would it be?
4. Ask his/her opinion on something

Random & Fun (With Close Friends)
1. Who was your first kiss?
2. You have $5,000 to spend on someone you love, what would you do with the money?
3. What’s left on your bucket list?
4. Would you rather live forever or colonize a planet?
5. If you had to give up your cellphone, your computer, or your TV, which one item would you

choose to give up and why?
6. If you were making a movie about your life, which actor/actress would play the part of you?

Culture Differences for Kids
1. High schools (Do students wear special school attire like uniforms? Can students drive to
their high school? Can students drink water in class?)
2. Country work ethic (How long are typical work hours? Do students work after graduating?)
3. School clubs (What unique school clubs are there? Which club are you in? Why did you

choose that club?)
4. Holidays (What is your favorite holiday? What type of food do you eat on specific holidays?)
5. Jobs (What jobs exist? Is it easy to get a job after graduation? Is it easy to find a job now?)
6. Pop culture (Who are pop culture icons in your home country?)
7. Video games (Do you play video games? What types of video games are popular?)
8. Parenting and punishment (What kind of punishment have you received at school or home?
Do you believe in physical punishment?)

Culture Differences for Adults
1. Restaurant tips (Are tips at restaurants common? How much is a reasonable tip?)
2. Work dinner parties (Do wives and husbands attend work parties?)
3. Gestures (What are some unique gestures (thumbs up, middle finger, etc) in your country?)
4. Gift exchange (When you travel, is it common to exchange gifts? How about Christmas or
any other holidays?)
5. Living with parents (How old do kids live with their parents?)
6. Greetings (How do you greet in your country? Do you bow or do handshakes?)
7. Safety and crime (Do you think your neighborhood is safe? What kind of crimes happen in
your area?)
8. Punctuality (How often are friends late? How about buses and trains? Is it rude being late?)
9. Food and health (What is a typical meal? How healthy is it? Are gyms becoming more
popular?)
10. Sports (How do sports players show respect after a game? Are there any unique sports in
your country?)
11. Multiculturalism (Is your country multicultural? Is multiculturalism a good thing?)
12. Gender discrimination (Do women and men make the same amount of money for doing the
same job? Is there much gender discrimination in your home country?)

If you…
1. If you had one wish, what would it be?
2. If you were rich, what would you do?
3. If you could be a celebrity for a day, which celebrity would you be?
4. If you were the principal at school, what would you change?

5. If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go and why?
6. If you were on a deserted island, what would you bring and why?
7. If you could be any animal for a day, what would it be and why?
8. If you could have any superpower, what would you pick and why?
9. If you could pack only 3 items for your next trip, what would they be?
10. If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be?
11. If you could travel to the moon, would you like to go?
12. If you win the lottery, what is the first thing you would do?
13. If you owned an island to yourself, what rules would you implement?
14. If they could pick a Halloween costume to dress up as on Halloween, what would it be?
15. If you could be born at a different time period, when would it be?
16. If you could change the past, would you do it?
17. If you could make a movie, which celebrity would you pick as yourself?
18. If you found a large amount of money, what would you do?
19. If you could change anything about your country, what would you change?
20. If you could be born in another country, which one would you pick?
21. If you could do your dream job 10 years from now, which job would you choose?

Have you ever…
1. Have you ever traveled out of your home country?
2. Have you ever cried when watching a movie? If yes, which one?
3. Have you ever experienced culture shock?
4. Have you ever wanted to get a tattoo or piercing?
5. Have you ever laughed so much that it made you cry?
6. Have you ever been lost and couldn’t find directions?
7. Have you ever fallen in love? If no, do you want to find love?
8. Have you ever won a trophy? If yes, which competition did you win?
9. Have you ever read a book that changed your life?
10. Have you ever been to Disneyland or an amazing theme park?
11. Have you ever had a dream that felt like it was real?
12. Have you ever seen something supernatural or paranormal?

13. Have you ever ridden a horse?
14. Have you ever had imaginary friends when you were young?
15. Have you ever had to go the hospital?
16. Have you ever been outside your home country?
17. Have you ever experienced a natural disaster?
18. Have you ever owned a pet?
19. Have you ever donated anything to the poor?
20. Have you ever seen a car accident?

Would you rather..
1. Would rather be very intelligent or very good-looking?
2. Would you rather have a pet dog or cat?
3. Would you rather grow up going to school in your home country or another one?
4. Would you rather be a professional athlete or celebrity actor?
5. Would you rather live forever or until 100 years old?
6. Would you rather live in the mountains or on the beach?
7. Would you rather bungee jump or skydive?
8. Would you rather be rich or find true love?
9. Would you rather walk backwards or talk backwards for the rest of your life?
10. Would you rather explore the oceans or outer space?
11. Would you rather live in an apartment or a house?
12. Would you rather be invisible or super fast?
13. Would you rather live in a country that is always cold or hot?
14. Would you rather live in the city or a small town?
15. Would you rather be a jack-of-all-trades or master one?
16. Would you rather ride an elephant or swim with dolphins?
17. Would you rather be rich and depressed or broke and happy?
18. In the past or future, when would you rather travel?
19. Would you rather eat rice or bread with every meal?
20. Would you rather use the internet or books as your main source of information?

Controversial
1. How do you deal with stress?
2. What is the best advice you have ever received?
3. Do you think aliens exist?
4. Is climate change real?
5. What age is best to start dating?
6. What personality traits do you want in your boyfriend or girlfriend?
7. Have you ever had a problem with bullying?
8. Are girls smarter than boys?
9. In the future, how many children do you want to have?
10. What makes a good teacher?
11. Who was your hero when you were a child?
12. What is the worst purchase you have made?
13. Would you rather know how you die or when you die?
14. What was the best holiday you’ve been on?
15. Is there any strange food in your country?
16. What are some inventions you hope to see in the future?
17. What is the most embarrassing moment of your life?
18. Would you ever try online dating?
19. What is on your bucket list?
20. Do you believe in any religions?
21. When was the last time you cried?

Your Turn to Pick - 1000 Advanced Conversation &
Writing Topics

I love it when my students choose what they want to
discuss. So for my regular students, choose 2 or 3 topics to discuss in your next class. -----------Let's talk!!!

Note: If you want read about any of the topics below, just lick on the
link. Enjoy! This is a great way to increase your vocabulary.
Taken from https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/learning/over-1000-writing-prompts-for-students.html

Technology
Social Media
1. Is Social Media Making Us More Narcissistic?
2. Are You the Same Person on Social Media as You Are in Real Life?
3. How Young Is Too Young to Use Social Media?
4. What Advice Do You Have for Younger Kids About Navigating Social Media?
5. How Do You Use Facebook?
6. What Is Your Facebook Persona?
7. How Real Are You on Social Media?
8. What Memorable Experiences Have You Had on Facebook?
9. Does Facebook Ever Make You Feel Bad?
10. Does Facebook Need a ‘Dislike’ Button?
11. Has Facebook Lost Its Edge?
12. Would You Consider Deleting Your Facebook Account?
13. Would You Quit Social Media?
14. Do You Have ‘Instagram Envy’?

15. Who Is Your Favorite Social Media Star?
16. What’s So Great About YouTube?
17. What Has YouTube Taught You?
18. What Are Your Favorite Viral Videos?
19. What Are Your Favorite Internet Spoofs?
20. What Would You Teach the World in an Online Video?
21. Do You Ever Seek Advice on the Internet?
22. Would You Share an Embarrassing Story Online?
23. Do You Use Twitter?
24. Is Snapchat a Revolutionary Form of Social Media?
25. Why Do You Share Photos?
26. How Do You Archive Your Life?
27. What Ordinary Moments Would You Include in a Video About Your Life?
28. Are Digital Photographs Too Plentiful to Be Meaningful?
29. Do You Worry We Are Filming Too Much?
30. Have You Ever Posted, Emailed or Texted Something You Wish You Could Take Back?
31. Would You Want Your Photo or Video to Go Viral?
32. Do You Worry Colleges or Employers Might Read Your Social Media Posts Someday?
33. Will Social Media Help or Hurt Your College and Career Goals?
34. Should What You Say on Facebook Be Grounds for Getting Fired?
35. Are Anonymous Social Media Networks Dangerous?
36. Should People Be Allowed to Obscure Their Identities Online?
37. Are Parents Violating Their Children’s Privacy When They Share Photos and Videos of Them
Online?
38. Would You Mind if Your Parents Blogged About You?
_________
Smartphones
39. Are You Distracted by Your Phone?
40. Are You Distracted by Technology?
41. Does Technology Make Us More Alone?
42. Is Your Phone Love Hurting Your Relationships?
43. How Has the iPhone Affected Your Life?
44. How Young Is Too Young for an iPhone?
45. Do You Always Have Your Phone or Tablet at Your Side?
46. Do Screens Get in the Way of the Rest of Your Life?
47. Do You Experience FOMO When You Unplug?
48. How Much of Your Day is Voluntarily Spent Screen-Free?
49. Does Your Digital Life Have Side Effects?

50. Do You Think Teenagers Are Replacing Drugs With Smartphones?
51. Are You ‘Addicted’ to Texting?
52. How Many Text Messages Are Too Many?
53. Can a GIF Work Better Than Words?
54. Have You Ever Sent an Odd Message Because of Auto-Correct?
55. Do You Spend Too Much Time on Smartphones Playing ‘Stupid Games’?
56. Do Apps Help You or Just Waste Your Time?
57. What Makes HQ Trivia So Popular?
58. Is Pokémon Go a Positive Cultural Force? Or Is it Just Another Excuse for People to Stare at
Their Phones?
_________
Internet & Tech
59. Is the Internet Broken?
60. How Do You Protect Your Personal Information From Hackers?
61. How Careful Are You Online?
62. What Story Does Your Personal Data Tell?
63. Do You Worry About the Lack of Anonymity in the Digital Age?
64. Do You Wish You Had More Privacy Online?
65. Would You Be Willing to Pay for Facebook or Google in Exchange for Your Privacy?
66. Have You Ever Been Scammed?
67. Whom Would You Share Your Passwords With?
68. What Tech Tools Play the Biggest Role in Your Life?
69. What New Technologies or Tech Toys Are You Most Excited About?
70. To What Piece of Technology Would You Write a ‘Love Letter’?
71. Do Machines Represent a Threat to Humans?
72. Do You Think Recreational Drones Are Safe?
73. What Role Will Robots Play in Our Future?
74. Will Wearable Technology Ever Really Catch On?
_________

Arts & Entertainment

Music
75. What Songs Are on Your Favorite Playlist?
76. What Are You Listening To?
77. What Musicians or Bands Mean the Most to You?

78. What Music Inspires You?
79. Who in Your Life Introduces You to New Music?
80. Do You Think You’ve Already Forged Your Lifelong Taste in Music?
81. How Much Is Your Taste in Music Based on What Your Friends Like?
82. What Are Your Earliest Memories of Music?
83. Will Musical Training Make You More Successful?
84. What Role Does Hip-Hop Play in Your Life?
85. Which Pop Music Stars Fascinate You?
86. Who Is Your Favorite Pop Diva?
87. What’s Your Karaoke Song?
88. Which Artists Would You Like to See Team Up?
89. How Closely Do You Listen to Lyrics?
90. What Song Lyrics Do You Consider Literature?
91. What Current Musicians Do You Think Will Stand the Test of Time?
92. What Artists or Bands of Today Are Destined for the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame?
93. What Musician, Actor or Author Should Be a Superstar, but Hasn’t Quite Made It Yet?
94. What Artists Do You Believe Are the Future of Music?
95. What Can You Predict About the Future of the Music Industry?
96. What Artists Do You Consider ‘Sellouts’?
97. How Much Can an Artist Borrow From Earlier Musicians Before It Becomes Stealing?
98. Who Does Hip-Hop Belong To?
_________
Television
99. What Are Your Favorite TV Shows?
100. What Are the Best Things You’ve Watched, Read, Heard or Played This Year?
101. What Are Your TV Habits?
102. Do Your Television Viewing Habits Include ‘Binge-Watching’?
103. What Role Does Television Play in Your Life and the Life of Your Family?
104. What Television Shows Have Mattered to You?
105. How Often Do You Watch a Television Show When It Originally Airs?
106. Have You Fallen Into ‘Friends’ or Any Other Older Television Shows?
107. What Old Television Shows Would You Bring Back?
108. Why Do We Like Reality Shows So Much?
109. What Ideas Do You Have for a Reality Show?
110. What Reality TV Show Would You Want to Be a Guest Star On?
111. Should Children Be Allowed to Compete on TV?
112. What Are Your Favorite Cartoons?
113. What Are Your Favorite Commercials?

114. What Makes a Good Commercial?
115. How Much Are You Influenced by Advertising?
116. Does Reality TV Promote Dangerous Stereotypes?
117. Do TV Shows Like ‘16 and Pregnant’ Promote or Discourage Teenage Pregnancy?
118. Is ‘13 Reasons Why’ Raising Awareness About Teenage Suicide, or Glamorizing It?
119. Do You Watch Hollywood Awards Ceremonies?
120. Why Do We Like to Watch Rich People on TV and in the Movies?
121. Should the Private Lives of Famous People Be Off Limits?
122. Should We Be Privy to the Lives of Celebrities’ Children?
123. Do You Think Child Stars Have It Rough?
124. Does TV Capture the Diversity of America Yet?
125. Is TV Too White?
126. What Stereotypical Characters Make You Cringe?
127. What Makes a Good TV Show Finale?
_________
Video Games
128. Should Video Games Be Considered a Sport?
129. What Have You Learned Playing Video Games?
130. What Are Your Favorite Video Games?
131. Do You Play Violent Video Games?
132. Should Stores Sell Violent Video Games to Minors?
133. Do Violent Video Games Make People More Violent in Real Life?
134. When Should You Feel Guilty for Killing Zombies?
135. Who Are Your Opponents in Online Gaming?
136. Do You Like Watching Other People Play Video Games?
137. How Excited Are You About the Possibilities of Virtual Reality?
138. Can a Video Game Be a Work of Art?
139. What Game Would You Like to Redesign?
140. How Sexist Is the Gaming World?
_________
Movies & Theater
141. What Are Your Favorite Movies Ever?
142. What Were the Best Movies You Saw in the Past Year?
143. What Movies Do You Watch, or Reference, Over and Over?
144. What Movies, Shows or Books Do You Wish Had Sequels, Spinoffs or New Episodes?
145. What Have You Learned From Movies?
146. Do You Like Horror Movies?
147. Are ‘Dark’ Movies O.K. for Kids?

148. What Is Your Favorite Comedy?
149. Are There Topics That Should Be Off Limits to Comedy?
150. What Is Your Favorite Sports Movie?
151. Who Are Your Favorite Movie Stars?
152. Would You Pay Extra for a 3-D Movie?
153. Where, and How, Do You Watch Movies?
154. What Are the Best Live Theatrical Performances You’ve Ever Seen?
155. Have You Ever Stumbled Upon a Cool Public Performance?
156. Have You Ever Performed for an Audience or Shared Creative Work With Others?
157. Does Live Theater Offer Something You Just Can’t Get Watching Movies or TV?
158. Is Hollywood Becoming More Diverse?
159. What — if Anything — Does the Current Hollywood Film Industry Lack?
_________
Books & Reading
160. What Are the Best Books You’ve Read?
161. Read Any Good Books Lately?
162. What Are Your Favorite Young Adult Novels?
163. What Do You Want to Read This Summer?
164. What Books Do You Think Every Teenager Should Read?
165. What Role Have Books Played in Your Life?
166. Do You Read for Pleasure?
167. Do You Have a Favorite Novelist?
168. To What Writer Would You Award a Prize?
169. Has a Book, Movie, Television Show, Song or Video Game Ever Inspired You to Do
Something New?
170. When Have You Seen Yourself and Your Life Reflected in a Book or Other Media?
171. Who Are the Characters That Authors Should Be Writing About?
172. Do You Prefer Your Children’s Book Characters Obedient or Contrary?
173. How Much Power Do Books Have to Teach Young People Tolerance of Others?
174. Do You Read E-Books?
175. Are Paper Books Better Than E-Books?
176. Would You Trade Your Paper Books for Digital Versions?
177. Does Reading a Book Count More Than Listening to One?
178. What Childhood Classic Would You Like to See Turned Into a Movie or TV Show?
179. Are Shortened Versions of Classic Adult Literature Right for Young Children?
180. Is There Any Benefit to Reading Books You Hate?
181. Do You Read or Write Poetry?
182. What Memorable Poetry Have You Ever Read or Heard?

183. What Magazines Do You Read, and How Do You Read Them?
184. Do You Enjoy Reading Tabloid Gossip?
185. Are There Books That Should Be Banned From Your School Library?
186. Do We Still Need Libraries?
_________
Writing
187. What Purpose Does Writing Serve in Your Life?
188. Why Do You Write?
189. Are You a Good Storyteller?
190. What’s Your Favorite Joke?
191. Do You Keep a Diary or Journal?
192. Do You Have a Blog?
193. Do You Want to Write a Book?
194. When Do You Write by Hand?
195. Do You Write in Cursive?
196. Do You Write in Your Books?
197. What Is Your Most Memorable Writing Assignment?
198. Do You Ever Write About Challenges You Face in Life?
199. What ‘Mundane Moments’ From Your Life Might Make Great Essay Material?
200. What Would You Write in a Letter to the Editor?
201. If You Had a Column in The New York Times, What Would You Write About?
202. Would You Ever Write Down a Secret and Bury It in the Ground?
_________
The Arts
203. What Is Your Favorite Type of Art?
204. What Are Your Favorite Works of Art?
205. What Work of Art Has Changed Your Life?
206. What Are the Most Memorable Works of Visual Art You Have Seen?
207. Which Photograph Stays In Your Memory?
208. What’s the Coolest Thing You’ve Ever Seen in a Museum?
209. Do We Need Art in Our Lives?
210. How Important Is Arts Education?
211. What Has Arts Education Done For You?
212. Can Graffiti Ever Be Considered Art?
213. Should Graffiti Be Protected?
214. Can You Separate Art From the Artist?
215. Is It Possible to Separate Art From the Artist Who Created It?
216. Are There Subjects That Should Be Off-Limits to Artists, or to Certain Artists in Particular?

217. Should Society Support Artists and Others Pursuing Creative Works?
218. Should Displays of Art Be Welcome in All Public Spaces?
219. Does Pop Culture Deserve Serious Study?
220. What Do You Think of the Obamas’ Portrait Choices?
_________
Language & Speech
221. What Words Do You Hate?
222. What Words or Phrases Do You Think Are Overused?
223. How Much Slang Do You Use? What Are Your Favorite Words?
224. What Current Slang Words and Expressions Do You Think Will Endure?
225. What Words or Phrases Do You Think Are Overused?
226. What Words or Phrases Should Be Retired?
227. Why Do So Many People Say ‘Like’ and ‘Totally’ All the Time?
228. Do You Say ‘Kind of, Sort of’ More Than You Realize?
229. How Much Do You Curse?
230. Have Curse Words Become So Common They Have Lost Their Shock Value?
231. Do Laws That Ban Offensive Words Make the World a Better Place?
232. How Good Are You at Coming Up With Witty Comebacks?
233. When Did You Last Have a Great Conversation?
234. What Makes a Great Conversation?
235. How Often Do You Have ‘Deep Discussions’?
236. Do You Wish Your Conversations Were Less Small Talk and More ‘Big Talk’?
237. Are We Losing the Art of Listening?
238. How Do You Greet Your Friends and Family?
239. When Do You Choose Making a Phone Call Over Sending a Text?
240. How Much Information Is ‘Too Much Information’?
241. What Does Your Body Language Communicate?
242. Do You Sometimes ‘Hide’ Behind Irony?
243. How Good Is Your Grammar?
244. Does Punctuation in Text Messages Matter?
245. When Do You Remember Learning a New Word?
246. Where Do You Find the Meanings of Unfamiliar Words?
247. Do You Speak a Second, or Third, Language?
248. Should Everyone Learn at Least One Other Language?
_________

School & Careers

School
249. Should the School Day Start Later?
250. Would a Later School Start Time Increase Student Success?
251. Is Your School Day Too Short?
252. Should Schools Cancel Summer Vacation?
253. Do You Think a Longer School Calendar Is a Good Idea?
254. Should the Dropout Age Be Raised?
255. Should We Rethink How Long Students Spend in High School?
256. Should Students Be Allowed to Skip Senior Year of High School?
257. Should Kids Head to College Early?
258. Do You Like School?
259. Are You Stressed About School?
260. Are High School Students Being Worked Too Hard?
261. What Are You Really Learning at School?
262. What Are You Looking Forward To, or Dreading, This School Year?
263. Would You Rather Attend a Public or a Private High School?
264. How Much Does It Matter to You Which High School You Attend?
265. Are Small Schools More Effective Than Large Schools?
266. Would You Want to Go to a School Like This One?
267. What Kind of Education System Do You Think Is Best?
268. How Would You Grade Your School?
269. What Can Other Schools Learn — and Copy — From Your School?
270. What Would You Miss if You Left Your School?
271. What Do You Hope to Get Out of High School?
272. Should High Schools Do More to Prepare You for Careers?
273. Would You Want to Be Home-Schooled?
274. Should Home-Schoolers Be Allowed to Play Public School Sports?
275. Should All Children Be Able to Go to Preschool?
276. What Is the Purpose of Preschool?
277. Should Kindergarten Be More About Play or Literacy?
_________
Learning & Studying
278. Do Teachers Assign Too Much Homework?
279. Does Your Homework Help You Learn?
280. Do You Need a Homework Therapist?
281. Do You Participate in Class?
282. What Is the Right Amount of Group Work in School?

283. What Do You Think of Grouping Students by Ability in Schools?
284. Does Class Size Matter?
285. What Is Your Best Subject?
286. What’s the Most Challenging Assignment You’ve Ever Had?
287. What Is the Most Memorable Concept You’ve Learned in Science Class, and How Did You
Learn It?
288. What Memorable Experiences Have You Had in Learning Science or Math?
289. Are You Afraid of Math?
290. Do We Need a Better Way to Teach Math?
291. Is Shakespeare Too Hard?
292. What Are the Best Ways to Learn About History?
293. How Would You Do on a Civics Test?
294. Does Geography Skill Make You a Better Citizen?
295. What Career or Technical Classes Do You Wish Your School Offered?
296. Does Gym Help Students Perform Better in All Their Classes?
297. Should Reading and Math Be Taught in Gym Class Too?
298. Do You Learn Better After Moving Around?
299. Do Kids Need Recess?
300. What Was Your Favorite Field Trip?
301. What Are Your Best Tips for Studying?
302. Do You Use Study Guides?
303. Is Everything You’ve Been Taught About Study Habits Wrong?
304. What Would You Like to Have Memorized?
305. Should Schools Be Teaching, and Evaluating, Social-Emotional Skills Like ‘Grit’?
306. Should Schools Teach You How to Be Happy?
307. Should Schools Teach Children How to Cook?
308. What ‘Pop-Up’ Classes Do You Wish Your School Offered?
309. Do Schools Provide Students With Enough Opportunities to Be Creative?
310. Does the Way Your Classroom Is Decorated Affect Your Learning?
311. How Much Does Your Life in School Intersect With Your Life Outside School?
_________
Teachers & Grading
312. What Do You Wish Your Teachers Knew About You?
313. When Has a Teacher Inspired You?
314. Has a Teacher Ever Changed Your Mind-Set?
315. What Teacher Would You Like to Thank?
316. What Makes a Good Teacher?
317. Class Time + Substitute = Waste?

318. Should Students Be Able to Grade Their Teachers?
319. How Formal Should Students Be When Interacting with their Teachers and Professors?
320. Have You Ever Been Humiliated by a Teacher? How Did it Affect You?
321. Have Your Teachers or Textbooks Ever Gotten It Wrong?
322. Do You Feel Your School and Teachers Welcome Both Conservative and Liberal Points of
View?
323. Do You Have a Tutor?
324. How Important Are Parent-Teacher Conferences?
325. Should Students Be Present at Parent-Teacher Conferences?
326. How Should Parents Handle a Bad Report Card?
327. Does Your School Hand Out Too Many A’s?
328. Do Girls Get Better Grades Than Boys in Your School?
329. How Well Do You Think Standardized Tests Measure Your Abilities?
330. How Seriously Should We Take Standardized Tests?
331. Do You Spend Too Much Time Preparing for Standardized Tests?
332. Should Schools Offer Cash Bonuses for Good Test Scores?
333. Do Your Test Scores Reflect How Good Your Teachers Are?
334. Should Discomfort Excuse Students From Having to Complete an Assignment?
335. Should Schools Give Students ‘Body’ Report Cards?
_________
Education Tech
336. Are the Web Filters at Your School Too Restrictive?
337. Does Technology in the Classroom Ever Get in the Way of Learning?
338. Do Your Teachers Use Technology Well?
339. Should Tablet Computers Become the Primary Way Students Learn in Class?
340. Can Cellphones Be Educational Tools?
341. Should Students Be Barred From Taking Cellphones to School?
342. Should Teachers and Professors Ban Student Use of Laptops in Class?
343. How Do You Use Wikipedia?
344. Should There Be More Educational Video Games in School?
345. Is Online Learning as Good as Face-to-Face Learning?
346. Would You Like to Take a Class Online?
347. Is Live-Streaming Classrooms a Good Idea?
348. How Would You Feel About a Computer Grading Your Essays?
349. Who Should Be Able to See Students’ Records?
350. Does Your School Offer Enough Opportunities to Learn Computer Programming?
351. Does Your School Value Students’ Digital Skills?
352. Do You Know How to Code? Would You Like to Learn?

_________
School Rules & Student Life
353. Are School Dress Codes a Good Idea?
354. How Does Your School Deal With Students Who Misbehave?
355. Can Students at Your School Talk Openly About Their Mental Health Issues?
356. What Role Should the Police Have in Schools?
357. What Are the Best Teaching Methods for Getting Students to Behave Well in Class?
358. Should Schools Be Allowed to Use Corporal Punishment?
359. Is Cheating Getting Worse?
360. Do You Know People Who Cheat on High-Stakes Tests?
361. Is a ‘Regret Clause’ a Good Idea for Cases of Academic Dishonesty?
362. Should Schools Put Tracking Devices in Students’ ID Cards?
363. How Should Schools Handle Unvaccinated Students?
364. How Big a Problem Is Bullying or Cyberbullying in Your School or Community?
365. How Should Schools Address Bullying?
366. How Should Schools Address Cyberbullying?
367. What Should the Punishment Be for Acts of Cyberbullying?
368. When Do Pranks Cross the Line to Become Bullying?
369. How Should Schools Respond to Hazing Incidents?
370. How Do You Feel About Proms?
371. Is Prom Worth It?
372. Do You Want to Be ‘Promposed’ To?
373. Is Prom Just an Excuse to Drink?
374. What’s the Best Party You’ve Ever Been To?
375. What Role Do School Clubs and Teams Play in Your Life?
376. Should All Students Get Equal Space in a Yearbook?
377. Should Yearbooks Include Political News?
378. Should School Newspapers Be Subject to Prior Review?
379. Should More Student Journalists Have Independent Editorial Control?
380. What Are Your Thoughts on Riding the School Bus?
_________
College
381. How Necessary Is a College Education?
382. Is College Overrated?
383. How Prepared Are You For College? How Well Do You Think You’ll Do?
384. What Worries Do You Have About College?
385. Where Do You Want to Go to College?
386. Does It Matter Where You Go to College?

387. Do College Rankings Really Matter?
388. Do Other People Care Too Much About Your Post-High School Plans?
389. What Are Your Sources for Information About Colleges and Universities?
390. Should Colleges Find a Better Way to Admit Students?
391. Is the College Admissions Process Fair?
392. Should Colleges Use Admissions Criteria Other Than SAT Scores and Grades?
393. Do You Support Affirmative Action in College Admissions?
394. Are Early-Decision Programs Unfair? Should Colleges Do Away With Them?
395. What Criteria Should Be Used in Awarding Scholarships for College?
396. Should Engineers Pay Less for College Than English Majors?
397. What Is the Perfect Number of College Applications to Send?
398. What Role Has Community College Played in Your Life or the Life of Someone You Know?
399. How Much Do You Worry About Taking the SAT or ACT?
400. What Personal Essay Topic Would You Assign to College Applicants?
401. What Qualities Would You Look For in a College Roommate?
402. Would You Want to Take a Gap Year After High School?
403. What Specialty College Would You Create?
404. What Makes a Graduation Ceremony Memorable?
405. Should a College Education be Free?
406. Is Student Debt Worth It?
407. Are Lavish Amenities on College Campuses Useful or Frivolous?
408. Do Fraternities Promote Misogyny?
409. Should Fraternities Be Abolished?
410. Is a Sorority a Good Place for a Feminist?
411. Should Colleges Offer Degrees in Sports?
412. Should ‘Despised Dissenters’ Be Allowed to Speak on College Campuses?
_________
Work & Careers
413. What Do You Want to Be When You Grow Up?
414. Do You Have a Life Calling?
415. What’s Your Dream Job?
416. What Jobs Are You Most Curious About?
417. What Are Your Longtime Interests or Passions?
418. Do You Think You Will Have a Career That You Love?
419. How Can You Ensure That Your Future Career is Right for You?
420. What Do You Want More From a Career: Happiness or Wealth?
421. What Investment Are You Willing to Make to Get Your Dream Job?
422. Would You Consider Moving Overseas for a Job?

423. What Do You Hope to Be Doing the Year After You Graduate From College?
424. What Would You Choose to Do If You Had Unlimited Free Time and No Restrictions?
425. Is ‘Doing Nothing’ a Good Use of Your Time?
426. Where Do You See Yourself in 10 Years?
427. Would You Like to Be Famous?
428. Would You Consider a Nontraditional Occupation?
429. Would You Rather Work From Home or in an Office?
430. Would You Want to Be a Teacher?
431. Would You Like to Be a Fashion Model?
432. What Hidden Talents Might You Have?
433. What ‘Back-to-the-Land’ Skills Do You Have, or Wish You Had?
434. Would You Like to Be a Farmer?
435. What Skill Could You Teach in Two Minutes?
436. What Have You Made Yourself?
437. What Would You Like to Learn to Make by Hand?
438. What Idea Do You Have That Is Ahead of Its Time?
439. Do You Have an Idea for a Business or App?
440. What Would You Create if You Had Funding?
441. How Did You Start Doing Something You Love?
442. Did You Ever Take a Break From Doing Something You Love?
443. What Have You Done to Earn Money?
444. Do You Have a Job?
445. Is It O.K. to Use Family Connections to Get a Job?
446. Should All High School Students Be Able to Get a Summer Job if They Want One?
447. Would You Quit if Your Values Did Not Match Your Employer’s?
448. Should Employers Be Able to Review Job Applicants’ SAT Scores?
449. How Important Is Related Experience in Doing a Job?
_________

Identity & Family

Parenting
450. How Close Are You to Your Parents?
451. How Are You and Your Parents Alike and Different?
452. Will You Follow in Your Parents’ Footsteps?
453. Are You Being Raised to Pursue Your Dreams?
454. Do You Have Helicopter Parents?

455. Do Your Parents Spy on You?
456. How Permissive Are Your Parents?
457. How Much Freedom Have Your Parents Given You?
458. At What Age Should Children Be Allowed to Go Places Without Adult Supervision?
459. Should Children Be Allowed to Wear Whatever They Want?
460. How Do Your Parents Teach You to Behave?
461. How, and by Whom, Should Children Be Taught Appropriate Behavior?
462. How Should Parents Discipline Their Kids?
463. When Does Discipline Become Child Abuse?
464. Should Parents Bribe Their Children?
465. Should Parents Make Their Children Clean Their Room?
466. How Do You Make Parenting Difficult for Your Parents?
467. How Often Do You Fight With Your Parents?
468. What Advice Would You Give to Your Mom, Dad or Guardian on How to Be a Better Parent?
469. Do Your Parents Try Too Hard to Be Cool?
470. Do You Ever Feel Embarrassed by Your Parents?
471. Do Your Parents Support Your Learning?
472. Do You Talk About Report Cards With Your Parents?
473. Do You Want Your Parents to Stop Asking You ‘How Was School?’
474. How Much Do Your Parents Help With Your Homework?
475. Have Your Parents and Teachers Given You Room to Create?
476. How Closely Do Your Parents Monitor Your App Use?
477. Should Parents Limit How Much Time Children Spend on Tech Devices?
_________
Family
478. Who Is Your Family?
479. How Do You Define ‘Family’?
480. What Have You and Your Family Accomplished Together?
481. What Events Have Brought You Closer to Your Family?
482. How Has Your Family Helped or Hindered Your Transition to a New School?
483. What’s Your Role in Your Family?
484. Have You Ever Changed a Family Member’s Mind?
485. How Well Do You Get Along With Your Siblings?
486. Is Your Family Stressed, Tired and Rushed?
487. What Are Your Family Stories of Sacrifice?
488. What Possessions Does Your Family Treasure?
489. What Hobbies Have Been Passed Down in Your Family?
490. What’s the Story Behind Your Name?

491. What Are Your Favorite Names?
492. How Have You Paid Tribute to Loved Ones?
493. What Does the World Need to Know About an Important Person in Your Life?
494. What Do You Know About Your Family’s History?
495. Did Your Parents Have a Life Before They Had Kids?
496. What Family Traditions Do You Want to Carry On When You Get Older?
_________
Childhood Memories
497. What Is Your Earliest Memory?
498. What Was Your Most Precious Childhood Possession?
499. What Is Your Most Prized Possession?
500. What Objects Tell the Story of Your Life?
501. What Do You Collect?
502. What Were Your Favorite Childhood Shows and Characters?
503. Do You Have Childhood Memories of Being Read Aloud To?
504. What Were Your Favorite Picture Books When You Were Little?
505. What Things Did You Create When You Were a Child?
506. What Places Do You Remember Fondly From Childhood?
507. What Food or Flavor Do You Remember Tasting for the First Time?
508. What Do You Wish You Could See, Hear, Read or Experience for the First Time All Over
Again?
509. What Childhood Rules Did You Break?
510. Have You Ever Felt Embarrassed by Things You Used to Like?
511. Do You Wish You Could Return to Moments From Your Past?
512. Was There a Toy You Wanted as a Child but Never Got?
513. What’s the Best Gift You’ve Ever Given or Received?
514. Have You Ever Given, or Received, a Perfect Gift?
515. What’s the Most Memorable Thing You Ever Got in the Mail?
516. Have You Ever Lost (or Found) Something Valuable?
517. What Nicknames Have You Ever Gotten or Given?
518. What Are Your Best Sleepover Memories?
519. What Old, Worn Out Thing Can You Just Not Part With?
_________
Growing Up
520. Is It Harder to Grow Up in the 21st Century Than It Was in the Past?
521. Is Modern Culture Ruining Childhood?
522. Are Adults Hurting Young Children by Pushing Them to Achieve?
523. Is Childhood Today Too Risk-Free?

524. Do We Give Children Too Many Trophies?
525. What Have You Learned in Your Teens?
526. What Do You Remember Best About Being 12?
527. What Personal Achievements Make You Proud?
528. What Are You Grateful For?
529. What Are Some Recent Moments of Happiness in Your Life?
530. What Rites of Passage Have You Participated In?
531. What Advice Would You Give Younger Kids About Middle or High School?
532. What Have You Learned From Older People?
533. What Have You Learned From a Younger Person — and What Have You Taught An Older
Person?
534. What Can Older People Learn From Your Generation?
535. What Do Older Generations Misunderstand About Yours?
536. Do You Recognize Yourself in Descriptions of ‘Generation Z’?
537. What Should We Call Your Generation?
538. When Do You Become an Adult?
539. Do You Have ‘Emerging Adult’ Skills?
540. When You Are Old Enough to Vote, Will You?
541. When Should You Be Able to Buy Cigarettes, Drink Alcohol, Vote, Drive and Fight in Wars?
542. Does Your Generation Have Too Much Self-Esteem?
543. Is Your Generation More Self-Centered Than Earlier Generations?
544. Do You Think Anxiety Is A Serious Problem Among Young People?
545. Is Our Culture of Online Shaming Out of Control?
546. Do ‘Shame and Blame’ Work to Change Teenage Behavior?
547. Do You Think Teenagers Can Make a Difference in the World?
_________
Overcoming Adversity
548. What Challenges Have You Overcome?
549. What Are Your Secret Survival Strategies?
550. What Do You Do When You Encounter Obstacles to Success?
551. When Have You Failed? What Did You Learn From It?
552. When Have You Ever Succeeded When You Thought You Might Fail?
553. What Life Lessons Has Adversity Taught You?
554. Does Suffering Make Us Stronger and Lead to Success?
555. Which Is More Important: Talent or Hard Work?
556. Are You Hopeful About the Future?
557. When Have You Reinvented Yourself?
558. What Work Went Into Reaching Your Most Difficult Goals?

559. Is Struggle Essential to Happiness?
560. How Often Do You Leave Your ‘Comfort Zone’?
561. What Do You Gain From Pursuing Something You Do Really, Really Badly?
562. When Was the Last Time You Did Something That Scared or Challenged You?
563. What Are You Afraid Of?
564. What Are Your Fears and Phobias?
565. What Are Your Personal Superstitions?
566. Do You Like Being Alone?
567. How Often Do You Cry?
568. Do You Ever Feel Overlooked and Underappreciated?
569. How Have You Handled Being the ‘New Kid’?
570. How Do You Deal With Haters?
571. How Do You React When Provoked?
572. What Good Can Come from Disagreements?
573. When Should You Compromise?
574. Have You Ever Changed Your Mind About a Hot-Button Issue?
575. What Role Does Stress Play in Your Life?
576. Does Stress Affect Your Ability to Make Good Decisions?
577. How Do You Relieve Stress?
578. How Important Is Keeping Your Cool?
579. Is ‘Be Yourself’ Bad Advice?
580. Do People Complain Too Much?
581. What’s Your Favorite Mood Booster?
582. How Do You Find Peace in Your Life?
583. Does Your Life Leave You Enough Time to Relax?
584. Do You Set Rules for Yourself About How You Use Your Time?
585. What Did You Once Hate but Now Like?
586. What Kind of Feedback Helps You Improve?
587. Is Trying Too Hard to Be Happy Making You Sad?
588. Does Achieving Success Always Include Being Happy?
589. Do Adults Who Are ‘Only Trying to Help’ Sometimes Make Things Worse?
590. Have You Ever Felt Pressured by Family or Others in Making an Important Decision About
Your Future?
_________
Your Personality
591. What Makes You Happy?
592. What Motivates You?
593. What Are You Good At?

594. What Is Your Personal Credo?
595. When in Your Life Have You Been a Leader?
596. Are You More of a Leader or a Follower?
597. Do Great Leaders Have to Be Outgoing?
598. How Well Do You Perform Under Pressure?
599. How Well Do You Take Criticism?
600. Are You Hard or Easy on Yourself?
601. How Full Is Your Glass?
602. Do You Have a Hard Time Making Decisions?
603. How Much Self-Control Do You Have?
604. How Good Are You at Waiting for What You Really Want?
605. What Role Does Procrastination Play in Your Life?
606. How Good Are You at Time Management?
607. What Kind of Time Management Skills Are You Learning from the Adults in Your Life?
608. How Do You Remember What You Need to Remember?
609. How Productive and Organized Are You?
610. Under What Conditions Do You Do Your Best Work?
611. How Do You Express Yourself Creatively?
612. Can Creativity Be Scheduled?
613. Are You a Good Listener?
614. When and For What Reasons Do You Seek Silence?
615. Are You a Perfectionist?
616. How Competitive Are You?
617. Do You Perform Better When You’re Competing or When You’re Collaborating?
618. Has Modesty Ever Prevented You From Celebrating an Achievement?
619. How Emotionally Intelligent Are You?
620. How Stoic Are You?
621. How Do You Cope With Grief?
622. How Good Are You at Saying Goodbye?
623. Do You Take More Risks When You Are Around Your Friends?
624. Do You Unknowingly Submit to Peer Pressure?
625. Have You Ever Felt Pressured to Betray Your Beliefs?
626. How Easy — or Hard — Is It for You to Say No When You Want To?
627. How Do You Handle Fear?
628. Do You Think You’re Brave?
629. How Much of a Daredevil Are You?
630. What Activities Make You Feel Most Alive?
631. What Pranks, Jokes, Hoaxes or Tricks Have You Ever Fallen For or Perpetrated?

632. How Impulsive Are You?
633. Are You a Novelty-Seeker?
634. How Do You Deal With Boredom?
635. How Often Do You Talk to Yourself?
636. What Annoys You?
637. Do You Apologize Too Much?
638. Do You Know How to Say ‘I’m Sorry?’
639. Do You Have Good Manners?
640. How Materialistic Are You?
641. Are You a Saver or a Tosser?
642. Are You a Hoarder or a Minimalist?
643. Are You an Introvert or an Extrovert?
644. Are You Popular, Quirky or Conformist?
645. Are You a Nerd or a Geek?
646. What Would Your Personal Mascot Be?
647. What Assumptions Do People Make About You?
648. How Strong Is Your Sense of Smell?
649. What Animal Are You Most Like?
_________
Religion & Morality
650. What Is the Role of Religion or Spirituality in Your Life?
651. How Important Is Your Spiritual Life?
652. Do You Believe That Everything Happens for a Reason?
653. How Much Control Do You Think You Have Over Your Fate?
654. Can You Be Good Without God?
655. Are You Less Religious Than Your Parents?
656. Can You Pass a Basic Religion Test?
657. What Can You Learn From Other Religions?
658. Do You Believe That Everything Happens for a Reason?
659. How Important Do You Think It Is to Marry Someone With the Same Religion?
660. How Trustworthy Are You?
661. How Comfortable Are You With Lying?
662. When Do You Lie?
663. Have You Ever Lied to Your Parents or Done Something Behind Their Backs?
664. Can You Spot a Liar?
665. What Ethical Dilemmas Have You Faced?
666. Have You Ever Had to Make a Sacrifice to Help Someone You Care About?
667. Have You Ever Donated Your Time, Talents, Possessions or Money to Support Anyone in

Need?
668. When Is the Last Time You Did Something Nice for a Stranger?
669. Do Bystanders Have a Responsibility to Intervene When There is Trouble?
670. Do Leaders Have Moral Obligations?
671. Have You Ever ‘Paid It Forward’?
672. Can Kindness Become Cool?
673. What Acts of Kindness Have You Witnessed or Participated In?
674. Is Teenage ‘Voluntourism’ Wrong?
675. Have You Ever Taken Something You Weren’t Supposed To?
676. When Is Looting Morally O.K.?
677. Do You Ever Eavesdrop?
678. How Much Do You Gossip?
_________
Role Models
679. Who Are the People – Famous or Not – You Admire Most?
680. Who Are Your Heroes?
681. What Is a Hero?
682. Do We Need More Diverse Superheroes?
683. Who Is Your Role Model?
684. Who Inspires You?
685. What Makes Someone a Great Leader?
686. What Acts of Bravery Have You Witnessed?
687. What’s the Best Advice You’ve Gotten?
688. What Are Some ‘Words of Wisdom’ That Guide Your Life?
689. Who Outside Your Family Has Made a Difference in Your Life?
690. If You Had Your Own Talk Show, Whom Would You Want to Interview?
691. To Whom, or What, Would You Like to Write a Thank-You Note?
692. What Leader Would You Invite to Speak at Your School?
693. What Six People, Living or Dead, Would You Invite to Dinner?
694. Who’s Your ‘Outsider Role Model’?
_________
Gender
695. Have You Ever Been Told You Couldn’t Do Something Because of Your Gender?
696. Do Parents Have Different Hopes and Standards for Their Sons Than for Their Daughters?
697. How Do Your Parents Share the Responsibilities of Parenting?
698. How Do Male and Female Roles Differ in Your Family?
699. Do You Consider Yourself a Feminist?
700. What Does Feminism Mean to You?

701. What Have You Learned From the Women in Your Life?
702. What Experiences Have You Had With Gender Bias in School?
703. Is School Designed More for Girls Than Boys?
704. Why Do Boys Lag Behind Girls in Reading?
705. Does Separating Boys and Girls Help Students Perform Better in School?
706. Is Single-Sex Education Still Useful?
707. What Does it Mean to Be ‘a Real Man’?
708. Do We Need to Teach Boys and Men to Be More Emotionally Honest?
709. Is It O.K. for Men and Boys to Comment on Women and Girls on the Street?
710. What Have Been Your Experiences With Catcalling or Other Kinds of Street Harassment?
711. What Should We Do to Fight Sexual Violence Against Young Women?
712. How Should the Problem of Sexual Assault on Campuses Be Addressed?
713. What Is Your Reaction to the #MeToo Movement?
714. Why Aren’t There More Girls in Leadership Roles?
715. Do Professional Women Need a ‘Girls’ Lounge’?
716. Why Aren’t More Girls Choosing to Pursue Careers in Math and Science?
717. Why Aren’t More Girls Pursuing Careers in Computing and Tech Fields?
718. Should Women Be Allowed to Fight on the Front Lines Alongside Men?
719. Now That Women Can Serve in All Combat Roles in the U.S. Military, Should They Also Be
Required to Register for the Draft?
720. Do Female Athletes Get Short Shrift?
721. Should Sports Be Coed?
722. Should the Boy Scouts Be Coed?
723. Do You Believe in Equal Rights for Women and Men?
724. Does the U.S. Constitution Need an Equal Rights Amendment?
725. Is It Harder Being a Girl?
726. Do We Need New Ways to Identify Gender and Sexuality?
727. Should Toys Be More Gender-Neutral?
728. Should There Be More Boy Dolls?
730. Can a Boy Wear a Skirt to School?
731. Should Transgender People Be Allowed to Use the Bathroom of Their Choice?
732. What Rules Should Apply to Transgender Athletes When They Compete?
733. Are Women Better at Compromising and Collaborating?
734. Do Boys Have Less Intense Friendships Than Girls?
_________
Race & Ethnicity
735. Is America ‘Backsliding’ on Race?
736. Why Is Race So Hard to Talk About?

737. How Often Do You Interact With People of Another Race or Ethnicity?
738. Do You Ever Talk About Issues of Race and Class With Your Friends?
739. What Is Your Racial and Ethnic Identity?
740. Have You Ever Tried to Hide Your Racial or Ethnic Identity?
741. Have You Experienced Racism or Other Kinds of Discrimination in School?
742. Is Your Generation Really ‘Postracial’?
743. What’s the Racial Makeup of Your School?
744. Does Your School Seem Integrated?
745. Should Schools Strive for Racial Diversity Among Teachers?
746. How Should Parents Teach Their Children About Race and Racism?
747. Is ‘Black Panther’ a ‘Defining Moment’ for the United States — and Particularly for Black
America?
_________
Your Neighborhood & Home
748. How Much Does Your Neighborhood Define Who You Are?
749. What’s Special About Your Hometown?
750. What Marketing Slogan Would You Use for Your Town or City?
751. What Would You Name Your Neighborhood?
752. Who Are the ‘Characters’ That Make Your Town Interesting?
753. Who Is the ‘Mayor’ of Your School or Neighborhood?
754. What Do the Types of Dogs in Your Neighborhood Say About Where You Live?
755. What Would a TV Show About Your Town Spoof?
756. What ‘Urban Legends’ Are There About Places in Your Area?
757. Do You Know Your Way Around Your City or Town?
758. How Well Do You Know Your Neighbors?
759. What Is Your Favorite Place?
760. What’s Your Favorite Neighborhood Joint?
761. What Is Your Favorite Street?
762. Do You Hang Out in the Park?
763. How Much Time Do You Spend in Nature?
764. How Do You Get Your Nature Fix?
765. What Small Things Have You Seen and Taken Note Of Today?
766. What Buildings Do You Love? What Buildings Do You Hate?
767. What Are the Sounds That Make Up the Background Noise in Your Life?
768. What Sounds Annoy You?
769. What Public Behavior Annoys You Most?
770. Have You Ever Interacted With the Police?
771. What Local Problems Do You Think Your Mayor Should Try to Solve?

772. What Ideas Do You Have for Enhancing Your Community?
773. Where Do You Think You Will Live When You Are an Adult?
774. Do You Think That in Your 20s You Will Live in a City?
775. Would You Most Want to Live in a City, a Suburb or the Country?
776. Do You Think You Might Like Communal Living When You’re an Adult?
777. What Would Your Ideal City Look Like?
778. What City or Town Most Captures Your Imagination?
779. Would You Want a Bike Share Program for Your Community?
780. Is Your Bedroom a Nightmare?
781. What is Your Favorite Place in Your House?
782. What’s Your Favorite Room?
783. How Important Is Keeping a Clean House?
784. Do You Need to De-Clutter Your Life?
785. Does Keeping a Messy Desk Make People More Creative?
786. Do You Plan on Saving Any of Your Belongings for the Future?
787. With Your Home in Danger, What Would You Try to Save?
788. What Would You Grab in a Fire?
789. What Would You Put in Your Emergency ‘Go-Bag’?
790. Who Lived Long Ago Where You Live Now?
791. What Would Your Dream Home Be Like?
_________
Money & Social Class
792. What Are Your Expectations About Earning, Saving and Spending Money?
793. What Choices Do You Make About Money Every Day?
794. Are You a Saver or a Spender?
795. What Have Your Parents Taught You About Money?
796. Do You Expect Your Parents to Give You Money?
797. How Much Financial Help Do You Expect From Your Parents in the Future?
798. How Important a Role Has Money, Work or Social Class Played in Your Life?
799. Do You See Great Disparities of Wealth in Your Community?
800. Is It Possible to Start Out Poor in This Country, Work Hard and Become Well-Off?
801. Should Rich People Have to Pay More Taxes?
802. Do We Need a Higher Minimum Wage?
803. Can Money Buy You Happiness?
804. Does Buying and Accumulating More and More Stuff Make Us Happier?
805. What Are the Best Things in Life and Are They Free?
806. What Causes Should Philanthropic Groups Finance?
807. Should Charities Focus More on America?

808. What Organizations Do You Think People Should Give to This Holiday Season?
809. Whom, or What, Would You Want to Help With a Crowdfunding Campaign?
810. Do Poor People ‘Have It Easy’?
811. Should People Give Money to Panhandlers?
_________
What If...
812. What Would You Do if You Won the Lottery?
813. What Superpower Do You Wish You Had?
814. What Era Do You Wish You Had Lived In?
815. Would You Want to Be a Tween or Teen Star?
816. Would You Want to Be a Child Prodigy?
817. Would You Want to Grow Up in the Public Eye?
818. What Kind of Robot Would You Want?
819. What Fantasy Invention Would You Want to Exist in Reality?
820. What Would You Outsource if You Could?
821. What Would You Like to Learn on Your Own?
822. What Would You Be Willing to Wait in a Really Long Line For?
823. If You Were a Super Rich Philanthropist, What Causes Would You Support?
824. What Would You Do if You Were President?
825. What Famous Person Would You Like to Visit Your School?
826. Who Would Be the Ideal Celebrity Neighbor?
827. What Do You Want to Be Doing When You’re 80?
828. Do You Want to Live to 100?
829. What Do You Want Your Obituary to Say?
830. What Do You Want to Be Known for After Your Death?
831. Would You Like to Be Cryogenically Preserved (Frozen!) Upon Your Death?
832. If the World Was Ending, What Would You Want to Say?
833. What Items Would You Place in a Time Capsule for Future Generations?
_________

Social Life & Leisure Time

Friendship
834. Do You Spend Enough Time With Other People?
835. How Often Do You Spend One-on-One Time With Your Closest Friends?
836. Do You Have a Best Friend?
837. Do You Find It Easier to Make New Friends Online or In Person?

838. How Good a Friend Are You?
839. Do You Like Your Friends?
840. What Fads Are You and Your Friends Into Right Now?
841. How Have You Helped a Friend in a Time of Need?
842. Do You Have Any Unlikely Friendships?
843. How Do You Feel About Introducing Friends from Different Parts of Your Life?
844. Do You Ever ‘Mix It Up’ and Socialize With Different People at School?
845. Is Competitiveness an Obstacle to Making or Keeping Friendships?
846. How Should You Handle the End of a Friendship?
847. Have You Ever Felt Left Out?
_________
Dating & Sex
848. Have You Ever Been in Love?
849. What Advice Would You Give to Somebody Who Just Started Dating?
850. Are You Allowed to Date?
851. Is Dating a Thing of the Past?
852. How Do You Think Technology Affects Dating?
853. What Are the Basic ‘Rules’ for Handling Breakups?
854. What’s the Best Way to Get Over a Breakup?
855. What’s the Best Way to Heal a Broken Heart?
856. What Are the Most Meaningful Relationships in Your Life?
857. What Are Your Beliefs About Marriage?
858. Should Couples Live Together Before Marriage?
859. Should Your Significant Other Be Your Best Friend?
860. Could Following These Directions Make You Fall in Love With a Stranger?
861. How Should Children Be Taught About Puberty and Sex?
862. Is Hookup Culture Leaving Your Generation Unhappy and Unprepared for Love?
863. Are Affirmative Consent Rules a Good Idea?
864. Should Birth Control Pills Be Available to Teenage Girls Without a Prescription?
865. Should the Morning-After Pill Be Sold Over the Counter to People Under 17?
866. How Big of a Problem Is Sexting?
867. What Advice Should Parents and Counselors Give Teenagers About Sexting?
868. How Should Parents Address Internet Pornography?
869. Do You Think Porn Influences the Way Teenagers Think About Sex?
870. How Did You Learn About Sex?
_________
Looks & Fashion
871. What Is Your All-Time Favorite Piece of Clothing?

872. Do You Have a Signature Clothing Item?
873. What’s Your Favorite T-Shirt?
874. Do You Care What You Wear?
875. Does What You Wear Say Anything About You as a Person?
876. Should You Always Have the Right to Wear What You Want?
877. What Does Your Hairstyle Say About You?
878. What’s on Your Fashion Shopping List?
879. Are You a Sneaker Head?
880. How Far Would You Go for Fashion?
881. Should You Care About the Health and Safety of Those Making Your Clothing?
882. What Are the Hot Fashion Trends at Your School Right Now?
883. What Current Trends Annoy You?
884. Do ‘Saggy Pants’ Mean Disrespect?
885. Would You Ever Consider Getting a Tattoo?
886. Who Should Decide Whether a Teenager Can Get a Tattoo or Piercing?
887. What Are Your Opinions on Cosmetic Surgery?
888. Do Photoshopped Images Make You Feel Bad About Your Own Looks?
889. Doctored Photos: O.K. or Not?
890. How Important Is It to Be Attractive in Our Society?
891. Are Models Too Skinny?
892. Is There Too Much Pressure on Girls to Have ‘Perfect’ Bodies?
893. How Much Pressure Do Boys Face to Have the Perfect Body?
894. Have You Inherited Your Parents’ Attitudes Toward Their Looks?
895. Has Anyone Ever Said That You Look Like Someone Famous?
_________
Meals & Food
896. What Foods Bring Up Special Memories for You?
897. What Are the Most Memorable Meals You’ve Ever Had?
898. What’s Your Favorite Holiday Food Memory?
899. What’s Your Comfort Food?
900. What Are Your Favorite Junk Foods?
901. What’s Your Favorite Candy?
902. What’s Your Favorite Sandwich?
903. What Convenience Foods Make You Happy?
904. Are You Now, or Have You Ever Been, a Picky Eater?
905. What Are Your ‘Food Rules’?
906. What Messages About Food and Eating Have You Learned From Your Family?
907. How Often Does Your Family Eat Together?

908. How Much Food Does Your Family Waste?
909. Have You Ever Experienced Food Insecurity?
910. Is Breakfast Really the Most Important Meal of the Day?
911. Do You Prefer Your Tacos ‘Authentic’ or ‘Appropriated’?
912. What Food Would You Like to Judge in a Taste-Off?
913. Do You Cook?
914. What Would You Most Like to Learn to Cook or Bake?
915. What Do You Eat During the School Day?
916. Do You Eat Cafeteria Food?
917. Is School Lunch Really All That Bad?
918. Do You Think a Healthier School Lunch Program Is a Lost Cause?
919. Should French Fries and Pizza Sauce Count as Vegetables?
920. Are Your Eating Habits Healthy?
921. How Concerned Are You About Where Your Food Comes From?
922. Is It Ethical to Eat Meat?
923. Do You Pay Attention to Calorie Counts for Food?
924. Do You Pay Attention to Nutrition Labels on Food?
925. Should Sugary Drinks Be Taxed?
926. Should the Government Limit the Size of Sugary Drinks?
927. Should Teenagers Think Twice Before Downing Energy Drinks?
928. Do You Eat Too Quickly?
929. Are Manners Important?
930. What Are Your Favorite Restaurants?
931. What Restaurant Would You Most Like to Review?
932. How Long Is It O.K. to Linger in a Cafe or Restaurant?
933. Should Restaurants Do Away With Tipping?
_________
Sports & Games
934. What’s the Most Impressive Sports Moment You’ve Seen?
935. Who Is Your Favorite Athlete, and Why?
936. Who Are Your Sports Heroes?
937. What Sports Teams Do You Root For?
938. When Has a Sports Team Most Disappointed You?
939. Do You Participate in March Madness?
940. Does Being a Fan Help Define Who You Are?
941. How Far Would You Go to Express Loyalty to Your Favorite Teams?
942. How Much Should Fans Be Allowed to Distract Opposing Teams?
943. What Fan Memorabilia Would You Pay Big Bucks For?

944. Are You a Fair-Weather Fan?
945. Are You a Football Fan?
946. Do You Watch the Super Bowl?
947. Should Parents Let Their Children Play Football?
948. Should High Schools Drop Football Because Too Many Players Are Getting Injured?
949. If Football Is So Dangerous to Players, Should We Be Watching It?
950. Are Some Youth Sports Too Intense?
951. Does a Championship Game Always Need to Have a Winner (and a Loser)?
952. Should There Be Stricter Rules About How Coaches Treat Their Players?
953. Do Fans Put Too Much Pressure on Their Favorite Professional Athletes?
954. Does Better Sports Equipment Unfairly Improve Athletic Ability?
955. Should Technology in Sports Be Limited?
956. What Extreme Sports Interest You Most?
957. Are Some Extreme Sports Too Extreme?
958. Is Cheerleading a Sport?
959. Should Cheerleading Be an Olympic Sport?
960. Has Baseball Lost Its Cool?
961. Do Sports Teams Have a Responsibility to Hold Players to a Standard for Their Personal
Conduct?
962. Should Athletes Who Dope Have to Forfeit Their Titles and Medals?
963. How Big a Deal Is It That an N.B.A. Player Came Out as Gay?
964. Should Women’s Basketball Lower the Rims?
965. Should College Football Players Get Paid?
966. Should Colleges Fund Wellness Programs Instead of Sports?
967. Where Should Colleges and Sports Teams Draw the Line in Selling Naming Rights?
968. Is ‘Redskins’ an Offensive Name for a Team?
969. Is It Offensive for Sports Teams to Use Native American Names and Mascots?
970. What Are Your Thoughts on Sports Betting?
971. Should Sports Betting Be Legal Everywhere?
972. How Young Is Too Young to Climb Mount Everest?
973. Should Girls and Boys Sports Teams Compete in the Same League?
974. Why Do You Play Sports?
975. What Kinds of Games and Puzzles Do You Like?
976. Do You Enjoy Playing Games or Solving Puzzles?
977. What Are Your Favorite Board Games?
978. What Are Your Favorite Games?
979. What Rules Would You Like to See Changed in Your Favorite Sports?
980. How Would You Change Your Favorite Sport?

981. What Game Would You Like to Redesign?
_________
Travel
982. Where Do You Want to Travel?
983. What Is Your Fantasy Vacation?
984. What Would Your Fantasy Road Trip Be Like?
985. What Crazy Adventure Would You Want to Take?
986. What Local ‘Microadventures’ Would You Like to Go On?
987. How Would You Spend Your Ideal Family Vacation?
988. How Has Travel Affected You?
989. What Kind of Tourist Are You?
990. What Are the Best Souvenirs You’ve Ever Collected While Traveling?
991. What Famous Landmarks Have You Visited?
992. What’s the Coolest Thing You’ve Ever Seen in Nature?
993. What Do You Think You Would Learn From Traveling to All 50 States?
994. How Much Do You Know About the Rest of the World?
995. Would You Like to Live in Another Country?
996. Would You Want to Be a Space Tourist?
997. If You Could Time-Travel, Where Would You Go?
998. How Good Is Your Sense of Direction?
_________
Holidays & Seasons
999. How Do You Celebrate Your Birthday?
1,001. Should the United States Celebrate Columbus Day?
1,002. A Short Fall Break, but What Should We Call It?
1,003. Will You Be Wearing a Halloween Costume This Year?
1,004. When Does a Halloween Costume Cross the Line?
1,005. Should Halloween Costumes Portray Only ‘Positive Images’?
1,006. Dressing Up Like Creepy Clowns: Freedom of Expression or Public Nuisance?
1,007. Do You Like Scary Movies and Books?
1,008. What Is the Scariest Story You Have Ever Heard?
1,009. Do You Believe in Ghosts?
1,010. Do You Believe in Astrology?
1,011. What Are Your Thanksgiving Traditions?
1,012. Will Your Family Members Disagree With Each Other About Politics This Thanksgiving?
1,013. What Has Been Your Most Memorable Thanksgiving?
1,014. What Do You Look Forward to Most – and Least – During the Holiday Season?
1,015. What Are Your Tips for Enjoying the Holiday Season?

1,016. How Will You Spend the Holiday Break?
1,017. What Does Santa Claus Mean to You?
1,018. Do You Look Forward to New Year’s Eve?
1,019. Do You Make New Year’s Resolutions?
1,020. How Do You Fight the Winter Blues?
1,021. What Would You Do on a Snow Day?
1,022. What Are Your Experiences With Severe Weather?
1,023. How Do You Feel About Valentine’s Day?
1,024. How Do You Celebrate Spring?
1,025. What Would Your Fantasy Spring Break Be Like?
1,026. What Are You Looking Forward to This Summer?
1,027. What Would Your Ideal Summer Camp Be Like?
1,028. What Are Your Favorite Summer Hangouts?
1,029. What’s Your Favorite Summer Food?
1,030. What Is Your Favorite Summer Movie?
1,031. What’s on Your Summer Reading List?
1,032. Do You Have a Summer Job?
1,033. What Did This Summer Teach You?
1,034. Do You Choose Summer Activities to Look Good on Applications?
1,035. What Are the Best Things You Did This Summer?
1,036. How Do You Prepare to Go Back to School?
1,037. How Can People Make the Most of Long Holiday Weekends?
1,038. What’s Your Sunday Routine?
1,039. What Work, Sport or Pastime Do You Like to Do at Night?
1,040. Would Life Be Better Without Time Zones?
_________
Shopping & Cars
1,041. Do You Ever Hang Out at the Mall?
1,042. How Would You Make Over Your Mall?
1,043. Do You Shop at Locally Owned Businesses?
1,044. What’s Your Favorite Store?
1,045. To What Company Would You Write a Letter of Complaint or Admiration?
1,046. To What Business Would You Like to Give Advice?
1,047. Do Politics Ever Influence How or Where You Shop?
1,048. Do Companies Have a Responsibility to Contribute Positively to Society?
1,049. Should We Think Twice Before Buying Online?
1,050. Is Amazon Becoming Too Powerful?
1,051. How Much Do You Trust Online Reviews?

1,052. Should Companies Collect Information About You?
1,053. Could You Stop Shopping for an Entire Year?
1,054. What Are the Best Things You’ve Acquired Secondhand?
1,055. Did You Take Part in Any Post-Thanksgiving Shopping?
1,056. What Time Should Black Friday Sales Start?
1,057. How Important Is It to Have a Driver’s License?
1,058. Are You a Good Driver?
1,059. Do You Have a Dream Car?
1,060. Would You Like to Ride in a Car That Drives Itself?
1,061. Should Distracted Driving Be Punished Like Drinking and Driving?
1,062. Should Texting While Driving Be Illegal in Every State?
1,063. Is Drinking and Driving Still a Problem for Teenagers?
1,064. If Teenagers Are Such Bad Drivers, Should They Be Allowed to Drive?
1,065. Are Self-Driving Vehicles the Wave of the Future?
_________

Science & Health

Science & Environment
1,066. How Green Are You?
1,067. How Do You Try to Reduce Your Impact on the Environment?
1,068. Do You Ever Feel Guilty About What, or How Much, You Throw Away?
1,069. What Could You Live Without?
1,070. Should Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bags Be Banned?
1,071. What Are Your Thoughts About Wind Power?
1,072. Do We Crank Up the A.C. Too High?
1,073. How Concerned Are You About Climate Change?
1,074. How Should Nations and Individuals Address Climate Change?
1,075. If You Were President, What Would You Do About Climate Change?
1,076. Should Schools Teach About Climate Change?
1,077. How Do You Celebrate Earth Day?
1,078. Should Developers Be Allowed to Build in and Near the Grand Canyon?
1,079. Should Scientists Try to Help People Beat Old Age So We Can Live Longer Lives?
1,080. Should Extinct Animals Be Resurrected? If So, Which Ones?
1,081. How Do You Think Dinosaurs Went Extinct?
1,082. Given Unlimited Resources, What Scientific or Medical Problem Would You Investigate?
1,083. What Are the Five Greatest Inventions of All Time?

1,084. What Would You Invent to Make the World a Better Place?
1,085. When Is It O.K. to Replace Human Limbs With Technology?
1,086. Should Fertilized Eggs Be Given Legal ‘Personhood’?
1,087. Do You Think Life Exists — or Has Ever Existed — Somewhere Besides Earth?
1,088. Do You Believe in Intelligent Alien Life?
1,089. Will Humans Live on Mars Someday?
1,090. Would You Want to Be a Space Tourist?
1,091. What Would You Name a New Star or Planet?
_________
Animals & Pets
1,092. How Do You Feel About Zoos?
1,093. Do Gorillas Belong in Zoos?
1,094. Is It Unethical for a Zoo to Kill a Healthy Giraffe?
1,095. Should Farm Animals Have More Legal Protections?
1,096. Is It Wrong to Focus on Animal Welfare When Humans Are Suffering?
1,097. Is It Ethical to Genetically Engineer Animals?
1,098. When Is Animal Testing Justified?
1,099. Should Certain Animals Have Some of the Same Legal Rights As People?
1,100. Should Circuses Be Animal Free?
1,101. Is This Exhibit Animal Cruelty or Art?
1,102. Should You Go to Jail for Kicking a Cat?
1,103. Should You Feel Guilty About Killing Spiders, Ants or Other Bugs?
1,104. Should Emotional Support Animals Be Allowed on College Campuses?
1,105. Are Emotional-Support Animals a Scam?
1,106. What Are the Animals in Your Life?
1,107. What’s Your Relationship Like With Your Pet?
1,108. How Well Do You Know Your Pet?
1,109. Should We Be Concerned With Where We Get Our Pets?
1,110. What Does a President’s Choice of Pet — or Choice Not to Have a Pet at All — Say About
Him?
1,111. What Have You Learned From Animals?
1,112. What Are Your Thoughts on Cats?
1,113. Would You Want to Hang Out at a Cat Cafe?
1,114. Why Do We Love Watching Animal Videos So Much?
1,115. What Are Your Most Memorable Stories About Wildlife?
_________
Exercise & Health
1,116. Do You Like to Exercise?

1,117. Do You Get Enough Exercise?
1,118. How Has Exercise Changed Your Health, Your Body or Your Life?
1,119. How Much Do You Think About Your Weight?
1,120. How Often Do You Engage in ‘Fat Talk’?
1,121. What Are Your Healthy Habits?
1,122. What Health Tips Have Worked for You?
1,123. What Rules Do You Have for Staying Healthy?
1,124. What Habits Do You Have, and Have You Ever Tried to Change Them?
1,125. Do You Have Any Bad Health Habits?
1,126. How Careful Are You in the Sun?
1,127. Do We Worry Too Much About Germs?
1,128. How Well Do You Sleep?
1,129. What Are Your Sleep Habits?
1,130. How Much of a Priority Do You Make Sleep?
1,131. Do You Get Enough Sleep?
1,132. Should the Drinking Age Be Lowered?
1,133. Should the Legal Age to Purchase Tobacco Be Raised From 18 to 21?
1,134. Should E-Cigarettes Be Banned for Teenagers?
1,135. Do You Vape?Is Smoking Still a Problem Among Teenagers?
1,136. Are Antismoking Ads Effective?
1,137. Should Marijuana Be Legal?
1,138. Should Students Be Required to Take Drug Tests?
1,139. Should Middle School Students Be Drug Tested?
1,140. How Common Is Drug Use in Your School?
1,141. If You Drink or Use Drugs, Do Your Parents Know?
1,142. Is Your School a ‘Party School’?
1,143. Have You Been To Parties That Have Gotten Out of Control?
1,144. Why Is Binge Drinking So Common Among Young People in the United States?
1,145. Should Universities Work to Curtail Student Drinking?
1,146. Would You Ever Go Through Hazing to Be Part of a Group?
_________

Civics & History

Guns & the Justice System
1,147. What Are Some Answers to America’s Gun Violence?
1,148. What Should Lawmakers Do About Guns and Gun Violence?

1,149. Can High School Students Make a Real Impact on the Problem of Gun Violence in the
United States?
1,150. What Do You Think of the #WalkUpNotOut Movement?
1,151. How Should We Prevent Future Mass Shootings?
1,152. Are We Becoming ‘Numb’ to School Shootings?
1,153. Would You Feel Safer With Armed Guards Patrolling Your School?
1,154. Should Teachers Be Armed With Guns?
1,155. Should Guns Be Permitted on College Campuses?
1,156. Would Arming College Students Help Prevent Sexual Assaults on Campus?
1,157. Where Do You Stand on Unconcealed Handguns?
1,158. What Is Your Relationship With Guns?
1,159. What Should Be the Purpose of Prison?
1,160. Should Prisons Offer Incarcerated People Education Opportunities?
1,161. Should Felons Be Allowed to Vote After They Have Served Their Time?
1,162. Should the United States Stop Using the Death Penalty?
1,163. What Do You Think of the Police Tactic of Stop-and-Frisk?
1,164. When Should Juvenile Offenders Receive Life Sentences?
1,165. Do Rich People Get Off Easier When They Break the Law?
1,166. Should All Police Officers Wear Body Cameras?
1,167. Should Prostitution Be Legal?
1,168. Should Physician-Assisted Suicide Be Legal in Every State?
1,169. Should Terminally Ill Patients Be Allowed to Die on Their Own Terms?
_________
Government Policy
1,170. How Strong Is Your Faith in American Democracy?
1,171. Is America Headed in the Right Direction?
1,172. What Do American Values Mean to You?
1,173. Do You Think It Is Important for Teenagers to Participate in Political Activism?
1,174. How Would You Like to Help Our World?
1,175. What Cause Would Get You Into the Streets?
1,176. Have Your Ever Taken Part in a Protest?
1,177. What Would You Risk Your Life For?
1,178. When Have You Spoken Out About Something You Felt Had to Change?
1,179. Should the Voting Age Be Lowered to 16?
1,180. Should Voting Be Mandatory?
1,181. Does Voting for a Third-Party Candidate Mean Throwing Away Your Vote?
1,182. Do You Consider Yourself a Republican, Democrat or Independent?
1,183. If You Were Governor of Your State, How Would You Spend a Budget Surplus?

1,184. What Local Problems Do You Think Your Mayor Should Try to Solve?
1,185. Should the United States Care That It’s Not No. 1?
1,186. Do You Trust Your Government?
1,187. What Do You Think of President Trump’s Use of Twitter?
1,188. What Do You Think the Role of the First Lady — or First Spouse — Should Be Today?
1,189. What Is More Important: Our Privacy or National Security?
1,190. When Is the Use of Military Force Justified?
1,191. When Should Countries Negotiate With Their Traditional Enemies?
1,192. Should the U.S. Be Spying on Its Friends?
1,193. Should Countries Pay Ransoms to Free Hostages Held by Terrorists?
1,194. What Responsibility Do We Have to Take In Refugees From Global Humanitarian Crises?
1,195. Should Millions of Undocumented Immigrants Be Allowed to Live in the U.S. Without Fear
of Getting Deported?
1,196. Should the Government Allow ‘Dreamers’ to Stay in the U.S. Without Fear of Being
Deported?
1,197. Are Children of Illegal Immigrants Entitled to a Public Education?
1,198. What Do We Owe Our Veterans?
_________
History & News
1,199. What Event in the Past Do You Wish You Could Have Witnessed?
1,200. What Are the Most Important Changes, in Your Life and in the World, in the Last Decade?
1,201. What National or International Events That You Lived Through Do You Remember Best?
1,202. What Famous Figure From the Past Fascinates You Most?
1,203. What Does Dr. King’s Legacy Mean to You?
1,204. Who Do You Think Has Been ‘Overlooked’ By History?
1,205. What Recent Events Will Most Likely Be Featured in History Museums Someday?
1,206. Why Should We Care About Events in Other Parts of the World?
1,207. What News Stories Are You Following?
1,208. How Do You Get Your News?
1,209. Are You Having More Conversations With Friends and Family About Politics?
1,210. What Is Your Reaction to the Recent Flood of Breaking Political News?
1,211. Do You Ever Get the ‘Bad News Blues’?
1,212. Are We Being Bad Citizens If We Don’t Keep Up With the News?
1,213. Is Your Online World Just a ‘Filter Bubble’ of People With the Same Opinions?
1,214. Do Your Friends on Social Media All Have the Same Political Opinions You Do?
1,215. How Do You Know if What You Read Online Is True?
1,216. Do You Think You Can Tell When Something Is ‘Fake News’?
1,217. Do You Believe in Online Conspiracy Theories?

1,218. What Are Your Experiences With Internet-Based Urban Legends?
1,219. Are Political Memes Dangerous to Democracy?
1,220. Should National Monuments Be Protected by the Government?
1,221. Should Confederate Statues Be Removed or Remain in Place?
1,222. What Supreme Court Cases, Now or in the Past, Interest You Most?
1,223. Should Free Speech Protections Include Self Expression That Discriminates?
1,224. Is It O.K. to Refuse to Serve Same-Sex Couples Based on Religious Beliefs?
1,225. What Will You Remember About President Obama and His Legacy?

Job Interview Practice

Speaking & Accent Training

Sound Practice Index
Click on the pink letter below to go to the wanted sound.
A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M| N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z

A#
Accent evaluation paragraph: Use the paragraph below to evaluate accent, and then use the

sentences below for particular sound practice.
1. As the pen fell far to the floor, Amy watched it hit the tile.
2. She knew she couldn't have caught that pen if Brian threw it to her from his greasy old hands.
3. But she picked it up and wrote the directions to her house.
4. She cleared her throat, but her words still sounded hoarse.
5. "This is the best route."
6. "Keep your horse to this path, and you'll be fine."
7. "After you cross the creek, be careful of the large roots that come up out of the ground."
8. "We'll have a cot set up in the guest house for you."
9. Amy handed the pen back to Brian.
10. She wanted to wash her hands immediately, but settled on wiping them on her jeans.
11. The look on Brian's face, when she did this, sent a pin-pricking sensation through her.
12. She knew she shouldn't be so hard on him.
13. After all, she thought, he is my brother.
14. I shouldn't be so angry all the time.
15. And he is doing us a great service by helping us out this summer.
16. "Thanks again, Brian."
17. "I'll see you in the morning."
18. "Travel safe."
19. Brian nodded to his sister.
20. He did not attempt to extend his calloused, dirty hand to her.

21. But he smiled, knowing that at least she had begun to trust him again.

Vowel Drills: (page 122 Ann Cook's book)

A#AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAA
Long A sound: The 'long a' /eɪ/ is a 2-sound vowel. It is the middle sound in the word
'cake' /keɪk/.
To pronounce the sound, begin with the tongue pushed somewhat forward but in a neutral
position in the mouth. Then, as the jaw closes slightly, move the body of the tongue upward until
it is near the tooth ridge--similar to the position of a 'y sound' /y/. The front sides of the tongue
touch the inside of the top teeth at the end of the sound.

Short A sound: The front of the tongue is pushed further forward and is held lower in the mouth
when forming the 'short a' /æ/ sound than with any other vowel sound. The tip of the tongue will
touch the inside of the bottom front teeth. The body of the tongue is rounded slightly upward.
The jaw is lowered and the lips are held apart, allowing the entire oral cavity to remain open.

AW sound: The entire tongue is pushed back and kept low during the pronunciation of the 'aw
sound' /ɔ/. The bottom side teeth can be felt alongside the front of the tongue during the sound.
The back of the tongue has only a slight rounding upward at the very rear of the mouth. The lips
are made into an oval shape, and may stick slightly outward.

The North American 'aw sound' /ɔ/ is one of the sounds with the greatest variation in
pronunciation even within the continent. Some regions of the United States do not consider this
to be a different sound from the 'short o' /ɑ/. However, in many regions of the country it is a
unique sound; therefore it is described separately.

Group 1: long a sound (/eɪ/)
1. "ai" /eɪ/ as in aim, rain, braid, paint, tail, twain, praise, stain, main
2. "ay" /eɪ/ as in ray, say, stay, day, say, play, spray, tray

Group 2: short a sound (/ɑ:/)
1. "au" /ɑ:/ as in fault, gaunt, fraud, launch, pause, and sauce
2. "aw" /ɑ:/ as in saw, paw, claw, dawn, and crawl
3. "augh" /ɑ:/ as in caught, taught, daughter, naughty, haughty, and slaughter
4. "alk" /ɑ:k/ as in talk, walk, chalk, stalk
5. "all" /ɑ:l/ as in ball, tall, hall, small
6. "ald" /ɑ:ld/ as in bald, scald, and alder
7. "alt" /ɑ:lt/ as in halt, malt, salt
8. "alm" /ɑ:m/ as in alms, calm, palm,psalm
9. "wa" /wɑ:/ as in want, wash, swamp
10. "wa" /wæ/ as in wax, wag, swam

11. -AR - star far tarp bark harp art cart start army marble guard garlic sparkle heart tar farm
yard tart dark dart card yarn alarm garbage market
12. -AIR - parents sheriff where barefoot married square lair mare dare care stare share fair
stereo marathon asparagus parrot cherry dairy parachute arrow hairy bury caring staring
13. -au -author mauve
14. -augh -aught caught naught taught fraught
15. -aunch -haunch launch paunch
16. -aunt -daunt gaunt haunt jaunt taunt
17. -aw -caw gnaw jaw law paw raw saw claw draw flaw slaw squaw straw
18. -awl -bawl brawl crawl drawl shawl scrawl trawl
19. -awn -dawn fawn lawn pawn yawn brawn drawn prawn spawn
20. -ay -bay day gay hay jay lay may nay pay quay ray say way bray clay cray fray gray play pray
slay spray stay stray sway tray
21. -aw (law) au (author) ay (day)

B
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B sound: The 'b sound' /b/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate while producing it), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'p sound' /p/.
To create the /b/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract by closing the lips. The
sound is aspirated when the air is released. The aspiration for a /b/ is less than the aspiration
for a /p/.

1. B WORDS
1. bug both ball bed bee berry birthday bath boat bottle beard bunny busy butter button
boy bus banana bird bear bike bag bat bean bone
2. cowboy robot cheeseburger baby strawberries ladybug cabin neighbor about above
bobcat cobweb goodbye habit kickball marbles ribbon rabbit mailbox grabbing robin
rubber alphabet peek-a-boo remember
3. crab cub web crib ice cube job door knob bib club grab lab rib rub sob tube shrub scrub
swab cab cob (corn on the cob)
2. BR - bread broom brother brick bridge breakfast
3. BL - blanket blackberry blank blew blocks blue blink black

P / B --sound
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPUr5MgeDHM

(P sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_n_rUKQSew (P sound only)
(B sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbCOXRz7Uf8 (B sound only)

C
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CH sound: The 'ch sound' /ʧ/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production),
and is the counterpart to the voiced 'j sound' /ʤ/.
To create the /ʧ/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the tongue
presses against the back tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper side
teeth. The sound is aspirated when the air is released with friction (similar to the friction of an
sh sound).
Many English language learning pronunciation students often find it helpful to think of the /ʧ/ as
stopping the air similar to a 't sound' (but with the tongue a bit further back on the tooth ridge),
and then releasing it with the friction of an 'sh sound' /ʃ/.

1. CH WORDS
1. chair chat chase check cheese cheer chest chew child chick chin cheetah checkers
cherry chicken children cheeseburger chili chocolate chop church chalk cheap
chipmunk choose chore chapter
2. beach ball catcher crutches grandchild hatching inches ketchup kitchen key chain
matches lunchbox marching touchdown itching peaches picture pitcher teacher statue
witches reaching furniture high chair temperature bleachers
3. beach couch bench stretch pitch catch patch reach reach march touch speech wrench
watch witch lunch stretch watch match branch ostrich switch hatch ranch coach
2. CR - crayon crawl crab cry crib crane
3. CL - clap clock cloud clam close claw clothes club

CH --sound
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoyI_omRpcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpsA2b-gKpU

D
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D sound: The 'd sound' /d/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate while producing it), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 't sound' /t/.
To create the /d/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the tongue
presses against the tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper side teeth.
The sound is aspirated when the air is released. The aspiration for a /d/ is less than the
aspiration for a /t/.
Advanced ESL/ELL pronunciation students should be aware that when the /d/ is followed by an
'l sound' /l/ or an 'n sound' /n/, the aspiration of the /d/ is not released in the same manner as
before other sounds. Instead, a lateral aspiration is used in the /d+l/ combination, and a nasal
aspiration is used in the /d+n/ combination.

1. D WORDS
1. dad dark day dime do done dust dot dive dance desk dish dog doll duck door dentist
doctor dinner down dig dove dear does date

2. medicine ladder radio reading wedding lady spider daddy feeding body kindergarten
birthday riding Thursday baby doll calendar Canada idea ready shadow Tuesday louder
hidden hiding speeding
3. food hand mud bed sand add bad bread did dad cried glad grade good hide kid loud
mad read wood sad ride red played side
2. DR - drive draw drink drum dream dragon

Drills:
Drills for muscle memory practice. Read the three words after the sound label in a drill fashion--uniform rythm.
1. -au - author mauve August
2. -augh - aught caught naught
3. -aunch - haunch launch paunch

4. -aunt - daunt gaunt haunt
5. -aw - caw gnaw jaw
6. -awl - brawl crawl drawl
7. -awn - dawn fawn lawn
8. -ay - bay day hay
9. -ea - bread head thread
10. -ew - dew few hew
11. -ei - receipt
12. -ei - reindeer eight weigh
13. -ei - heist
14. -oil - boil coil foil
15. -oin - coin join loin
16. -iost - foist hoist joist
17. -oo - too woo zoo
18. -ood - food mood brood
19. -oof - roof proof spoof
20. -ool - cool fool pool
21. -oom - broom doom gloom
22. -oon - loon moon noon
23. -oop - coop hoop loop
24. -oose - goose loose moose
25. -oot - boot hoot root
26. -ood - good hood wood
27. -ook - book cook hook look
28. -ouch - couch pouch vouch
29. -oud - loud cloud proud
30. -ounce - bounce pounce flounce
31. -ound - bound found hound
32. -our - hour sour flour scour
33. -ouse - douse house louse
34. -out - grout scout shout

35. -outh - mouth south louth
36. -ow (short o)- bow cow how
37. -owl - growl prowl scowl
38. -own - down gown town
39. -ow (long o) - bow know low
40. -own - known mown sown
41. -oy - coy joy soy

E
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Long E sound: The tongue is forward, with the body of the tongue near the tooth ridge. (The
tongue is higher in the mouth for this sound than for any other vowel in English.) Because the
tongue is so high, the jaw is relatively closed during the 'long e' /i/ sound. The sides of the
tongue touch the top, side teeth during the sound.
NOTE: This sound is very similar to a 'y sound' /y/.

Short E: The 'short e' /ɛ/ sound is a relatively relaxed vowel sound. The middle of the tongue
rounds slightly upward and the sides of the tongue may lightly touch the top and bottom side
teeth. The lips and jaw are loose and relaxed.

1. (ee): peek, see, queen, sleep, cheese, street, meet, and team
2. (ea /long e/): eat, sea, each, leaf, peach, mean, team, ease, and please
3. (ea /short e/): dead, head, spread, health, bread and meant
4. (ea /long a/): break, great, steak, and yea

5. eu/ew as in sleuth, deuce, few, new, and shrewd
6. ei/ey/eigh /long a/ as in veil, beige, they, whey, eight, and weigh reindeer
7. ei/ey/eigh /long e/ as in seize, key, money, valley, ceiling leisure
8. ei/ey/eigh /long i/ as in heist, eye, geyser, height
9. -ea -meadow pleasant spread heading sweat threaten treasure weapon weather overhead
heaven dread pleasure widespread gingerbread bread head heavy ready thread steady dead
breath ahead breakfast already feather death measure instead leather
10. -ew -dew few hew knew new blew brew chew
11. -ER sound as in: cursive mixture fur skirt first herd turn learn fern whisper never spider
curds butter purse hurt stir dirt germs girl turkey together teacher concern dinner
12. -EAR sound as in: fear steer mirror year hero jeer hear near pier hearing spear beard cheer
gear disappear pioneer souvenir cashier period chandelier cheering cereal pyramid weird
cafeteria
13. "cy" /-si:/ as in agency, fluency, efficiency
14. "ity" /əti/ as in quality, ability, reality
15. "logy" /ləʤi/ as in trilogy, apology, mythology
16. "graphy" /grəfi/ as in photography, choreography, topography

EE/IH --How to pronounce EE vs IH (leave vs. live)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuK3A3pBQlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGd_hJtLmEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hBDAUCDXN8

-ED Endings
There are three different ways to pronounce the 'ed' ending of regular verbs in the simple past
tense: / Id / , / t / or / d /. The pronunciation depends on the sound at the end of the infinitive of
the main verb and whether it is voiced or not. A voiced sound is one that vibrates in your throat
when you say it. See the chart below.

-ed Endings --How to pronounce the -ed at the end of past tense verbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-sGWj_q0fpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TPe_x80Pgs
https://www.eslbuzz.com/how-to-pronounce-the-ed-ending-correctlyin-english/

F
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F sound: The 'f sound' /f/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production), and
is the counterpart to the voiced 'v sound' /v/.
To create the /f/, the jaw is held nearly closed. The upper backside of the bottom lip is pressed
very lightly into the bottom of the top teeth. Air is pushed out the mouth between the top teeth
and the upper backside of the bottom lip. This sound is to be a continuous consonant, meaning
that it should be capable of being produced for a few seconds with even and smooth
pronunciation for the entire duration.
The lips are kept mostly relaxed during the production of the /f/. A common error English
language learners make is overproducing this sound by curling the bottom lip under the top
teeth. This creates problems when linking other sounds to and from the /f/.

1. F WORDS
1. face farm feet fur phone fingers fire fudge food five fish foot four fork forest feather
fist fast fall fossil fin feed fan fence fox
2. elephant waffle laughing office headphones infant gopher taffy dolphin coffee
breakfast campfire golfer alphabet muffin sofa lifeguard traffic trophy golf ball barefoot
playful goldfish buffalo unfold
3. calf cuff cough chief elf loaf leaf roof thief laugh wolf safe chef knife hoof giraffe wife
tough sheriff stuff golf cliff off half shelf

2. FR - freckles friend frozen frog fruit Friday frame
3. FL - floor flower floss fly flat Florida float flute

G
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G sound: The 'g sound' /g/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate while producing it), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'k sound' /k/.
To create the /g/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the back of the
tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The sound is
aspirated when the air is released. The amount of aspiration used to produce a /g/ is less than
that for a /k/.

1. G WORDS
1. goose gate gas gift go gulp good gone guess give ghost guitar garbage goodbye goat
game gum girl golf guy goal gallon gold garage gorilla
2. dragon luggage cougar tiger eagle merry-go-round tugboat pigpen again wagon sugar
dugout foggy magnet hamburger jogging juggle pigtail magazine yoga seagull alligator
August bigger doggy
3. bug dog leg bag mug big rag pig Doug frog fog twig slug fig dig log hug rug tag wag wig
egg tug flag jug
2. GR - grandpa greet grass groceries grapes grill
3. GL - glass glad globe glitter gloss glow glove glue

GH words -sometimes f-sound, sometimes silent.
David has a bad cold and a cough.
cough
laugh
rough

The film was hilarious, I have not laughed so much in ages. *
The path was rough and rocky.
This meat is far too tough to eat.
tough
high
sleigh
sigh
thigh

Birds fly high in the sky.
The kids enjoyed the sleigh ride.
The bored girl gave a loud sigh.
The upper part of a leg is called the thigh.
Put that naughty child to bed early.
naughty

graph

We created a linear graph for geography. *
The thief was caught in the act.

caught
The daughter of a King is called a princess.
daughter
enough

Is there enough space in the car for me?

H
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H sound: The 'h sound' /h/ is unvoiced, and the vocal cords do not vibrate during the production
of this sound.
To create the h sound, the deep back of the tongue slightly constricts within the throat. The
upper/front part of the tongue as well as the lips will often move into the shape of surrounding
sounds at the same time as the h sound is being produced.
A common error English language learners make is overproducing the /h/ by constricting the
tongue too much within the throat or by voicing the sound.

1. hall. ham. hand. hard. hat. have. head. health. heart. height. help. high. hike. hill. hint. hold.
home. hook. hop. hope. ...
2. beehive. birdhouse. doghouse. doll house. downhill. fishhook. forehead. groundhog.
lighthouse. playhouse. pothole. redhead. reheat. sea horse. uphill. White House. behavior.
buttonhole. grasshopper. hula hoop

I
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Long I sound: The 'long i' /ɑɪ/ is a 2-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'y sound' /y/.
Part 1: At the beginning of the sound, the tongue is low and touches the bottom, side teeth.
Part 2: As the jaw closes slightly, the body of the tongue moves upward until it is near the tooth

ridge, similar to the position of a 'y sound' /y/. The front sides of the tongue touch the inside of
the top, side teeth.

Short I: The lips are relaxed and the central/front area of the tongue is in the central/high area of
the mouth for this sound. The overall neutrality and relaxed tongue and lip position is why it is
one of the pronunciations used in an unstressed vowel position.

Short i:
1. bin, bid, big, middle, tip, spin, split, drip

2. ie /long e/ as in: brief, field, grieve, and piece

Short i sentence practice.
1. Kim sat in the big rig.
2. The ham is in the bag.
3. My pal can sit on the mat.
4. Pam hid in the van.
5. I can see the tin lid.
6. Dad can fix the van.
7. Al has six caps.
8. Pam has a big ax.

Long i:
1. "fy" /aɪ/ as in notify, glorify
2. "ky" /aɪ/ as in sky
3. "ye" /aɪ/ as in dye, rye
4. ie/ye /long i/ as in die, tie, dye, and rye
5. igh as in high, thigh, night, flight, and wright
6. ign as in sign, align, assign, and benign
7. ind as in bind, kind, mind, grind, and behind
8. -IRE choir flier pliers umpire dryer tired fire campfire Ireland Irene mire dire liar buyer hire
wire empire briar admire vampire sapphire choirs ironing fireman sire

EE/IH --How to pronounce EE vs IH (leave vs. live)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuK3A3pBQlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGd_hJtLmEY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hBDAUCDXN8

J
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J sound: The 'j sound' /ʤ/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'ch sound' /ʧ/.
To create the /ʤ/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the tongue
presses against the back tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper side
teeth. The sound is aspirated when the air is released with friction (similar to the friction of a 'zh
sound' /ʒ/).
English language learners often find it helpful to think of the /ʤ/ as stopping the air similar to a 'd
sound' /d/ (but with the tongue a bit further back on the tooth ridge), and then releasing it with
the friction of a /ʒ/.

1. germs. jam. jar. jaw. jeans. jet. job. jog. joke. joy. juice. just. jump. Jo. Jake. Jess. Josh.
2. agent. badger. cages. edges. high jump. magic. major. object. pages. pigeon. project.
soldier. subject. urgent. imagine. educate.
3. age. bridge. cage. edge. fudge. huge. judge. page. ridge. stage.

K
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K sound: The 'k sound' /k/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate while producing it), and is
the counterpart to the voiced 'g sound' /g/.
To create the /k/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the back of the
tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The sound is

aspirated when the air is released. The amount of aspiration used to produce a /k/ is greater
than that used for a /g/.

1. K WORDS
1. can cat key comb catch coin cub cone carrot corn cold cool cop cake car kid cave coat
cow cut cart candy card color kite racquet breakfast baking chicken donkey soccer
sucker vacation biking turkey cooking
2. weekend uncle napkin bacon checkers jacket pocket pumpkin raincoat taco looking
helicopter apricot vacuum
3. duck bike lock cheek hawk leak rake rock shake music book back pack cook hike sick
check hook lick neck snack stick truck walk pick
2. KW - language awkward cakewalk liquid walkway equal likewise frequent require

L
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L sound: There are two 'l sound' formations--also known as allophones of the 'l sound': a 'light l'
and a 'velar' (or dark) 'l'. The 'velar l' is represented by the International Phonetic Alphabet
symbol /ɫ/.
The following is a description for the light l; hereafter simply referred to as the 'l sound' /l/.
To create the /l/, the tip of the tongue is placed against the middle of the tooth ridge. The sound
is created when air travels alongside the tip of the tongue, between the front of the tongue and
the side teeth.

1. L WORDS
1. leaf lamp laugh leak list long letter light land ladybug listen lock look love lemon lamb
leg lips log lunch lazy lion lake lucky late
2. belly sailing balloon alarm police salad pillow wallet eleven calendar family wallpaper
sea lion silly pilot dollar island olive jelly shoelace elbow elephant violin toilet envelope
3. ball mail nail seal pool muscle fall shell tail call yell tall heel tool bowl bell whale owl hill
pencil towel wheel hole wall spell
2. L Blends:

1. BL - blanket blackberry blank blew blocks blue blink black
2. CL - clap clock cloud clam close claw clothes club
3. GL - glass glad globe glitter gloss glow glove glue
4. FL - floor flower floss fly flat Florida float flute
5. PL - plane planet please place play plant plus plow
6. SL - slide slap sleep slip slam sleeve sled slow slug

L --sound (light and dark)
(Light L) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JamM8TgB_AA
(Dark L) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTgYjGXFAkw
Difference of R and L- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0xSFeioUwM
Speech Therapy for L sound: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0xSFeioUwM

M
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M sound: To create the 'm sound' /m/, the lips are pressed together, causing the air to be
blocked from leaving the mouth. The soft palate drops, allowing air to pass out through the
nose. The sound is voiced, so the vocal cords vibrate while producing it.

1. mad. mail. make. man. map. March. mask. match. math. May. meet. mess. mice. might.
milk. mine. mix. ...
2. human. lemon. woman. family. camera. plumber. tomato. lawnmower. hamburger.
submarine. chimney. numbers. drummer. animal. salami. timer. human. ...
3. clam. climb. comb. cream. dime. dream. flame. game. gym. ham. home. hum. lamb. Mom.
name. palm. plumb.

N
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N sound: To create the 'n sound' /n/, the air is blocked from leaving the mouth by pressing the
tip against the tooth ridge and the sides of the front of the tongue against the side teeth. The
soft palate drops, allowing air to pass out through the nose. The sound is voiced, so the vocal
cords vibrate while producing it.

1. knees. nap. nest. necklace. knit. nurse. kneecap. kneepad. knife-edge. knitting. know-how.
knowing.
2. bonus. bunny. canal. canoe. chimney.
3. again. airplane. alone. bacon. balloon.

-NG sound: To create the 'ng sound' /ŋ/, air is prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the
back of the tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The soft
palate drops, allowing air to pass out through the nose. The sound is voiced, so the vocal cords
vibrate while producing it.

-ng blends:
1. anger. anguish. banging. Bengal. England. English. finger. hanger. hunger. jingle. jungle.
longer. mongoose. Ping Pong. singer. stronger. Tango. younger.
2. bang. bring. ding. dong. hang. king. long. lung. ping. pong. ring. sing. song. spring. sting.
string. strong. swing. thing. tongue. wrong.
3. pinging ringing singing bringing belonging

O
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Long O sound: The 'long o' /oʊ/ is a two-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'w sound' /w/.
Part 1: The body of the tongue is pushed back and in a low-to-mid mouth position and the
bottom teeth can be felt along the sides of the tongue.

Part 2: The sound moves into a 'w sound' /w/ by raising the jaw slightly while closing the lips
into a small circle. The body of the tongue moves upward until the tongue is near the back of
the hard palate.

Short O sound: The vocal tract is very open for the production of the 'short o' /ɑ/ sound. In fact,
the jaw is held more open and the back of the tongue is held lower for this sound than any other
American English vowel sound pronunciation. The tongue touches the inside of the bottom
teeth so that the top of the tongue is nearly even with the top of the bottom teeth. The lips are
held open and kept rounded, but relaxed.

OO sound (like in tooth): To create the 'oo sound' /u/, the lips are pulled into a tense, small
circle. In addition, the back of the tongue is raised to a high position and sides of the tongue
may touch the top teeth at the back of the mouth.

OI sound: The 'oi sound' /ɔɪ/ is a two-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'y sound' /y/.
Part 1: At the beginning of the sound the jaw is open about mid-way and the body of the tongue
is in a low position in the mouth. The bottom teeth can be felt along the sides of the tongue.
Part 2: Then the jaw closes slightly. The body of the tongue moves upward until it is near the
tooth ridge, similar to the position of a 'y sound' /y/. The front sides of the tongue touch the
inside of the top, side teeth.

OW sound: The 'ow sound' /aʊ/ is a two-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'w sound' /w/.
Part 1: The sound begins with the jaw open and the body of the tongue in a low position in the
mouth. The bottom teeth can be felt along the sides of the tongue.
Part 2: Then, as the jaw closes, the lips close into a small circle similar to the position of a 'w
sound' /w/. The body of the tongue moves upward until the tongue is near the back of the hard
palate.

U sound (like in book): To create the 'other u' /ʊ/ sound, the back of the tongue is raised to a
mid-high position. The sides of the tongue may touch the top teeth toward the back of the
mouth. The jaw is slightly closed and the lips are pulled into a loose circle.

1. -OR -board shorts shore story pour sport sword short fort popcorn storm thorn organ
morning horseshoe tornado store floor more score north port chore orange forest horse
2. -oo as in boo, food, smooth, and moose
3. -oor as in poor door tour lure
4. -oo as in book, look, good, and stood
5. -oa /long o/ as in oat, loam, groan, loathe, and loaves
6. -oe /long o/ as in doe, and hoe
7. -oi/oy /y/ as in oil, coin, voice, boy, and ploy
8. -old/olk/olt /long o/ as in gold, scold, folk, yolk, bolt, and volt
9. -oll/ost /long o/ as in roll, knoll, scroll, ghost, most, and post
10. -oll/ost /short o/ as in doll, loll, cost, lost, and frost
11. -ou/ow as in out, round, bounce, how, down, and browse
12. -ou/ow /long o/ as in soul, poultry, own, glow, snow, and owe
13. -ou as in you, soup, group, and rouge
14. Group 1: short o sound (/ɑ:/)
15. "oll" /ɑ:ll/ as in doll, loll

16. "ost" /ɑ:st/ as in cost, lost, frost
17. Group 2: complex aw (diphthong sound /aʊ/)
18. "ou" /aʊ/ as in out, round, bounce
19. "ow" /aʊ/ as in how, down, browse
20. -oil -boil coil foil soil toil spoil broil
21. -oin -coin join loin groin
22. -iost -foist hoist joist moist
23. -oo -boo coo goo moo too woo zoo shoo
24. -ood -food mood brood -oof goof roof proof spoof
25. -ool -cool fool pool tool drool school spool stool
26. -oom -boom doom loom
27. -oom -room zoom bloom broom gloom groom
28. -oon -loon moon noon soon croon spoon swoon
29. -oop -coop hoop loop droop scoop sloop snoop stoop swoop troop
30. -oose -goose loose moose noose
31. -oot -boot hoot loot moot root toot scoot shoot
32. -ood -good hood wood stood
33. -ook -book cook hook look nook took brook crook shook
34. -ouch -couch pouch vouch crouch grouch slouch
35. -oud -loud cloud proud
36. -ounce -bounce pounce flounce trounce
37. -ound -bound found hound mound pound round sound wound ground
38. -our -hour sour flour scour
39. -ouse -douse house louse mouse rouse souse blouse grouse spouse
40. -out -out bout gout lout pout rout tout clout flout grout scout shout snout spout sprout stout
trout
41. -outh -mouth south
42. -ow -bow cow how now row sow vow brow chow plow prow scow
43. -owl -fowl howl jowl growl prowl scowl
44. -own -down gown twon brown clown crown drown frown
45. -ow -bow know low mow row sow tow blow crow flow glow grow show slow snow stow

throw
46. -own -known mown sown blown flown grown shown thrown
47. -oy -boy coy joy Roy soy toy ploy
48. -oo (book)
49. -ou (out)
50. -ow (cow)
51. -ow (show)
52. -oy (boy)
53. -oi (oil)
54. -oo (boot)

P
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P sound: The 'p sound' /p/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate while producing it), and is
the counterpart to the voiced 'b sound' /b/.
To create the /p/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract by closing the lips. The
sound is aspirated when the air is released. The aspiration for a /p/ is greater than the
aspiration for a /b/.

1. P WORDS
1. pencil party pig pickle pony penny penguin parrot pizza pirate pet paint peach picnic
piano pants pie parade park pass past paid pear paw point
2. diaper hippo apple teepee wallpaper grasshopper zipper mopping super octopus soapy
dripping teapot typewriter zookeeper copy depend dustpan happy paper open napkin
napping toothpaste sleeping
3. lamp mop soup ship sheep tape asleep rope checkup envelope hoop stop shop
ketchup cup tape up pipe wrap trap cap top sweep soap pop
2. PL - plane planet please place play plant plus plow

P / B --sound
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPUr5MgeDHM
(P sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_n_rUKQSew (P sound only)
(B sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbCOXRz7Uf8 (B sound only)

Q
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K sound: The 'k sound' /k/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate while producing it), and is
the counterpart to the voiced 'g sound' /g/.

To create the /k/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the back of the
tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The sound is
aspirated when the air is released. The amount of aspiration used to produce a /k/ is greater
than that used for a /g/.

QW sound:
1. quick quiver queue queen qualify quiz
2. plaque equal equality headquarters
3. language awkward cakewalk liquid walkway equal likewise frequent require

R
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R sound: There are two different ways to create an 'r sound' /r/, and although the tongue

placement is quite different between the two, the sound they produce is very similar. An
important aspect of the American /r/ is that the tip of the tongue never touches the tooth ridge
during this sound!
Method 1 (solid): The back of the tongue is raised so the sides of the tongue touch the back
teeth. The center of the back of the tongue is lower and the air travels through this groove to
create the sound. The tip of the tongue may point upward, or may be left low.
Method 2 (dashed): The tip of the tongue is raised and curled back behind the tooth ridge while
the back of the tongue stays low.
Students should experiment to find the most effective individual method. Also, the /r/ interacts
with adjacent sounds, which can result in positions that are a combination of the above
methods.

@R sound: 'Schwa+r' /ɚ/ is an r-controlled vowel. This strange sound is created the same way as
the 'r sound' /r/, and therefore has the same two options available for pronouncing it.
The first option is to raise the back of the tongue so that the sides of the tongue touch the back
teeth. The center of the back of the tongue is lower and the air travels through this groove to
create the sound.
Alternatively, the tip of the tongue can be raised and curled back behind the tooth ridge while

the back of the tongue stays low. The air still travels over the back of the tongue, but moves
more along the sides and tip.
The tip of the tongue never touches the tooth ridge during the American English 'schwa+r' /ɚ/ or
'r sound' /r/.

AR sound: The 'ar sound' /ɑr/ is an r-controlled vowel. Technically this sound is two distinct
sounds (vowel sound+'r sound' /r/). It is presented with the name 'ar sound' /ɑr/ to distinguish
the fact that the vowel portion of the sound is different from the various pronunciations
commonly used for the letter 'a' spelling.
The 'ar sound' /ɑr/ begins with the tongue in the position of a 'short o' /ɑ/ sound. The tip and
center of the tongue are set low, inside the bottom teeth. The top of the tongue is nearly even
with the top of the bottom teeth.
To transition to the 'r' portion of the sound, the body of the tongue moves upward. The midsection of the tongue rises so the sides of the tongue touch the middle teeth. The air travels
over the body of the tongue to create the /r/ portion of the sound. (NOTE: The secondary
method of producing the /r/ may be used to produce second portion of the 'ar
sound' /ɑr/ instead of this technique.)

OR sound: The 'or sound' /ɔr/ is an r-controlled vowel. Technically this sound is two distinct
sounds (vowel sound+r sound). It is presented here under the name 'or sound' /ɔr/ to distinguish
the fact that the vowel portion of the sound is different from the various pronunciations
commonly used for the 'o' spelling.
The 'or sound' /ɔr/ begins with lips rounded. The tongue is pushed back and held middle-low in
the mouth, similar to the beginning of a 'long o' /oʊ/ sound. Although the International Phonetic
Alphabet transcription shows that the or sound begins with the symbol used for the 'aw
sound' /ɔ/, note that the tongue is not as far back as it is during that sound.
To transition to the /r/ portion of the sound, the lips relax and the body of the tongue moves
upward and forward. The mid-section of the tongue raises so the sides of the tongue touch the
middle teeth. The air travels over the body of the tongue to create the /r/ portion of the sound.
(NOTE: The secondary method of producing the /r/ may be used to produce second portion of
the /ɔr/ instead of this technique.)

AIR sound: The 'air sound' /ɛr/ is an r-controlled vowel. Technically this sound is two distinct
sounds (vowel sound+'r sound' /r/). It is presented here under the name 'air sound' to
distinguish the fact that the vowel portion of the sound is different from the 'long
a' /eɪ/ (although the sound's spellings are very similar to those for the 'long a' /eɪ/).
The 'air sound' /ɛr/ begins with the tongue rounded slightly upward in the middle of the mouth.
The sides of the tongue may lightly touch the bottom teeth during the formation of the
beginning of this sound.
To transition to the /r/ portion of the sound, the body of the tongue moves upward and forward.
The mid-section of the tongue raises so the sides of the tongue touch the mid-side teeth. The
air travels over the body of the tongue to create the /r/ portion of the sound. (NOTE: The
secondary method of producing the /r/ may be used to produce second portion of the 'air
sound' /ɛr/ instead of this technique.)

1. R WORDS
1. run rice rat rag rake red wrist raisin rabbit ribbon radio rocket ranch rich race ring rain rug ran write rip
recess rock read wrap

2. carrot bird earring horse iron arm giraffe fork shirt lizard fairy pirate scissors turtle camera party
nurse worm walrus park syrup zero corn barn earth

3. four bear deer ear tear pear jar alligator doctor feather dollar mother hammer ladder car chair door
tire hair beaver letter kangaroo dinosaur flower father

2. R Blends
1. BR - bread broom brother brick bridge breakfast
2. CR - crayon crawl crab cry crib crane
3. DR - drive draw drink drum dream dragon
4. FR - freckles friend frozen frog fruit Friday frame
5. GR - grandpa greet grass groceries grapes grill
6. TR - tree triangle truck treasure trash train traffic tractor
3. VOCALIC R WORDS
1. -AR star far tarp bark harp art cart start army marble guard garlic sparkle heart tar
farm yard tart dark dart card yarn alarm garbage market
2. -ER cursive mixture fur skirt first herd turn learn fern whisper never spider curds
butter purse hurt stir dirt germs girl turkey together teacher concern dinner
3. -AIR parents sheriff where barefoot married square lair mare dare care stare share

fair stereo marathon asparagus parrot cherry dairy parachute arrow hairy bury caring
staring
4. -IRE choir flier pliers umpire dryer tired fire campfire Ireland Irene mire dire liar buyer
hire wire empire briar admire vampire sapphire choirs ironing fireman sire
5. -EAR fear steer mirror year hero jeer hear near pier hearing spear beard cheer gear
disappear pioneer souvenir cashier period chandelier cheering cereal pyramid weird
cafeteria
6. -OR board shorts shore story pour sport sword short fort popcorn storm thorn organ
morning horseshoe tornado store floor more score north port chore orange forest

R --sound (regular and colored) (Tip: If you roll your R's, try putting a pen in your mouth horizontally, make sure
that your tongue is under the pen and pronounce your word.)

1. Like in run ..(regular R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5a2-KuHkBU
2. Like in girl ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ppOrwjvslc
3. Like in after ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzNRoSGBh44
4. Like in chair ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjurI7xtCjE
5. Like in hero ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0bkG5ZfzH4
6. Like in fire ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PdV7RymsiMY
7. Like in sport ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbDrxmP4_S4
8. Like in car ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6E2L2vLH78
9. Difference of R and L- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0xSFeioUwM

S
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S sound: The 's sound' /s/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production), and
is the counterpart to the voiced 'z sound' /z/.
To create the /s/, the front of the tongue is placed close to the tooth ridge. The tip of the tongue
should be close to the upper backside of the top front teeth. The tongue is kept tense as air is
pushed between a small groove along the center of the tip of the tongue and the front of the
tooth ridge. The front sides of the tongue touch the side teeth toward the front of the mouth.
The lips are held slightly tense during the sound.
The /s/ is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being produced for a
few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

SH sound: The 'sh sound' /ʃ/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production),
and is the counterpart to the voiced 'zh sound' /ʒ/.
To create the /ʃ/, air is forced between a wide groove in the center of the front of the tongue and

the back of the tooth ridge. The sides of the blade of the tongue may touch the side teeth. The
lips are kept slightly tense, and may protrude somewhat during the production of the sound.
This sound is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being produced for
a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

1. S WORDS
1. sit soup salt seal sick sing sun save seed seat city said sad sorry soap sock sail sour
sign sand soft seven sink son safe
2. baseball dancer gasoline grasshopper motorcycle fossil pencil muscle beside racing
insect recipe medicine listen glasses bicycle dinosaur popsicle eraser faucet messy
outside passing whistle policeman
3. bus face ice grass horse yes address office purse glass pass voice nice lips class
dress erase house mouse race lettuce fence miss juice this
2. SH WORDS
1. shape shirt shoe ship chef shadow shot shut shop shy shadow shampoo share have
shoelace shower shovel sugar shed short show shine shake shade sharp
2. bushes dishes lotion flashlight fishing ocean milkshake pushing toothbrushes addition
directions cushion tissue sunshine eyelashes seashore machine washing mushroom
pet shop eruption polishing Washington musician dishrag
3. brush fish push dish cash leash wash trash eyelash bush finish ticklish polish licorice
splash flash smash fresh flush rush punish crash rash wish mash

3. S Blends
1. SC/SK - scoop scare school skin skate ski sky
2. SL - slow sled sleeve sleep slip slide slap
3. SM - smell smoke smooth smart smash small smile
4. SN - snail snack snap snake sneeze snow snore
5. SP - spoon space spider speak spill spell sports
6. ST - stamp step stop star stairs story student
7. SW - sweep swamp swim swan swing sweater Sweet Sweat

S vs. Z
There are five common spellings of the S sound: s/ss, ce, ci, sc, and x.
There are three common spellings of the Z sound: z/zz, s, x.
Let's look at a few rules for some of the common spellings.
1. s spelling (sit, wise, dogs, cats)
1. The s spelling is sometimes pronounced as an S sound (sit, cats) and sometimes as
a Z sound (wise, dogs)
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as a Z sound if it comes between two vowel sounds:
wise, visit, busy.
2. sc spelling (science, descend, score)
1. The sc spelling can be pronounced as an S sound alone or as an S + K sound.
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as an S sound when it comes in the middle of a word,
but not all words follow the rule.
1. S sound = muscle, descend, science
2. S + K sound = scream, score, scare
Practice sentences:
1) Is Sally his sister?
2) Sam was my son.

3) The seven dogs and cats stay inside the house.
4) He was so sad last Sunday.
5) The sun is so high in the sky.
6) Six boys and girls sat on the fence outside the store.
7) The science quiz was easy.
8) Please sit beside your friends.
9) Is this house hers?
10) CHALLENGE SENTENCE:

The seven students took the first test for their

driver's licenses on the last Thursday in December.

Pronunciation of ‘s’ and ‘es’
plural endings
In English, we mostly form the plural of a noun by adding ‘s’. In some cases we add ‘es’:
1 dog, 2 dogs
1 class, 2 classes
At the end of a word, ‘s’ has two possible pronunciations: /s/ or /z/.
1. After the following sounds we pronounce ‘s’ as /s/:
after a /p/ sound:
2 shops /s/
after a /t/ sound:
2 hats /s/
after a /k/ sound:
2 books /s/
after a /θ/ sound:

2 cloths /s/
after a /f/sound:
2 giraffes /s/.
2. In all other cases we pronounce ‘s’ as /z/:
3 trees /z/
2 dogs /z/

flowers /z/.
managers /z/.
3. When the plural form has the ‘es’ ending, the pronunciation is always /iz/:
2 foxes /iz/
2 boxes /iz/.

T
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TTTTT
T sound: To create the /t/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the
tongue presses against the tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper
side teeth. The sound is aspirated when the air is released.

1. T WORDS
1. teeth tire toast toy teacher two toad tiger turkey taco tool tooth toe talk towel turtle
team take tall taste tub touch top tongue time
2. button guitar kitten mittens potato eighteen rotten hotel cotton motel (Hard "T" sound,
can sound like "d" sound, depending on how you say it) beauty better city butter little
butterfly tomato biting Saturday water
3. mat boat cat fruit goat hat coat light nut chocolate eat bite cut cute feet get sit right not
late kite hot hat wet white
2. TR - tree triangle truck treasure trash train traffic tractor

ThThThThThThThThThThThTh
ThThTh
Voiced TH: The 'voiced th' /ð/ and 'unvoiced th' /θ/ sounds are the only pair of English sounds
that share a single, common spelling. For that reason, the 'th sounds' are presented together in
this ESL/ELL pronunciation lesson.
With the exception of being voiced or unvoiced, the /ð/ and /θ/ are nearly identical; the tip of the
tongue is placed behind the top front teeth. The friction occurs between the tip of the tongue
and the top front teeth. Subtle friction may also occur between the top of the front of the tongue
and the tooth ridge. The lips are kept relaxed during the production of both 'th sounds.'
An alternative method of producing the 'th sounds' is to place the tip of the tongue between the
top and bottom front teeth. While this method will produce the correct sound, it often creates
difficulties transitioning to and from other sounds. This is because the tongue needs to be so
much further forward when between the front teeth as compared to behind the top front teeth.
The 'th sounds' are continuous consonants, meaning that they should be capable of being held
for a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration. Because the
sounds are fricatives, the majority of the sound comes from the friction of the air traveling
through a small opening in the vocal tract.

1. TH WORDS Voiceless
1. bathtub toothache toothbrush python marathon healthy truthful wealthy athlete
bathrobe panther toothpaste birthday something pathway toothpick
2. cloth moth math tooth fifth beneath path month wreath booth broth ninth tenth breath
bath earth mouth teeth youth north strength south oath both eighth
3. thorn thin think thunder thousand thirsty thief thermometer theater thermos thaw thing
thread thoughtful three thick thumb thigh third thank you thirty thirteen therapy
Thursday thimble
2. TH WORDS Voiced
1. that than the they their them these they’d they’ll they’re they’ve this those though
themselves therefore thee thy thou therein
2. feather weather together bathing father mother clothing brother weatherman either
gather other worthy another rather soothing smoothest leather tether
3. breathe lathe seethe scathe teethe bathe hath loathe

TH --sound (voiced and voiceless)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KaYtW-MjPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC0l6GQZtM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZb_EWVCUoE

U
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Long U: The 'long u' /yu/ is a 2-sound vowel similar to a 'y sound' /y/ followed by an 'oo
sound' /u/.
Part 1: The 'long u' /yu/ begins with the jaw mostly closed and tip of the tongue very close to the
tooth ridge (similar to a 'y sound' /y/).
Part 2: The sound transitions into an 'oo sound' /u/ by closing the lips into a small circle while
lowering the front of the tongue. At the same time as the front of the tongue lowers, the back of
the tongue raises.

Short U: The body of the tongue is relaxed and set low in the mouth. The sides of the tongue
lightly touch the bottom teeth during the formation of the sound. The jaw is kept in a neutral
position, and the lips are relaxed.
The overall relaxed nature of the formation of this sound is why it is commonly used for the
pronunciation of the vowel sound of an unstressed syllable. The 'short i' /ɪ/ sound may also be
used in an unstressed syllable, but short u /ʌ/ or schwa /ə/ are more common.

1. Short U

1. up us under
2. cub rub tub duck luck mud rough tough bug dug hug mug
2. Long U
1. cue, due, hue, rue, sue, blue, clue, flue, glue, and true
2. suit, fruit, cruise, juice, and sluice

V
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V sound: The 'v sound' /v/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'f sound' /f/.
To create the /v/, the jaw is held nearly closed. The upper backside of the bottom lip is pressed
very lightly into the bottom of the top teeth. Air is pushed out the mouth between the top teeth
and the upper backside of the bottom lip. This sound is a continuous consonant, meaning that it
should be capable of being produced for a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for
the entire duration.
The lips are kept mostly relaxed during the /v/. A common error ESL/ELL students make is
overproducing this sound by curling the bottom lip under the top teeth. This creates problems
when linking to and from the /v/.

1. V WORDS
1. vest van vine vote vet vase vacuum valley vampire vowels visor visit village violet
volcano vegetables volleyball violin voice vain vault vanilla video view vent
2. driveway shaving seven carnival envelope beaver seventy travel beverage heavy driver
clover diver cover heaven advice shiver river mover even gravy invite Levi’s level over
3. glove sleeve olive dove cave love five beehive brave drive give move save stove wave
above forgive dive remove shave cursive receive expensive creative talkative

W
#WWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
WWWW
W sound: The 'w sound' /w/ is created with the jaw mostly closed and the lips formed in a small,
tight circle. The sound is voiced, so the vocal cords must vibrate during the production of the
sound.

The /w/ is very similar to the vowel 'oo sound' /u/; the only difference is that the lips are slightly
more closed when making the /w/. Also the /w/ is a consonant sound and cannot create a
syllable as a vowel sound can.

1. want, wash, swamp, wax, wag, swam
2. one wait walk wall want warm was wash watchn we
3. choir queen quack quick quiet quilt quarter question quit
4. language awkward cakewalk liquid walkway equal likewise frequent require

X
#XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXX
The x spelling can be pronounced in two different ways:
K + S sound = fix, fox, next
G + Z sound = example, exist
*Note: "Exit" can be pronounced as an K + S sound or G + Z sound. Either way is accepted.

1. Xanadu Xanax xylophone linx fix xerox

Y
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Y sound: The tongue is extended forward, with the body of the tongue very near the tooth ridge
and hard palate. Because the tongue is so high, the jaw is kept relatively closed during the
formation of this sound. The sides of the tongue touch the top, side teeth during the sound. The
lips are held mostly closed, and they are neither made tense nor into a circular shape.
NOTE: This sound is similar to a 'long e' /i/ in both sound and formation. However, the tongue is
held closer to the tooth ridge during the 'y sound' /y/ than during the 'long e' /i/ sound.

1. use used yard yarn yawn yawned yes yell yet yelled you

2. kayak lawyer loyal New Year New York reuse reused royal yo-yo

Y as a vowel. Group 2: long e sound
1. " cy" /-si:/ as in agency, fluency, efficiency
2. "ity" /əti/ as in quality, ability, reality
3. "logy" /ləʤi/ as in trilogy, apology, mythology
4. "graphy" /grəfi/ as in photography, choreography, topography
Y as a vowel. Group 2: long i sound
1. "fy" /aɪ/ as in notify, glorify
2. "ky" /aɪ/ as in sky
3. "ye" /aɪ/ as in dye, rye

Z
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ZZZZZZ
Z sound: The 'z sound' /z/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 's sound' /s/.
To create the /z/, the front of the tongue is placed close to the tooth ridge. The tip of the tongue
should be close to the upper backside of the top front teeth. The tongue is kept tense as air is
pushed between a small groove along the center of the tip of the tongue and the front of the
tooth ridge. The front sides of the tongue touch the side teeth toward the front of the mouth.
The lips are held slightly tense during the sound.
This sound is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being produced for
a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

ZH sound: The 'zh sound' /ʒ/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'sh sound' /ʃ/.
To create the /ʒ/, air is forced between a wide groove in the center of the front of the tongue and
the back of the tooth ridge. The sides of the blade of the tongue may touch the side teeth. The
lips are kept slightly tense, and may protrude somewhat during the production of the sound.
The /ʒ/ is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being held for a few
seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

1. Z WORDS Beginning Middle Ending
1. zoo zebra zero zoom zebra fish zucchini zap zippy zing zinc Zoe zinnia Zelda
zookeeper zigzag zipper zip code Zorro zeppelin Zach zapped zillion zone zombie zany
2. present music puzzle poison blizzard cheesecake cousin desert wizard lizard noisy
fuzzy Thursday lazy magazine raisin scissors razor laser closet daisy dozen dessert
freezer busy
3. cheese please freeze boys knees nose hose rose babies dogs cookies fingers flowers
sunrise bees sneeze pigs keys legs bugs prize bananas tease bears exercise

S vs. Z
There are five common spellings of the S sound: s/ss, ce, ci, sc, and x.
There are three common spellings of the Z sound: z/zz, s, x.
Let's look at a few rules for some of the common spellings.
1. s spelling (sit, wise, dogs, cats)
1. The s spelling is sometimes pronounced as an S sound (sit, cats) and sometimes as
a Z sound (wise, dogs)
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as a Z sound if it comes between two vowel sounds:
wise, visit, busy.

2. sc spelling (science, descend, score)
1. The sc spelling can be pronounced as an S sound alone or as an S + K sound.
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as an S sound when it comes in the middle of a word,
but not all words follow the rule.
1. S sound = muscle, descend, science
2. S + K sound = scream, score, scare
Practice sentences:
1) Is Sally his sister?
2) Sam was my son.
3) The seven dogs and cats stay inside the house.
4) He was so sad last Sunday.
5) The sun is so high in the sky.
6) Six boys and girls sat on the fence outside the store.
7) The science quiz was easy.
8) Please sit beside your friends.
9) Is this house hers?
10) CHALLENGE SENTENCE:

The seven students took the first test for their

driver's licenses on the last Thursday in December.

Pronunciation of ‘s’ and ‘es’
plural endings
In English, we mostly form the plural of a noun by adding ‘s’. In some cases we add ‘es’:
1 dog, 2 dogs

1 class, 2 classes
At the end of a word, ‘s’ has two possible pronunciations: /s/ or /z/.
1. After the following sounds we pronounce ‘s’ as /s/:
after a /p/ sound:
2 shops /s/
after a /t/ sound:
2 hats /s/
after a /k/ sound:
2 books /s/
after a /θ/ sound:
2 cloths /s/
after a /f/sound:
2 giraffes /s/.
2. In all other cases we pronounce ‘s’ as /z/:
3 trees /z/
2 dogs /z/

flowers /z/.
managers /z/.
3. When the plural form has the ‘es’ ending, the pronunciation is always /iz/:
2 foxes /iz/
2 boxes /iz/.

Mouth & Lip Diagram Charts

Pronunciation Poem - The Chaos
The Chaos

by Gerald Noist Trenite'
"The Chaos" is a poem demonstrating the irregularity of English spelling and pronunciation.
Written by Dutch writer, traveller, and teacher Gerard Nolst Trenité (1870–1946), it includes
about 800 examples of irregular spelling. The first version of 146 lines of text appeared in an
appendix to the author's 1920 textbook Drop Your Foreign Accent: engelsche

uitspraakoefeningen.(Information taken from Wikipedia: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Chaos)
Watch it read in American accent here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=1edPxKqiptw
(For easier study I have numbered the lines below.)
1. Dearest creature in Creation,
2. Studying English pronunciation,
3. I will teach you in my verse
4. Sounds like corpse, corps, horse and worse.
5. It will keep you, Susy, busy,
6. Make your head with heat grow dizzy;
7. Tear in eye your dress you'll tear.
8. So shall I! Oh, hear my prayer,
9. Pray, console your loving poet,
10. Make my coat look new, dear, sew it?
11. Just compare heart, beard and heard,
12. Dies and diet, lord and word,
13. Sword and sward, retain and Britain,
14. (Mind the latter, how it's written!)
15. Made has not the sound of bade,
16. Say--said, pay--paid, laid, but plaid.
17. Now I surely will not plague you
18. With such words as vague and ague,
19. But be careful how you speak,

20. Say break, steak, but bleak and streak,
21. Previous, precious; fuchsia, via;
22. Pipe, snipe, recipe and choir,
23. Cloven, oven; how and low;
24. Script, receipt; shoe, poem, toe,
25. Hear me say, devoid of trickery:
26. Daughter, laughter and Terpsichore,
27. Typhoid; measles, topsails, aisles;
28. Exiles, similes, reviles;
29. Wholly, holly; signal, signing;
30. Thames; examining, combining;
31. Scholar, vicar and cigar,
32. Solar, mica, war and far.
33. From "desire": desirable--admirable from "admire";
34. Lumber, plumber; bier but brier;
35. Chatham, brougham; renown but known,
36. Knowledge; done, but gone and tone,
37. One, anemone; Balmoral;
38. Kitchen, lichen; laundry, laurel;
39. Gertrude, German; wind and mind;
40. Scene, Melpomene, mankind;
41. Tortoise, turquoise, chamois-leather,
42. Reading, Reading, heathen, heather.
43. This phonetic labyrinth
44. Gives moss, gross, brook, brooch, ninth, plinth.
45. Billet does not end like ballet;
46. Bouquet, wallet, mallet, chalet;
47. Blood and flood are not like food,
48. Nor is mould like should and would.
49. Banquet is not nearly parquet,
50. Which is said to rime with "darky".

51. Viscous, viscount; load and broad;
52. Toward, to forward, to reward,
53. And your pronunciation's O.K.
54. When you say correctly croquet;
55. Rounded, wounded; grieve and sieve;
56. Friend and fiend; alive and live;
57. Liberty, library; heave and heaven;
58. Rachel, ache, moustache; eleven.
59. We say hallowed, but allowed;
60. People, leopard; towed, but vowed
61. Mark the difference, moreover,
62. Between mover, plover, Dover,
63. Leeches, breeches; wise, precise;
64. Chalice but police and lice.
65. Camel; constable, unstable;
66. Principle, disciple; label;
67. Petal, penal and canal;
68. Wait, surmise, plait, promise; pal.
69. Suit, suite, run, circuit, conduit
70. Rime with "shirk it" and "beyond it",
71. But it is not hard to tell,
72. Why it's pall, mall, but Pall Mall.
73. Muscle, muscular; gaol; iron;
74. Timber, climber; bullion, lion,
75. Worm and storm; chaise, chaos, chair;
76. Senator, spectator, mayor.
77. Ivy, privy; famous, clamour
78. And enamour rime with "hammer."
79. Pussy, hussy and possess.
80. Desert, but dessert, address.
81. Golf, wolf; countenance; lieutenants

82. Hoist, in lieu of flags, left pennants.
83. River, rival; tomb, bomb, comb;
84. Doll and roll and some and home.
85. Stranger does not rime with anger,
86. Neither does devour with clangour.
87. Soul, but foul and gaunt, but aunt;
88. Font, front, wont; want, grand, and, grant,
89. Shoes, goes, does.[1]) Now first say: finger,
90. And then: singer, ginger, linger.
91. Real, zeal; mauve, gauze and gauge;
92. Marriage, foliage, mirage, age.
93. Query does not rime with very,
94. Nor does fury sound like bury.
95. Dost, lost, post and doth, cloth, loth;
96. Job, Job, blossom, bosom, oath.
97. Though the difference seems little,
98. We say actual, but victual,
99. Seat, sweat, chaste, caste; Leigh, eight, height;
100. Put, nut; granite, but unite.
101. Reefer does not rime with "deafer,"
102. Feoffer does, and zephyr, heifer.
103. Dull, bull; Geoffrey, George; ate, late;
104. Hint, pint; senate, but sedate;
105. Scenic, Arabic, pacific;
106. Science, conscience, scientific;
107. Tour, but our, and succour, four;
108. Gas, alas and Arkansas!
109. Sea, idea, guinea, area,
110. Psalm; Maria, but malaria;
111. Youth, south, southern; cleanse and clean;
112. Doctrine, turpentine, marine.

113. Compare alien with Italian,
114. Dandelion with battalion,
115. Sally with ally; yea, ye,
116. Eye, I, ay, aye, whey, key, quay!
117. Say aver, but ever, fever,
118. Neither, leisure, skein, receiver.
119. Never guess—it is not safe;
120. We say calves, valves, half, but Ralf!
121. Heron; granary, canary;
122. Crevice, and device, and eyrie;
123. Face but preface, but efface,
124. Phlegm, phlegmatic; ass, glass, bass;
125. Large, but target, gin, give, verging;
126. Ought, out, joust and scour, but scourging;
127. Ear, but earn; and wear and tear
128. Do not rime with "here", but "ere".
129. Seven is right, but so is even;
130. Hyphen, roughen, nephew, Stephen;
131. Monkey, donkey; clerk and jerk;
132. Asp, grasp, wasp; and cork and work.
133. Pronunciation—think of psyche!-134. Is a paling, stout and spikey;
135. Won't it make you lose your wits,
136. Writing "groats" and saying groats?
137. It's a dark abyss or tunnel,
138. Strewn with stones, like rowlock, gunwale,
139. Islington and Isle of Wight,
140. Housewife, verdict and indict!
141. Don't you think so, reader, rather,
142. Saying lather, bather, father?
143. Finally: which rimes with "enough,"

144. Though, through, plough, cough, hough, or tough?
145. Hiccough has the sound of "cup"......
146. My advice is—give it up!

Phonemes Chart

-ed Endings
There are three different ways to pronounce the 'ed' ending of regular verbs in the simple past
tense: / Id / , / t / or / d /. The pronunciation depends on the sound at the end of the infinitive of
the main verb and whether it is voiced or not. A voiced sound is one that vibrates in your throat
when you say it. See the chart below.

Practice videos

-ed Endings --How to pronounce the -ed at the end of past tense verbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-sGWj_q0fpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TPe_x80Pgs
https://www.eslbuzz.com/how-to-pronounce-the-ed-ending-correctly-in-english/

Minimal Pair /b/ and /p/ - extended
The main difference between /b/ and /p/ is that /b/ is a voiced sound, whereas /p/ is just
produced by the puff of air. Also, /b/ is pronounced with less air released than /p/, and this can
sometimes be a more useful distinction as it is difficult to feel the vocal cords vibrating when
making the /b/ sound.

P / B --sound
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPUr5MgeDHM
(P sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_n_rUKQSew (P sound only)
(B sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbCOXRz7Uf8 (B sound only)

Elementary
1. bar Pa
2. be P
3. big pig
4. buy pie
5. by pie
6. bye pie

Pre-Intermediate
1. bay pay
2. bear pair
3. bet pet
4. bill pill
5. bin pin
6. bore poor
7. bought port
8. cub cup

Intermediate

1. band panned
2. base pace
3. bat pat
4. bear pear
5. beer pier
6. belt pelt
7. berry perry
8. bit pit
9. blade played
10. bland planned
11. blank plank
12. blaze plays
13. bored pawed
14. braise prays
15. bride pride
16. bull pull
17. but putt
18. butter putter
19. lib lip
20. pub pup
21. robe rope
22. tab tap

Upper-Intermediate
1. banned panned
2. bare pare
3. beak peak
4. beat peat
5. bee pee
6. bitch pitch

7. bleed plead
8. blot plot
9. board pawed
10. bore pour
11. braise praise
12. breast pressed
13. burr per
14. cab cap
15. rib rip

Advanced
1. bah par
2. batty patty
3. bead peed
4. beak peek
5. beep peep
6. beet peat
7. bi pi
8. bier peer
9. blade plaid
10. blaster plaster
11. bleat pleat
12. bloom plume
13. blunder plunder
14. blush plush
15. boar paw
16. boar pour
17. boo poo
18. braise preys
19. brat prat

20. brawn prawn
21. breech preach
22. brick prick
23. brig prig
24. brim prim
25. burr purr
26. butt putt
27. tribe tripe

Sentence Stress Practice Lessons
Showing stress can change the meaning of the sentence:
Emphasize the words in red and see listen how that changes the meaning of the same
sentence.

Showing the same sentence with different grammar
tenses:
See how many ways the verb EAT can be used in a sentence in various tenses.

See how many ways the verb ERODE can be used in a sentence in various tenses.

Building on a sentence and showing the stress patterns.
Read each sentence and watch how the stress changes as the sentence grows.

Showing the emotion behind sentences.
Look at the blue word and read the sentence to match the description and emotion.

Different stress patterns using various symbols:

Stress rules:

Multisyllabic Words Practice Page
Practicing Pronunciation --Which syllable should be stressed? 

2 Syllable

3 Syllable

4 Syllable

5 Syllable

1. baby
2. bacon
3. balloon
4. baseball
5. bedroom
6. bedtime
7. berry
8. body
9. bunny
10. butter
11. button
12. good-bye
13. neighbor
14. rabbit
15. bathtub
16. pancake
17. paper
18. pencil
19. people
20. pizza
21. popcorn
22. pepper
23. sleeping
24. toothpaste
25. zip code
26. zipper
27. bus stop
28. ketchup
29. syrup
30. table
31. teacher
32. tired
33. toilet
34. tonight
35. towel
36. closet
37. doctor
38. dinner
39. birthday
40. reading
41. Monday
42. Tuesday
43. Wednesday
44. Thursday
45. Friday
46. Sunday
47. farmer
48. finger
49. forehead
50. breakfast
51. vacuum
52. vowel
53. color
54. cookie
55. napkin
56. weekend
57. music
58. stomach
59. April
60. August
61. yellow
62. purple
63. seven
64. circle
65. oval
66. shampoo
67. shoulder
68. shower
69. ocean
70. tissue
71. toothbrush
72. cherry
73. kitchen
74. inches
75. question
76. sandwich
77. brother
78. sister
79. father
80. mother
81. garbage
82. number
83. wagon
84. manners
85. woman
86. bathroom
87. window
88. happy
89. hot dog
90. scissors
91. lying
92. scary
93. surprise
94. airplane
95. asleep
96. apple
97. clothing
98. address
99. uncle
100. frozen
101. afraid
102. spelling
103. grandma
104. grandpa
105. fire truck

1. basketball
2. bicycle
3. blueberry
4. broccoli
5. neighborhood
6. library
7. umbrella
8. principal
9. privacy
10. apricot
11. piano
12. potato
13. piggy-bank
14. policeman
15. envelope
16. telephone
17. tortilla
18. screwdriver
19. beautiful
20. computer
21. hospital
22. tomato
23. chocolate
24. parking lot
25. spaghetti
26. spider web
27. dangerous
28. dinosaur
29. grandmother
30. grandfather
31. grasshopper
32. lemonade
33. tricycle
34. post office
35. fingernail
36. butterfly
37. littlest
38. slippery
39. video
40. vitamin
41. government
42. camera
43. gas station
44. category
45. gigantic
46. ladybug
47. toothbrushes
48. sandwiches
49. bathing suit
50. imagine
51. coloring
52. handwriting
53. another
54. banana
55. ice cream cone
56. magazine
57. marshmallow
58. animal
59. microwave
60. New Year's Day
61. history
62. hamburger
63. unhappy
64. newspaper
65. president
66. apple juice
67. celery
68. bologna
69. roller skates
70. tomorrow
71. pajamas
72. Saturday
73. September
74. October
75. November
76. December
77. rectangle

1. anybody
2. obedient
3. celebration
4. librarian
5. discovery
6. roller skating
7. discovery
8. impossible
9. invisible
10. vegetable
11. questionable
12. appreciate
13. vice president
14. peanut butter
15. police station
16. potato chips
17. apologize
18. paper towel
19. supermarket
20. vice principal
21. chocolate chip
22. tomato soup
23. telephone book
24. television
25. temperature
26. vacuum cleaner
27. salad dressing
28. alligator
29. baby sitter
30. calculator
31. elevator
32. escalator
33. thermometer
34. historical
35. motorcycle
36. dandelion
37. asparagus
38. grand piano
39. video game
40. congratulate
41. misunderstand
42. understanding
43. cauliflower
44. photographer
45. avocado
46. poison ivy
47. caterpillar
48. kindergarten
49. cooperate
50. conversation
51. dictionary
52. area code
53. macaroni
54. chocolate cake
55. raspberry bush
56. strawberry bush
57. tortilla chips
58. barbecue chips
59. jack in the box
60. gymnasium
61. gingerbread man
62. refrigerate
63. horseback riding
64. mountain climbing
65. banana split
66. hot-air balloon
67. America
68. washing machine
69. watermelon
70. unicycle
71. helicopter
72. alphabetize
73. musical chairs
74. vitamin C
75. tomato juice
76. January
77. February

1. planetarium
2. personality
3. pledge of allegiance
4. hippopotamus
5. denominator
6. potato salad
7. refrigerator
8. saltwater taffy
9. alphabetical
10. mathematical
11. disorganization
12. disagreeable
13. unquestionable
14. electricity
15. cafeteria
16. unforgettable
17. vocabulary
18. veterinarian
19. anniversary
20. university
21. California
22. congratulations
23. cooperation
24. communication
25. South America
26. imagination
27. apologetic
28. elementary
29. misunderstanding
30. immediately
31. condominium
32. organization
33. disobedient
34. vice presidency
35. curiosity
36. magnifying glass
37. laboratory
38. auditorium
39. vegetarian

Grammar

Grammar Extended Table
https://www.englisch-hilfen.de/en/grammar/tenses_table.pdf

English Tenses

Verb Quick-List with Time Graphs
The 12 Basic English Tenses
The English Tense System
The links below are to lessons for each of the 12 basic English tenses*. For each tense
we look at:
• Structure: How do we make the tense?
• Use: When and why do we use the tense?
Some lessons look at additional matters, and most of them finish with a quiz to check
your understanding.
1. Present Simple
I do, I do do = I do do my homework every night.
2. Present Continuous
I am doing = I am doing my homework right now.
3. Present Perfect
I have done = I have been done my homework on time everyday since school started this
year.
4. Present Perfect Continuous
I have been doing = I have been doing my homework in my room every night.
5. Past Simple
I did, I did do = I did do my homework last night.
6. Past Continuous
I was doing = I was doing my homework when my friend texted me.
7. Past Perfect
I had done = I had done my homework by the time my parents got home.
8. Past Perfect Continuous
I had been doing = I had been doing my homework all along.
9. Future Simple
I will do = I will do my homework tomorrow night.
10. Future Continuous
I will be doing = I will be doing my homework during the ball game.
11. Future Perfect
I will have done = I will have done my homework by the time you get home.
12. Future Perfect Continuous
I will have been doing = I will have been doing my homework for one hour by the time you
get home.

Many English learners worry too much about tense. If you stopped 100 native English speakers
in the street and asked them about tense, 1 of them might give you an intelligent answer - if you
were lucky. The other 99 would know little about terms like "past perfect" or "present
continuous". And they would know nothing about aspect, voice or mood. But they can all speak

fluent English and communicate effectively. Of course, for ESL it helps to know about tenses,
but don't become obsessed with them. Be like those native speakers! Speak naturally!

Taken from https://www.englishclub.com/grammar/verb-tenses.htm

Verb Tenses Time Graphs

Graphs taken from: www.grammarbank.com/verb-tenses.html

Writing

Essay Writing

4-Paragraph or Two-Sided Essay Formats

5-Paragraph or One-Sided Essay Formats

Prepositions

IELTS

IELTS Speaking Practice Questions
Some typical questions/prompts for Part 1 might be:
1. Where do you come from?
2. What is your home like?
3. Tell me about your family.
4. Tell me about your job/studies.
5. Is there anything you dislike about your job/studies?
6. What type of transport do you use most?
7. Do you like reading?
8. What kind of television programmes do you watch?
9. Tell me about a film you have seen recently.
10. Do you have a pet?
11. What kind of food do you like?
12. How often do you go shopping?
13. What’s your favourite festival? Why?
14. How do people celebrate this festival?

More questions:
1. Introduce yourself.
2. Describe your hometown. What is special about it?
3. Compare your hometown with another town.
4. Describe your country’s education system. What is your attitude toward this system? Do you
think it’s effective?
5. Describe the organization you work for. Where is it? What does it do? What is your job
function?
6. Describe the process of taking a job in your country.
7. Compare the role of men and women in your country.
8. What is Brain drain? What are the causes and effects of it?
9. Discuss why you would like to visit a particular country. When are you going to visit it and
why?
10. Discuss the factors affecting people to have more or less children in your country.

11. Describe a traditional dish in your country. What are the ingredients?
12. Describe the traditional Architecture of your country. Is there something special about it?
13. Compare traditional houses with modern houses in your country.
14. Discuss why you like a special kind of book, music, sports, or film.
15. Give reasons why the divorce rate has or has not increased in your country.
16. Describe a traditional instrument in your country.
17. Describe an important festival in Iran. When is it? What do people do then?
18. Describe the ethnic mix in your country.
19. Describe a traditional garment in your country.
20. What is your favourite colour? Why? What is the relationship between the colour of clothes
and the personality of people? What is the relationship with mood?
21. Describe a historical place in your country. Where is it? What is special about it?
22. Talk about mass media. Newspapers and their attractions for you.
23. Describe a traditional /children’s/international/card game. 24. Why do people play games?
25. What is your greatest wish/ one of your wishes?
26. What don’t you know about your future?
27. Why do people collect things? Do you collect anything?
28. Describe an invention before or after computer. Should the governments support inventors?
Why do inventors invent?
29. What is fashion? Do you follow fashion? Why do people follow fashion? How do people in
your country follow fashion?
30. What is the process of obtaining a driving license/passport/etc. in your country?
31. Describe one of your photos. Where, when and with whom did you take it?
32. Describe the present situation of Tourism in Iran. What is the future of Tourism like in Iran?
33. Name a book, film, or a piece of music that you like most and say why.
34. Describe IT or a databank system.
35. Why always women cook and men do not in your country? Which is a better cook, a man or a
woman?
36. Compare your time with your parents’. What is the same and what has changed since then?
37. How has traveling changed since 100 years ago?
38. Describe your best holiday, party, event in your life. When was it, where and why?
39. Talk about the best present you have ever had in your life. When, why and who gave it to
you?
40. In what occasions do people give presents in your country?
41. How do you choose a gift for your friends?
42. What do people do in 4 seasons in your country?
43. What do governments do in case of disasters? What should they do?
44. Talk about the most populated area in your country. Where is it? What is its population? Why

is it so populated?
45. Describe a competition you have entered. What was your stand?
46. What is the role of public artworks?
47. Describe a city you have visited and impressed you so much. Why was it so impressive?
48. Compare Iranian eating with other countries.
49. Compare a person who has been in a foreign country with someone who hasn’t.
50. What is capital punishment? Is it necessary to control crime?
51. What do you think will be the world’s greatest problem in 100 years time?
52. What do you think pastime and hobbies will be in 100 years time?
53. What do you know about the wildlife in your country? Who is responsible for its
preservation?
54. What do you know about Global Warming? What is Greenhouse Effect?
55. Shopping: who does the shopping in your home? Do you go shopping? What have you found
difficult in shopping?
56. Describe a child that you know. Who is he/she? Your relation, what does he/she like, and
how has he/she influenced you?
57. School pressure on children. Is there any in your country? What can be done if there is?
58. What was the most interesting (impressing) period of time in your life? Describe it.
59. What do you think about children's school age? Advantages or disadvantages?
60. What time are children considered to be adults in your country?
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#101 Life Events
Part 1
Time: 4-5 minutes

Now, in this first part of the test I'm going to ask you some questions about yourself.
Are you a student or do you work now?
1. Why did you choose this course/job?
2. Talk about your daily routine.
3. Is there anything about your course/job you would like to change?
4. I’d like to move on and ask you some questions about shopping.
Who does most of the shopping in your household?
1. What type of shopping do you like? (Why?)
2. Is shopping a popular activity in your country? (Why/why not?)
3. What type of shops do teenagers like best in your country?
Let’s talk about films.
1. How often do you go to the cinema?
2. What type of films do you like best? (Why?)
3. What type of films don’t you like? (Why not?)

Part 2
Time: 3-4 minutes
Now, I'm going to give you a topic and I'd like you to talk about it for 1-2 minutes.
Before you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you are going to say and you can
make notes if you wish. Do you understand?
Ok, here's some paper and a pencil to make notes, and here is your topic. I'd like you to describe
something you own which is very important to you.
Describe an important event in your life.
You should say:
When it happened
Who you were with
What happened
And explain why you feel it was important.
Describe an important event in your life.
Follow up questions:
1. Do you still think about this event often?

2. Can the other people involved remember this event?

Part 3
Time: 4-5 minutes
We've been talking about an important event in your life, and I'd now like to ask you some
questions related to this.
1. What days are important in your country?
2. Why it is important to have national celebrations?
3. How is the way your national celebrations are celebrated now different from the way they
were celebrated in the past?
4. Do you think any new national celebrations will come into being in the future?
5. Are there any celebrations from other countries that you celebrate in your country?
6. What are the benefits of having events that many people around the world are celebrating
on the same day?
***
Thank you. That is the end of the speaking test for IELTS.

#102 Owning Something
Important
Part 1
Time: 4-5 minutes
Now, in this first part of the test I'm going to ask you some questions about yourself.
Lets talk about your hometown.
1. What kind of place is your hometown?
2. What do young people do for entertainment in your hometown?
3. What is the worst thing about living in your hometown? (Why?)
I’d like to move on and ask you some questions about tourism in your country.
1. What should a visitor see and do in your country?
2. Are there any traditional art or music that you would recommend? (Why?)

3. Tell me about the kind of visitor who come to your country.
Let’s move on and talk about being on time for appointments.
1. Is being late acceptable in your culture? (Why/why not?)
2. Are you ever late for appointments? (Why/why not?)
3. What type of excuses do you think are alright for lateness?
4. How do you feel when someone is late for an appointment with you?

Part 2
Time: 3-4 minutes
Now, I'm going to give you a topic and I'd like you to talk about it for 1-2 minutes.
Before you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you are going to say and you can
make notes if you wish. Do you understand?
Ok, here's some paper and a pencil to make notes, and here is your topic. I'd like you to describe
something you own which is very important to you.
Describe something you own which is very important to you.
You should say:
What you use it for
How long you have had it
Where you got it from
And explain why it is so important to you.
Follow up questions:
1. Is it valuable in terms of money?
2. Would it be easy to replace?

Part 3
Time: 4-5 minutes
We've been talking about something you own which is very important to you, and I'd now like to
ask you some questions related to this.
First, lets consider values and the way they change.
1. What kinds of possessions give status to people in your country?
2. Has it always been the same or were different possessions thought of as valuable in the
past?

3. Why do you think people need to show their status in society?
Now we'll discuss the role of advertising.
1. Do you think advertising influences what people buy?
2. Do advertisements give correct information, or do they encourage people to buy things that
they may not need?
3. Is advertising really necessary in modern society?
***
Thank you. That is the end of the speaking test for IELTS.

#103 Useful Courses
Part 1
Time: 4-5 minutes
Now, in this first part of the test I'm going to ask you some questions about yourself.
Lets talk about shopping.
1. Do you enjoy shopping?
2. How often do you go shopping and what do you buy?
3. So you prefer to go shopping alone or with other people? (Why?)
I’d like to move on and ask you some questions about food.
1. What is you favourite food? (Why?)
2. What kind of restaurants do you like to eat out at?
3. What would your perfect meal be?
I'd like to talk now about your hobbies.
1. Tell me about any hobbies you have.
2. Are there any hobbies you would like to have in the future?
3. Do you think hobbies should be relaxing or should they be exciting? (Why?)

Part 2
Time: 3-4 minutes

Now, I'm going to give you a topic and I'd like you to talk about it for 1-2 minutes.
Before you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you are going to say and you can
make notes if you wish. Do you understand?
Ok, here's some paper and a pencil to make notes, and here is your topic. I'd like you to describe
something you own which is very important to you.
Describe a course you have done that you found useful:
You should say:
What you learnt
What you enjoyed about the course
What you didn't enjoy
And explain why it was useful to you.
Follow up questions:
1. Are you in touch with anyone from the course now?
2. Would you like to go on a course like this again?

Part 3
Time: 4-5 minutes
We've been talking about a course you have done that you found useful and I'd now like to ask
you some questions related to this.
First, lets consider homework..
1. Do you think it is important that children are given homework?
2. How much homework should they be given?
3. Do you think parents should help their children with their homework or should it be done
alone?
Now we'll discuss the relationship between education and work.
1. How important is it to have a university education to get a job in your country?
2. Does having a degree from another country enhance employment opportunities in your
country?
3. What impacts do students who have studies abroad have on their country of origin when
they come home?
***
Thank you. That is the end of the speaking test for IELTS.

#104 Education
Part 1
Time: 4-5 minutes
Now, in this first part of the test I'm going to ask you some questions about yourself.
First I'd like to ask some questions about your family.
1. Do you have a large or small family?
2. How much time do you spend with members of your family?
3. What sort of things do you like to do together?
Now let's move on to talk about food.
1. What kind of food do you like?
2. What are some of the typical foods in your country?
3. In your country, do men or women have the main responsibility for cooking?
Let’s talk about where you live.
1. Tell me about the house or apartment you live in.
2. What are some of the bad things about living there?
3. What kind of place would you like to have in the future?

Part 2
Time: 3-4 minutes
Now, I'm going to give you a topic and I'd like you to talk about it for 1-2 minutes.
Before you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you are going to say and you can
make notes if you wish. Do you understand?
Ok, here's some paper and a pencil to make notes, and here is your topic. I'd like you to describe
something you own which is very important to you.
Describe a teacher who has influenced you in your education.
You should say:
Where you met them

What subject they taught
What was special about them
And explain why this person influenced you so much.
Follow up questions:
1. Do other people you know remember this teacher?
2. Do you still see this teacher?

Part 3
Time: 4-5 minutes
We've been talking about a teacher who has influenced you in your education, and I'd now like to
ask you some questions related to this.
First we'll look at developments in education.
1. Has education in your country changed in the last 10 years?
2. What changes do you think will happen in the future?
3. What changes would you recommend to improve the education system?
Now let's look at the national education system.
1. How do the ambitions of current school leavers compare with those of the previous
generation?
2. What role do you think extracurricular activities play in education?
3. What is the role of the school in modern society?
***
Thank you. That is the end of the speaking test for IELTS.

#105 Environmental Problems
Part 1
Time: 4-5 minutes
Now, in this first part of the test I'm going to ask you some questions about yourself.
First I'd like to ask about your hometown.

1. What kind of place is your hometown?
2. Tell me about the most interesting place in your hometown.
3. What changes would you like to make to your hometown?
Now let's move on to talk about animals.
1. What kinds of animals are popular pets in your country? Why?
2. How are animals in your country used for work?
3. Are there any animals in your country that have special significance?
Let’s talk about travel.
1. How easy is it to travel in your country?
2. What form of transport is the most popular? Why?
3. Are there any parts of your country that are difficult to travel to? Why / Why not?

Part 2
Time: 3-4 minutes
Now, I'm going to give you a topic and I'd like you to talk about it for 1-2 minutes.
Before you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you are going to say and you can
make notes if you wish. Do you understand?
Ok, here's some paper and a pencil to make notes, and here is your topic. I'd like you to describe
something you own which is very important to you.
Describe an environmental problem that has occurred in your country.
You should say:
The cause of the problem
What effect it has had on your country
The steps, if any, that have been taken to solve this
Explain why you think this problem is so important to solve.
Follow up questions:
1. Are other people concerned about this problem?
2. Do you talk about it with your friends?

Part 3
Time: 4-5 minutes
We've been talking about an environmental problem in your country, and I'd now like to ask you
some questions related to this.
First, lets consider global environmental problems.
1. Tell me about some of the environmental problems that are affecting countries these days?
2. Do you think that governments around the world are doing enough to tackle the problems?
3. Why do some people not consider environmental problems to be serious?
Now we'll look at environmental problems and disasters caused by humans.
1. What do you consider to be the world’s worst environmental disaster caused by humans?
2. Why do you think environmental disasters caused by humans happen?
3. Do you think there will be more environmental disasters caused by humans in the future?
View model answers for these part 3 questions
***
Thank you. That is the end of the speaking test for IELTS.

#106 Visitors and Visiting
IELTS Speaking: full test
PART 1
What is your full name? Can I see your ID? (this is not part of the test)
1. Where are you from?
2. Do you like the place where you live?
3. Do you work or are you a student?
4. What job do you do?
5. Do you like walking?
6. Do you think walking is important?
7. Do you think walking in the countryside is better than walking in the city?
8. What could be done to improve the experience of walking in cities?

PART 2

PART 3
1. In your country, how do people treat visitors?
2. Do you think hospitality is less important than it was in the past?
3. What are the benefits of staying with a friend when visiting a new place?
4. What are the advantages of staying in a hotel instead?

#107 Gifts and Owning Things
Speaking test
Part 1
– What is your name?
– What should I call you?
– Where do you live?
– Do you like your hometown?
– Would you recommend it to others?
– Let’s talk about water. Do you drink tap or bottled water?
– Is bottled water affordable where you live?
– Were you ever in a situation when you couldn’t find drinking water?
Part 2
Talk about an occasion when someone gave you something you really wanted.
Please say:
– What it was
– When you got it

– Who gave it to you
– How you felt when you received it.
Follow up question: What did you do with this item?
Part 3
– Do you think people own more things than they really need these days?
– Are some things more important than others to show a person’s status in the society?
– What kind of things?
– Why do you think people want to show their social status?
– Has this also been people’s desire in the past, or is this a recent change?

#108 Receiving Money
Speaking test
Part 1
– What is your full name?
– Can I see your ID?
– Where are you from?
– Do you work or study?
– What do you do?
– Where do you live now?
– Do you like that area? Why?
– Do you know people in your area?
– Let’s talk about shoes.
– Do you have a favourite pair of shoes?
– What do you consider more when buying shoes, comfort or style?
– Do you buy shoes online?
– How often do you buy shoes?
– Let’s talk about water.
– Do you prefer bottled or tap water? Why?
– How often do you drink water?
– Is bottled water expensive in your area?

– Did you ever suffer severe thirst in your life?
Part 2
Describe an instance when you received money as a gift.
Please say
– Who gave it to you and when?
– Why did they give you money?
– How did you feel about it?
Part 3
– Do parents give children money for doing housework in your country?
– Is it important to teach children to manage their pocket money?
– Is it common in your country to give money as a gift?
– Why do you think it is so?

#109 Magazines
Speaking test
Part 1
– What is your full name?
– Can I see your ID?
– Where are you from?
– Do you work or study?
– What subject are you studying?
– Do you live in a house or an apartment?
– Why do you prefer living in an apartment?
– Which room of your apartment do you like the most?
Part 2
Talk about one of your favourite magazines or a book you enjoy reading.
Please say
– What is it?

– What is it about?
– Why do you like it?
Part 3
– Do you think people like to read newspapers or magazines?
– Do you think reading newspapers and magazines is useful?
– What type of magazines do people read the most in your country?
– Do you believe that nobody will read paper newspapers and magazines in the future?
– Do you think people will read electronic magazines and newspapers instead?
– How do you see the role of social media in people’s lives?

#110 Television
Speaking test
Part 1
– What is your full name?
– Can I see your ID?
– Where are you from?
– Do you work or study?
– What is your profession?
– Why did you choose it?
– What do you do for work?
– Do you like it?
– Would you like to do something else in the future?
– Why is that?
Part 2
Describe a TV program that you watch regularly.
Please say
– Describe the program.
– When and where do you watch it?
– Why do you watch it?

Part 3
– Do you watch it by yourself? Why?
– Do people nowadays watch more or less TV than before?
– Why do you think it is?
– What kind of TV programs are popular in your country?
– What kind of games do children play these days?
– Are computer games good or bad for children? Why?
– What kind of games do you think are beneficial for them?
– How can parents help them in this regard?

#111 Lifestyles
Part 1
Where are you from?
Where do you live now?
How long have you lived there?
Who do you live with?
Do you plan to live there for a long time?
Do you like watching films?
What kinds of movies do you like best?
How often do you watch films?
Do you like to watch movies alone or with your friends?
Would you like to be in a movie?
How often do you drink water?
What kinds of water do you like to drink?
Do you drink bottled water or water from water machines?
Part 2
Describe an activity you would do when you are alone in your free time

You should say:

What do you do
How often do you do it
Why do you like to do this activity?
How do you feel when you do it?
Part 3
Do you think people should only focus on work?
Do you think how much time we spend at work in a lifetime?
Should parents plan the children’s leisure time and activities?
Do you think the activities of the young generation are different from those of the older
generation?

#112 Life Events
Part 1
Are you a student or do you work now?
Why did you choose this course/job?
Talk about your daily routine
Is there anything about your course/job you would like to change?
I’d like to move on and ask you some questions about shopping.
Who does most of the shopping in your household?
What type of shopping do you like? (Why?)
Is shopping a popular activity in your country? (Why/why not?)
What type of shops do teenagers like best in your country?

Let’s talk about films.
How often do you go to the cinema?
What type of films do you like best? (Why?)
What type of films don’t you like? (Why not?)
Part 2

Describe an important event in your life.
You should say:
When it happened
Who you were with
What happened
And explain why you feel it was important.
Part 3
What days are important in your country?
Why it is important to have national celebrations?
How is the way your national celebrations are celebrated now different from the way they
were celebrated in the past?
Do you think any new national celebrations will come into being in the future?
Are there any celebrations from other countries that you celebrate in your country?
What are the benefits of having events that many people around the world are celebrating on
the same day?

#113 Competition
Part 1
Where are you from?
Do you like plants? Why?
What plants do you like?
Have you ever grown any plants?
Did you grow any plants when you were a child?
Do you like drawing or painting?
What kinds of things do you like to draw?
Did you enjoy doing art lessons when you were a child?
Do you ever draw or paint pictures now?

Do you like cooking?
How often do you cook?
How good are you at cooking?
Does anyone in your family like to cook?
Part 2
Describe a competition you want to take part in

You should say:
What the competition is
How you knew it
What you need to prepare for it
And explain why you want to attend it
Part 3
Why do you think some school teachers use competitions as class activities?
Is it a good thing to give prizes to children who do well at school? Why?
Would you say that schools for young children have become more or less competitive since
you were that age? Why?

#114 Family
Part 1
How often do you make telephone calls? [Why/Why not?]
Who do you spend the most time talking to on the telephone? [Why?]
When do you think you’ll next make a telephone call? [Why?]
Do you sometimes prefer to send a text message instead of telephoning? [Why/Why not?]
Part 2
Describe the person in your family who you most admire.

You should say:
what their relationship is to you
what they have done in their life
what they do now
and explain why you admire them so much.
Part 3
Is family important in your country?
How has the size of the family changed in the last few decades in your country?
How do you think the family will change in the future?
What role do grandparents play in the family in your country?
Who do you think should be responsible for the care of the elderly, the family or the
government?
Why is the number of joint families decreasing in modern time?

#115 Environmental Problems
2
Part 1
Let's talk about what you do. Do you work or are you a student?
What's your job? Why did you choose that kind of work?
How long have you been doing it?
Are there things you don't like about it? What are they?
What subjects are you studying?
Why did you choose those subjects? How long have you been studying them?
Part 2
Describe a problem that affects the environment in the area where you live.
You should say:

what the problem is
what causes it
and explain what you think could be done to solve it
Part 3
Tell me, what do you think are the greatest environmental problems facing your country at
present?
And what has been done so far to solve these problems?
How successful would you say these measures have been?
Do you think things are likely to get better or worse in the future?
Is what you are going to study likely to be of any use to solve these problems?
Should countries try to solve climate change problems together or individually? Why?

#116 Clothing
Part 1
How long have you been learning English?
Where did you learn?
Was it easy to learn?
What opportunities do you have to speak? Is it important?
Part 2
Describe a piece of clothing that you like wearing.
You should say:
what the item of clothing is
where and when you bought it
when you wear it
and explain why you like wearing it.

Part 3
Can clothing tell you much about a person?
Why do some companies ask their staff to wear uniforms?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of having uniforms at work?
When do people wear traditional clothing in your country?
How have clothes fashions changed in your country over the last few decades?
What is the difference between clothes that young people and old people like to wear?

#117 Environmental Problems
3
Part 1
Let's talk about what you do. Do you work or are you a student?
What's your job? Why did you choose that kind of work?
How long have you been doing it?
Are there things you don't like about it? What are they?
What subjects are you studying?
Why did you choose those subjects? How long have you been studying them?
Part 2
Describe an environmental problem or event.
You should say:
What is it
Where is it happening
What problems does it cause
Also explain how you would fix this problem.
Part 3

What are the main environmental problems in your country?
Why should people be concerned about the environment?
How can people protect the environment?
Do you think money should be spent on protecting animals?
Do you think more should be done to protect natural beauty spots in your country?
What can a government do to encourage people not to harm the environment?

#118 Receiving Gifts
Part 1
Do you have a small or large family?
How much time do you spend with them?
What things do you do together?
I'd like to talk about your daily routine.
Are all your days the same?
What would you like to change?
What is the balance of work/study?
Part 2
Describe a gift you have received that was important to you.
You should say:
who gave it to you and for what occasion
what it looks like and how you use it
why it is important to you
Also explain if you would ever re-gift anything.
Part 3
Do you enjoy giving and receiving gifts? Why or why not?

Who usually gives you gifts?
Who do you give gifts to?
In your country when do people usually give gifts?
What kinds of gifts do they give?
Do you think gift-giving customs are different now than they were in the past? How?
Do you think they will change in the future? How?

#119 Skills
Part 1
How well do you know the people who live next door to you?
How often do you see them?
What kinds of problem do people sometimes have with their neighbours?
How do you think neighbours can help each other?
Part 2
Describe what you are skilled at.
You should say:
What this skill is
How you learned it
When you use this skill
and explain how this skill is useful to you.
Part 3
Compare the importance of practical skills and academic skills.
How can people learn practical skills?
What practical skills do children leant at school in your country?
Do you think children should learn some practical skills at school?

How useful will these skills be to the children alter they leave school?

#120 Internet
Part 1
What is your full name?
Can I see your ID?
Where are you from?
Do you work or study?
What natural sound(s) do you like (the most)? (Why?)
What sounds do you dislike? (Why?)
Do you mind noises? (Do any noises bother you?)
What type of noise do you come across in your daily life?
Part 2
Describe a time you looked for information from the internet

You should say
When you did that
What information you searched
Why you looked for it on the internet
Also explain how you would have looked for that information had the internet not been around.
Part 3
Do you think online information is reliable enough?
Do you think there is too much information on the internet?
Is the information on TV useful?

#121 Journeys
Part 1
What magazines are popular now?
What are the differences between men and women in reading magazines?
What are different kinds of magazines?
Do people in your country like reading magazines or books more?
Do people in countryside read the same kinds of magazines as people in the city?
Do you think magazines one day can disappear?
What are the differences between newspaper and magazine?
Part 2
Describe an interesting journey you have been on.
You should say :
where you went
how you travelled there
who you went with
and explain what was so memorable about the journey.
Part 3
How important is it to have adventure in our lives?
What do people learn about themselves from having adventures?
How do you think people will travel in the future?
How easy is it to travel around your country?
Which method of travel do you consider safest?
Has travel become safer in recent years?
What are the pros and cons of low-cost air travel?
How do you think people will travel in the future?

#122 Elderly People
Part 1
Do you often read the news?
Which magazines and newspapers do you read [Why?]
What kinds of articles are you most interested in? [Why?]
Have you ever read a newspaper or magazine in a foreign language? [When / Why?]
Part 2
Describe an old person that you know.
You should say :
Who are they
How you know them
What do you like or dislike about them.
also talk about things that you do with that person.
Part 3
At what age should people retire from work? Why do you think so?
What problems can people face after their retirement?
How important are retirees to your country’s economy? Why/ Why not?
When should you start saving for retirement?
Why do some companies encourage early retirement?
Do you think the state should take responsibility of retirees who worked in private companies
rather than government organisation?

#123 Making Mistakes
Part 1
Where do you live?
How long have you lived there?
What kind of accommodation would you like?
Part 2
Describe a time you made a mistake and learned something from it.
You should say :
What mistake did you make
How did the result effect your life
What lesson did you learn
also explain what caused you to make that mistake

Part 3
What kind of mistakes do children make at school?
Do you think it’s okay for children to make mistakes?
How to teach a child it's OK to make mistakes?
Do you think these mistakes will vanish as they grow up or they will be carried on in their
lives?
Why do people have the tendency to make the same mistakes?
Do you think people who use different devices (e.g. calculators) make mistakes less often?
Do you think technology is making us less creative??

#124 Large Companies

Part 1
When do you usually get up and go to bed?
Are your weekdays and weekends different?
What is your favorite part of a day?
What is your worst part of a day?
When do you do most of your study?
Would you like to change your daily routine?
How much time do you think people should spend on working per week?
Part 2
Describe a large company that you are interested in.
You should say :
What company
Why are you interested in it
How did you find out about them
Also explain how they got so large.
Part 3
What is considered a large company?
Do you think that the people at the executive level should be paid a higher salary? Is it fair?
Should a self-regulating company be allowed to do so?
Why is Companies' self-regulation important?
What are the advantages and disadvantages to work in a large company?

#125 Phone Apps
Part 1
Do you live in a house or flat?

Do you like it? Does your family like it?
How would you change your apartment or house?
How long have you lived there?
Do you live with your family?
Is the transport around your home convenient?
What’s your neighborhood like?
What’s your favorite room?
Is there anything you want to change about this room?
Do you want to move?
What kind of place did you live in when you were little?
What kind of apartments or houses do you want to live in the future?
Do you want to live on the countryside?
Do you spend more or less time with your family than before?
Part 2
Describe an app or program that you think is useful.
You should say :
What app is it
Who is the target audience for the app
What do you use it for
Also explain how often you use it and if you feel it is beneficial.
Part 3
What would the world be like without the internet?
What do you think about the future of computer games?
Do you think that playing computer games has an advantage for children? Why?
Do you think computer games make them more violent or help them to be less violent? Why?
What type of computer games are popular in your country? Why?
Can computer games be a part of our education and learning? How?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of social networking apps?

#126 Messaging &
Communication
Part 1
Do you think emails are useful?
Do you think it is a good thing that companies send out spam email for advertising
purposes?
Do you think email can replace handwriting?
Do you often write something by hand?
Who do you usually write to and what do you write about?
What are the differences between handwriting and email?
Part 2
Describe an important text message you received.
You should say :
What was the message
Who sent you the message
Why do you feel it was important
Also explain would you had rather received this message by other means or not and why.
Part 3
Do you think a traditional letter is a good way to send messages? Why?
What are the positive and negative effects of using technology to communicate?
What kind of services do people mostly use to sending their important and secretive
messages? Why?
What type of relationship is suitable for sending important messages?
What kind of services do people mostly like to use to send important messages?

Why do people make phone calls instead of sending messages when there is something
important?
Do you think human communication will evolve in the future? Why?

#127 Successful Jobs
Part 1
Are your friends mostly your age or different ages?
Do you usually see your friends during the week or at weekends?
The last time you saw your friends, what did you do together?
In what ways are your friends important to you?
Part 2
Describe an unpleasant job that you did.
You should say :
What was the job and how did you get it
What was unpleasant about it
What caused you to stay with the job, how long did you do the job
Also explain how that job effected your life.
Part 3
How do modern technologies influence people?
Are people work now less than in the past because of technological progress?
Will people work less in the future?
What makes people successful? Why?
Are successful people have different abilities?
Is the genotype of successful people different from others?
How do innovations influence on the global process?
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Resources and Links

Sound Practice Index
Click on the pink letter below to go to the wanted sound.
A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M| N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z

A#
Accent evaluation paragraph: Use the paragraph below to evaluate accent, and then use the

sentences below for particular sound practice.
1. As the pen fell far to the floor, Amy watched it hit the tile.
2. She knew she couldn't have caught that pen if Brian threw it to her from his greasy old hands.
3. But she picked it up and wrote the directions to her house.
4. She cleared her throat, but her words still sounded hoarse.
5. "This is the best route."
6. "Keep your horse to this path, and you'll be fine."
7. "After you cross the creek, be careful of the large roots that come up out of the ground."
8. "We'll have a cot set up in the guest house for you."
9. Amy handed the pen back to Brian.
10. She wanted to wash her hands immediately, but settled on wiping them on her jeans.

11. The look on Brian's face, when she did this, sent a pin-pricking sensation through her.
12. She knew she shouldn't be so hard on him.
13. After all, she thought, he is my brother.
14. I shouldn't be so angry all the time.
15. And he is doing us a great service by helping us out this summer.
16. "Thanks again, Brian."
17. "I'll see you in the morning."
18. "Travel safe."
19. Brian nodded to his sister.
20. He did not attempt to extend his calloused, dirty hand to her.
21. But he smiled, knowing that at least she had begun to trust him again.

Vowel Drills: (page 122 Ann Cook's book)

A#AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAA
Long A sound: The 'long a' /eɪ/ is a 2-sound vowel. It is the middle sound in the word
'cake' /keɪk/.
To pronounce the sound, begin with the tongue pushed somewhat forward but in a neutral
position in the mouth. Then, as the jaw closes slightly, move the body of the tongue upward until
it is near the tooth ridge--similar to the position of a 'y sound' /y/. The front sides of the tongue
touch the inside of the top teeth at the end of the sound.

Short A sound: The front of the tongue is pushed further forward and is held lower in the mouth
when forming the 'short a' /æ/ sound than with any other vowel sound. The tip of the tongue will
touch the inside of the bottom front teeth. The body of the tongue is rounded slightly upward.
The jaw is lowered and the lips are held apart, allowing the entire oral cavity to remain open.

AW sound: The entire tongue is pushed back and kept low during the pronunciation of the 'aw
sound' /ɔ/. The bottom side teeth can be felt alongside the front of the tongue during the sound.
The back of the tongue has only a slight rounding upward at the very rear of the mouth. The lips
are made into an oval shape, and may stick slightly outward.

The North American 'aw sound' /ɔ/ is one of the sounds with the greatest variation in
pronunciation even within the continent. Some regions of the United States do not consider this
to be a different sound from the 'short o' /ɑ/. However, in many regions of the country it is a
unique sound; therefore it is described separately.

Group 1: long a sound (/eɪ/)
1. "ai" /eɪ/ as in aim, rain, braid, paint, tail, twain, praise, stain, main
2. "ay" /eɪ/ as in ray, say, stay, day, say, play, spray, tray

Group 2: short a sound (/ɑ:/)
1. "au" /ɑ:/ as in fault, gaunt, fraud, launch, pause, and sauce
2. "aw" /ɑ:/ as in saw, paw, claw, dawn, and crawl
3. "augh" /ɑ:/ as in caught, taught, daughter, naughty, haughty, and slaughter
4. "alk" /ɑ:k/ as in talk, walk, chalk, stalk
5. "all" /ɑ:l/ as in ball, tall, hall, small
6. "ald" /ɑ:ld/ as in bald, scald, and alder
7. "alt" /ɑ:lt/ as in halt, malt, salt
8. "alm" /ɑ:m/ as in alms, calm, palm,psalm
9. "wa" /wɑ:/ as in want, wash, swamp
10. "wa" /wæ/ as in wax, wag, swam

11. -AR - star far tarp bark harp art cart start army marble guard garlic sparkle heart tar farm
yard tart dark dart card yarn alarm garbage market
12. -AIR - parents sheriff where barefoot married square lair mare dare care stare share fair
stereo marathon asparagus parrot cherry dairy parachute arrow hairy bury caring staring
13. -au -author mauve
14. -augh -aught caught naught taught fraught
15. -aunch -haunch launch paunch
16. -aunt -daunt gaunt haunt jaunt taunt
17. -aw -caw gnaw jaw law paw raw saw claw draw flaw slaw squaw straw
18. -awl -bawl brawl crawl drawl shawl scrawl trawl
19. -awn -dawn fawn lawn pawn yawn brawn drawn prawn spawn
20. -ay -bay day gay hay jay lay may nay pay quay ray say way bray clay cray fray gray play pray
slay spray stay stray sway tray
21. -aw (law) au (author) ay (day)

B
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B sound: The 'b sound' /b/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate while producing it), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'p sound' /p/.
To create the /b/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract by closing the lips. The
sound is aspirated when the air is released. The aspiration for a /b/ is less than the aspiration
for a /p/.

1. B WORDS
1. bug both ball bed bee berry birthday bath boat bottle beard bunny busy butter button
boy bus banana bird bear bike bag bat bean bone
2. cowboy robot cheeseburger baby strawberries ladybug cabin neighbor about above
bobcat cobweb goodbye habit kickball marbles ribbon rabbit mailbox grabbing robin
rubber alphabet peek-a-boo remember
3. crab cub web crib ice cube job door knob bib club grab lab rib rub sob tube shrub scrub
swab cab cob (corn on the cob)
2. BR - bread broom brother brick bridge breakfast
3. BL - blanket blackberry blank blew blocks blue blink black

P / B --sound
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPUr5MgeDHM

(P sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_n_rUKQSew (P sound only)
(B sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbCOXRz7Uf8 (B sound only)

C
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CH sound: The 'ch sound' /ʧ/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production),
and is the counterpart to the voiced 'j sound' /ʤ/.
To create the /ʧ/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the tongue
presses against the back tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper side
teeth. The sound is aspirated when the air is released with friction (similar to the friction of an
sh sound).
Many English language learning pronunciation students often find it helpful to think of the /ʧ/ as
stopping the air similar to a 't sound' (but with the tongue a bit further back on the tooth ridge),
and then releasing it with the friction of an 'sh sound' /ʃ/.

1. CH WORDS
1. chair chat chase check cheese cheer chest chew child chick chin cheetah checkers
cherry chicken children cheeseburger chili chocolate chop church chalk cheap
chipmunk choose chore chapter
2. beach ball catcher crutches grandchild hatching inches ketchup kitchen key chain
matches lunchbox marching touchdown itching peaches picture pitcher teacher statue
witches reaching furniture high chair temperature bleachers
3. beach couch bench stretch pitch catch patch reach reach march touch speech wrench
watch witch lunch stretch watch match branch ostrich switch hatch ranch coach
2. CR - crayon crawl crab cry crib crane
3. CL - clap clock cloud clam close claw clothes club

CH --sound
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoyI_omRpcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpsA2b-gKpU

D
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D sound: The 'd sound' /d/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate while producing it), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 't sound' /t/.
To create the /d/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the tongue
presses against the tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper side teeth.
The sound is aspirated when the air is released. The aspiration for a /d/ is less than the
aspiration for a /t/.
Advanced ESL/ELL pronunciation students should be aware that when the /d/ is followed by an
'l sound' /l/ or an 'n sound' /n/, the aspiration of the /d/ is not released in the same manner as
before other sounds. Instead, a lateral aspiration is used in the /d+l/ combination, and a nasal
aspiration is used in the /d+n/ combination.

1. D WORDS
1. dad dark day dime do done dust dot dive dance desk dish dog doll duck door dentist
doctor dinner down dig dove dear does date

2. medicine ladder radio reading wedding lady spider daddy feeding body kindergarten
birthday riding Thursday baby doll calendar Canada idea ready shadow Tuesday louder
hidden hiding speeding
3. food hand mud bed sand add bad bread did dad cried glad grade good hide kid loud
mad read wood sad ride red played side
2. DR - drive draw drink drum dream dragon

Drills:
Drills for muscle memory practice. Read the three words after the sound label in a drill fashion--uniform rythm.
1. -au - author mauve August
2. -augh - aught caught naught
3. -aunch - haunch launch paunch

4. -aunt - daunt gaunt haunt
5. -aw - caw gnaw jaw
6. -awl - brawl crawl drawl
7. -awn - dawn fawn lawn
8. -ay - bay day hay
9. -ea - bread head thread
10. -ew - dew few hew
11. -ei - receipt
12. -ei - reindeer eight weigh
13. -ei - heist
14. -oil - boil coil foil
15. -oin - coin join loin
16. -iost - foist hoist joist
17. -oo - too woo zoo
18. -ood - food mood brood
19. -oof - roof proof spoof
20. -ool - cool fool pool
21. -oom - broom doom gloom
22. -oon - loon moon noon
23. -oop - coop hoop loop
24. -oose - goose loose moose
25. -oot - boot hoot root
26. -ood - good hood wood
27. -ook - book cook hook look
28. -ouch - couch pouch vouch
29. -oud - loud cloud proud
30. -ounce - bounce pounce flounce
31. -ound - bound found hound
32. -our - hour sour flour scour
33. -ouse - douse house louse
34. -out - grout scout shout

35. -outh - mouth south louth
36. -ow (short o)- bow cow how
37. -owl - growl prowl scowl
38. -own - down gown town
39. -ow (long o) - bow know low
40. -own - known mown sown
41. -oy - coy joy soy

E
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Long E sound: The tongue is forward, with the body of the tongue near the tooth ridge. (The
tongue is higher in the mouth for this sound than for any other vowel in English.) Because the
tongue is so high, the jaw is relatively closed during the 'long e' /i/ sound. The sides of the
tongue touch the top, side teeth during the sound.
NOTE: This sound is very similar to a 'y sound' /y/.

Short E: The 'short e' /ɛ/ sound is a relatively relaxed vowel sound. The middle of the tongue
rounds slightly upward and the sides of the tongue may lightly touch the top and bottom side
teeth. The lips and jaw are loose and relaxed.

1. (ee): peek, see, queen, sleep, cheese, street, meet, and team
2. (ea /long e/): eat, sea, each, leaf, peach, mean, team, ease, and please
3. (ea /short e/): dead, head, spread, health, bread and meant
4. (ea /long a/): break, great, steak, and yea

5. eu/ew as in sleuth, deuce, few, new, and shrewd
6. ei/ey/eigh /long a/ as in veil, beige, they, whey, eight, and weigh reindeer
7. ei/ey/eigh /long e/ as in seize, key, money, valley, ceiling leisure
8. ei/ey/eigh /long i/ as in heist, eye, geyser, height
9. -ea -meadow pleasant spread heading sweat threaten treasure weapon weather overhead
heaven dread pleasure widespread gingerbread bread head heavy ready thread steady dead
breath ahead breakfast already feather death measure instead leather
10. -ew -dew few hew knew new blew brew chew
11. -ER sound as in: cursive mixture fur skirt first herd turn learn fern whisper never spider
curds butter purse hurt stir dirt germs girl turkey together teacher concern dinner
12. -EAR sound as in: fear steer mirror year hero jeer hear near pier hearing spear beard cheer
gear disappear pioneer souvenir cashier period chandelier cheering cereal pyramid weird
cafeteria
13. "cy" /-si:/ as in agency, fluency, efficiency
14. "ity" /əti/ as in quality, ability, reality
15. "logy" /ləʤi/ as in trilogy, apology, mythology
16. "graphy" /grəfi/ as in photography, choreography, topography

EE/IH --How to pronounce EE vs IH (leave vs. live)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuK3A3pBQlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGd_hJtLmEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hBDAUCDXN8

-ED Endings
There are three different ways to pronounce the 'ed' ending of regular verbs in the simple past
tense: / Id / , / t / or / d /. The pronunciation depends on the sound at the end of the infinitive of
the main verb and whether it is voiced or not. A voiced sound is one that vibrates in your throat
when you say it. See the chart below.

-ed Endings --How to pronounce the -ed at the end of past tense verbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-sGWj_q0fpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TPe_x80Pgs
https://www.eslbuzz.com/how-to-pronounce-the-ed-ending-correctlyin-english/

F
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F sound: The 'f sound' /f/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production), and
is the counterpart to the voiced 'v sound' /v/.
To create the /f/, the jaw is held nearly closed. The upper backside of the bottom lip is pressed
very lightly into the bottom of the top teeth. Air is pushed out the mouth between the top teeth
and the upper backside of the bottom lip. This sound is to be a continuous consonant, meaning
that it should be capable of being produced for a few seconds with even and smooth
pronunciation for the entire duration.
The lips are kept mostly relaxed during the production of the /f/. A common error English
language learners make is overproducing this sound by curling the bottom lip under the top
teeth. This creates problems when linking other sounds to and from the /f/.

1. F WORDS
1. face farm feet fur phone fingers fire fudge food five fish foot four fork forest feather
fist fast fall fossil fin feed fan fence fox
2. elephant waffle laughing office headphones infant gopher taffy dolphin coffee
breakfast campfire golfer alphabet muffin sofa lifeguard traffic trophy golf ball barefoot
playful goldfish buffalo unfold
3. calf cuff cough chief elf loaf leaf roof thief laugh wolf safe chef knife hoof giraffe wife
tough sheriff stuff golf cliff off half shelf

2. FR - freckles friend frozen frog fruit Friday frame
3. FL - floor flower floss fly flat Florida float flute

G
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G sound: The 'g sound' /g/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate while producing it), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'k sound' /k/.
To create the /g/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the back of the
tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The sound is
aspirated when the air is released. The amount of aspiration used to produce a /g/ is less than
that for a /k/.

1. G WORDS
1. goose gate gas gift go gulp good gone guess give ghost guitar garbage goodbye goat
game gum girl golf guy goal gallon gold garage gorilla
2. dragon luggage cougar tiger eagle merry-go-round tugboat pigpen again wagon sugar
dugout foggy magnet hamburger jogging juggle pigtail magazine yoga seagull alligator
August bigger doggy
3. bug dog leg bag mug big rag pig Doug frog fog twig slug fig dig log hug rug tag wag wig
egg tug flag jug
2. GR - grandpa greet grass groceries grapes grill
3. GL - glass glad globe glitter gloss glow glove glue

GH words -sometimes f-sound, sometimes silent.
David has a bad cold and a cough.
cough
laugh
rough

The film was hilarious, I have not laughed so much in ages. *
The path was rough and rocky.
This meat is far too tough to eat.
tough
high
sleigh
sigh
thigh

Birds fly high in the sky.
The kids enjoyed the sleigh ride.
The bored girl gave a loud sigh.
The upper part of a leg is called the thigh.
Put that naughty child to bed early.
naughty

graph

We created a linear graph for geography. *
The thief was caught in the act.

caught
The daughter of a King is called a princess.
daughter
enough

Is there enough space in the car for me?

H
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H sound: The 'h sound' /h/ is unvoiced, and the vocal cords do not vibrate during the production
of this sound.
To create the h sound, the deep back of the tongue slightly constricts within the throat. The
upper/front part of the tongue as well as the lips will often move into the shape of surrounding
sounds at the same time as the h sound is being produced.
A common error English language learners make is overproducing the /h/ by constricting the
tongue too much within the throat or by voicing the sound.

1. hall. ham. hand. hard. hat. have. head. health. heart. height. help. high. hike. hill. hint. hold.
home. hook. hop. hope. ...
2. beehive. birdhouse. doghouse. doll house. downhill. fishhook. forehead. groundhog.
lighthouse. playhouse. pothole. redhead. reheat. sea horse. uphill. White House. behavior.
buttonhole. grasshopper. hula hoop

I
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Long I sound: The 'long i' /ɑɪ/ is a 2-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'y sound' /y/.
Part 1: At the beginning of the sound, the tongue is low and touches the bottom, side teeth.
Part 2: As the jaw closes slightly, the body of the tongue moves upward until it is near the tooth

ridge, similar to the position of a 'y sound' /y/. The front sides of the tongue touch the inside of
the top, side teeth.

Short I: The lips are relaxed and the central/front area of the tongue is in the central/high area of
the mouth for this sound. The overall neutrality and relaxed tongue and lip position is why it is
one of the pronunciations used in an unstressed vowel position.

Short i:
1. bin, bid, big, middle, tip, spin, split, drip

2. ie /long e/ as in: brief, field, grieve, and piece

Short i sentence practice.
1. Kim sat in the big rig.
2. The ham is in the bag.
3. My pal can sit on the mat.
4. Pam hid in the van.
5. I can see the tin lid.
6. Dad can fix the van.
7. Al has six caps.
8. Pam has a big ax.

Long i:
1. "fy" /aɪ/ as in notify, glorify
2. "ky" /aɪ/ as in sky
3. "ye" /aɪ/ as in dye, rye
4. ie/ye /long i/ as in die, tie, dye, and rye
5. igh as in high, thigh, night, flight, and wright
6. ign as in sign, align, assign, and benign
7. ind as in bind, kind, mind, grind, and behind
8. -IRE choir flier pliers umpire dryer tired fire campfire Ireland Irene mire dire liar buyer hire
wire empire briar admire vampire sapphire choirs ironing fireman sire

EE/IH --How to pronounce EE vs IH (leave vs. live)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuK3A3pBQlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGd_hJtLmEY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hBDAUCDXN8

J
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J sound: The 'j sound' /ʤ/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'ch sound' /ʧ/.
To create the /ʤ/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the tongue
presses against the back tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper side
teeth. The sound is aspirated when the air is released with friction (similar to the friction of a 'zh
sound' /ʒ/).
English language learners often find it helpful to think of the /ʤ/ as stopping the air similar to a 'd
sound' /d/ (but with the tongue a bit further back on the tooth ridge), and then releasing it with
the friction of a /ʒ/.

1. germs. jam. jar. jaw. jeans. jet. job. jog. joke. joy. juice. just. jump. Jo. Jake. Jess. Josh.
2. agent. badger. cages. edges. high jump. magic. major. object. pages. pigeon. project.
soldier. subject. urgent. imagine. educate.
3. age. bridge. cage. edge. fudge. huge. judge. page. ridge. stage.
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K sound: The 'k sound' /k/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate while producing it), and is
the counterpart to the voiced 'g sound' /g/.
To create the /k/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the back of the
tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The sound is

aspirated when the air is released. The amount of aspiration used to produce a /k/ is greater
than that used for a /g/.

1. K WORDS
1. can cat key comb catch coin cub cone carrot corn cold cool cop cake car kid cave coat
cow cut cart candy card color kite racquet breakfast baking chicken donkey soccer
sucker vacation biking turkey cooking
2. weekend uncle napkin bacon checkers jacket pocket pumpkin raincoat taco looking
helicopter apricot vacuum
3. duck bike lock cheek hawk leak rake rock shake music book back pack cook hike sick
check hook lick neck snack stick truck walk pick
2. KW - language awkward cakewalk liquid walkway equal likewise frequent require

L
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L sound: There are two 'l sound' formations--also known as allophones of the 'l sound': a 'light l'
and a 'velar' (or dark) 'l'. The 'velar l' is represented by the International Phonetic Alphabet
symbol /ɫ/.
The following is a description for the light l; hereafter simply referred to as the 'l sound' /l/.
To create the /l/, the tip of the tongue is placed against the middle of the tooth ridge. The sound
is created when air travels alongside the tip of the tongue, between the front of the tongue and
the side teeth.

1. L WORDS
1. leaf lamp laugh leak list long letter light land ladybug listen lock look love lemon lamb
leg lips log lunch lazy lion lake lucky late
2. belly sailing balloon alarm police salad pillow wallet eleven calendar family wallpaper
sea lion silly pilot dollar island olive jelly shoelace elbow elephant violin toilet envelope
3. ball mail nail seal pool muscle fall shell tail call yell tall heel tool bowl bell whale owl hill
pencil towel wheel hole wall spell
2. L Blends:

1. BL - blanket blackberry blank blew blocks blue blink black
2. CL - clap clock cloud clam close claw clothes club
3. GL - glass glad globe glitter gloss glow glove glue
4. FL - floor flower floss fly flat Florida float flute
5. PL - plane planet please place play plant plus plow
6. SL - slide slap sleep slip slam sleeve sled slow slug

L --sound (light and dark)
(Light L) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JamM8TgB_AA
(Dark L) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTgYjGXFAkw
Difference of R and L- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0xSFeioUwM
Speech Therapy for L sound: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0xSFeioUwM

M
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M sound: To create the 'm sound' /m/, the lips are pressed together, causing the air to be
blocked from leaving the mouth. The soft palate drops, allowing air to pass out through the
nose. The sound is voiced, so the vocal cords vibrate while producing it.

1. mad. mail. make. man. map. March. mask. match. math. May. meet. mess. mice. might.
milk. mine. mix. ...
2. human. lemon. woman. family. camera. plumber. tomato. lawnmower. hamburger.
submarine. chimney. numbers. drummer. animal. salami. timer. human. ...
3. clam. climb. comb. cream. dime. dream. flame. game. gym. ham. home. hum. lamb. Mom.
name. palm. plumb.

N
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N sound: To create the 'n sound' /n/, the air is blocked from leaving the mouth by pressing the
tip against the tooth ridge and the sides of the front of the tongue against the side teeth. The
soft palate drops, allowing air to pass out through the nose. The sound is voiced, so the vocal
cords vibrate while producing it.

1. knees. nap. nest. necklace. knit. nurse. kneecap. kneepad. knife-edge. knitting. know-how.
knowing.
2. bonus. bunny. canal. canoe. chimney.
3. again. airplane. alone. bacon. balloon.

-NG sound: To create the 'ng sound' /ŋ/, air is prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the
back of the tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The soft
palate drops, allowing air to pass out through the nose. The sound is voiced, so the vocal cords
vibrate while producing it.

-ng blends:
1. anger. anguish. banging. Bengal. England. English. finger. hanger. hunger. jingle. jungle.
longer. mongoose. Ping Pong. singer. stronger. Tango. younger.
2. bang. bring. ding. dong. hang. king. long. lung. ping. pong. ring. sing. song. spring. sting.
string. strong. swing. thing. tongue. wrong.
3. pinging ringing singing bringing belonging

O
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Long O sound: The 'long o' /oʊ/ is a two-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'w sound' /w/.
Part 1: The body of the tongue is pushed back and in a low-to-mid mouth position and the
bottom teeth can be felt along the sides of the tongue.

Part 2: The sound moves into a 'w sound' /w/ by raising the jaw slightly while closing the lips
into a small circle. The body of the tongue moves upward until the tongue is near the back of
the hard palate.

Short O sound: The vocal tract is very open for the production of the 'short o' /ɑ/ sound. In fact,
the jaw is held more open and the back of the tongue is held lower for this sound than any other
American English vowel sound pronunciation. The tongue touches the inside of the bottom
teeth so that the top of the tongue is nearly even with the top of the bottom teeth. The lips are
held open and kept rounded, but relaxed.

OO sound (like in tooth): To create the 'oo sound' /u/, the lips are pulled into a tense, small
circle. In addition, the back of the tongue is raised to a high position and sides of the tongue
may touch the top teeth at the back of the mouth.

OI sound: The 'oi sound' /ɔɪ/ is a two-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'y sound' /y/.
Part 1: At the beginning of the sound the jaw is open about mid-way and the body of the tongue
is in a low position in the mouth. The bottom teeth can be felt along the sides of the tongue.
Part 2: Then the jaw closes slightly. The body of the tongue moves upward until it is near the
tooth ridge, similar to the position of a 'y sound' /y/. The front sides of the tongue touch the
inside of the top, side teeth.

OW sound: The 'ow sound' /aʊ/ is a two-sound vowel that ends in a brief 'w sound' /w/.
Part 1: The sound begins with the jaw open and the body of the tongue in a low position in the
mouth. The bottom teeth can be felt along the sides of the tongue.
Part 2: Then, as the jaw closes, the lips close into a small circle similar to the position of a 'w
sound' /w/. The body of the tongue moves upward until the tongue is near the back of the hard
palate.

U sound (like in book): To create the 'other u' /ʊ/ sound, the back of the tongue is raised to a
mid-high position. The sides of the tongue may touch the top teeth toward the back of the
mouth. The jaw is slightly closed and the lips are pulled into a loose circle.

1. -OR -board shorts shore story pour sport sword short fort popcorn storm thorn organ
morning horseshoe tornado store floor more score north port chore orange forest horse
2. -oo as in boo, food, smooth, and moose
3. -oor as in poor door tour lure
4. -oo as in book, look, good, and stood
5. -oa /long o/ as in oat, loam, groan, loathe, and loaves
6. -oe /long o/ as in doe, and hoe
7. -oi/oy /y/ as in oil, coin, voice, boy, and ploy
8. -old/olk/olt /long o/ as in gold, scold, folk, yolk, bolt, and volt
9. -oll/ost /long o/ as in roll, knoll, scroll, ghost, most, and post
10. -oll/ost /short o/ as in doll, loll, cost, lost, and frost
11. -ou/ow as in out, round, bounce, how, down, and browse
12. -ou/ow /long o/ as in soul, poultry, own, glow, snow, and owe
13. -ou as in you, soup, group, and rouge
14. Group 1: short o sound (/ɑ:/)
15. "oll" /ɑ:ll/ as in doll, loll

16. "ost" /ɑ:st/ as in cost, lost, frost
17. Group 2: complex aw (diphthong sound /aʊ/)
18. "ou" /aʊ/ as in out, round, bounce
19. "ow" /aʊ/ as in how, down, browse
20. -oil -boil coil foil soil toil spoil broil
21. -oin -coin join loin groin
22. -iost -foist hoist joist moist
23. -oo -boo coo goo moo too woo zoo shoo
24. -ood -food mood brood -oof goof roof proof spoof
25. -ool -cool fool pool tool drool school spool stool
26. -oom -boom doom loom
27. -oom -room zoom bloom broom gloom groom
28. -oon -loon moon noon soon croon spoon swoon
29. -oop -coop hoop loop droop scoop sloop snoop stoop swoop troop
30. -oose -goose loose moose noose
31. -oot -boot hoot loot moot root toot scoot shoot
32. -ood -good hood wood stood
33. -ook -book cook hook look nook took brook crook shook
34. -ouch -couch pouch vouch crouch grouch slouch
35. -oud -loud cloud proud
36. -ounce -bounce pounce flounce trounce
37. -ound -bound found hound mound pound round sound wound ground
38. -our -hour sour flour scour
39. -ouse -douse house louse mouse rouse souse blouse grouse spouse
40. -out -out bout gout lout pout rout tout clout flout grout scout shout snout spout sprout stout
trout
41. -outh -mouth south
42. -ow -bow cow how now row sow vow brow chow plow prow scow
43. -owl -fowl howl jowl growl prowl scowl
44. -own -down gown twon brown clown crown drown frown
45. -ow -bow know low mow row sow tow blow crow flow glow grow show slow snow stow

throw
46. -own -known mown sown blown flown grown shown thrown
47. -oy -boy coy joy Roy soy toy ploy
48. -oo (book)
49. -ou (out)
50. -ow (cow)
51. -ow (show)
52. -oy (boy)
53. -oi (oil)
54. -oo (boot)

P
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P sound: The 'p sound' /p/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate while producing it), and is
the counterpart to the voiced 'b sound' /b/.
To create the /p/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract by closing the lips. The
sound is aspirated when the air is released. The aspiration for a /p/ is greater than the
aspiration for a /b/.

1. P WORDS
1. pencil party pig pickle pony penny penguin parrot pizza pirate pet paint peach picnic
piano pants pie parade park pass past paid pear paw point
2. diaper hippo apple teepee wallpaper grasshopper zipper mopping super octopus soapy
dripping teapot typewriter zookeeper copy depend dustpan happy paper open napkin
napping toothpaste sleeping
3. lamp mop soup ship sheep tape asleep rope checkup envelope hoop stop shop
ketchup cup tape up pipe wrap trap cap top sweep soap pop
2. PL - plane planet please place play plant plus plow

P / B --sound
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPUr5MgeDHM
(P sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_n_rUKQSew (P sound only)
(B sound only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbCOXRz7Uf8 (B sound only)

Q
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K sound: The 'k sound' /k/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate while producing it), and is
the counterpart to the voiced 'g sound' /g/.

To create the /k/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the back of the
tongue lifts and presses against the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The sound is
aspirated when the air is released. The amount of aspiration used to produce a /k/ is greater
than that used for a /g/.

QW sound:
1. quick quiver queue queen qualify quiz
2. plaque equal equality headquarters
3. language awkward cakewalk liquid walkway equal likewise frequent require

R
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R sound: There are two different ways to create an 'r sound' /r/, and although the tongue

placement is quite different between the two, the sound they produce is very similar. An
important aspect of the American /r/ is that the tip of the tongue never touches the tooth ridge
during this sound!
Method 1 (solid): The back of the tongue is raised so the sides of the tongue touch the back
teeth. The center of the back of the tongue is lower and the air travels through this groove to
create the sound. The tip of the tongue may point upward, or may be left low.
Method 2 (dashed): The tip of the tongue is raised and curled back behind the tooth ridge while
the back of the tongue stays low.
Students should experiment to find the most effective individual method. Also, the /r/ interacts
with adjacent sounds, which can result in positions that are a combination of the above
methods.

@R sound: 'Schwa+r' /ɚ/ is an r-controlled vowel. This strange sound is created the same way as
the 'r sound' /r/, and therefore has the same two options available for pronouncing it.
The first option is to raise the back of the tongue so that the sides of the tongue touch the back
teeth. The center of the back of the tongue is lower and the air travels through this groove to
create the sound.
Alternatively, the tip of the tongue can be raised and curled back behind the tooth ridge while

the back of the tongue stays low. The air still travels over the back of the tongue, but moves
more along the sides and tip.
The tip of the tongue never touches the tooth ridge during the American English 'schwa+r' /ɚ/ or
'r sound' /r/.

AR sound: The 'ar sound' /ɑr/ is an r-controlled vowel. Technically this sound is two distinct
sounds (vowel sound+'r sound' /r/). It is presented with the name 'ar sound' /ɑr/ to distinguish
the fact that the vowel portion of the sound is different from the various pronunciations
commonly used for the letter 'a' spelling.
The 'ar sound' /ɑr/ begins with the tongue in the position of a 'short o' /ɑ/ sound. The tip and
center of the tongue are set low, inside the bottom teeth. The top of the tongue is nearly even
with the top of the bottom teeth.
To transition to the 'r' portion of the sound, the body of the tongue moves upward. The midsection of the tongue rises so the sides of the tongue touch the middle teeth. The air travels
over the body of the tongue to create the /r/ portion of the sound. (NOTE: The secondary
method of producing the /r/ may be used to produce second portion of the 'ar
sound' /ɑr/ instead of this technique.)

OR sound: The 'or sound' /ɔr/ is an r-controlled vowel. Technically this sound is two distinct
sounds (vowel sound+r sound). It is presented here under the name 'or sound' /ɔr/ to distinguish
the fact that the vowel portion of the sound is different from the various pronunciations
commonly used for the 'o' spelling.
The 'or sound' /ɔr/ begins with lips rounded. The tongue is pushed back and held middle-low in
the mouth, similar to the beginning of a 'long o' /oʊ/ sound. Although the International Phonetic
Alphabet transcription shows that the or sound begins with the symbol used for the 'aw
sound' /ɔ/, note that the tongue is not as far back as it is during that sound.
To transition to the /r/ portion of the sound, the lips relax and the body of the tongue moves
upward and forward. The mid-section of the tongue raises so the sides of the tongue touch the
middle teeth. The air travels over the body of the tongue to create the /r/ portion of the sound.
(NOTE: The secondary method of producing the /r/ may be used to produce second portion of
the /ɔr/ instead of this technique.)

AIR sound: The 'air sound' /ɛr/ is an r-controlled vowel. Technically this sound is two distinct
sounds (vowel sound+'r sound' /r/). It is presented here under the name 'air sound' to
distinguish the fact that the vowel portion of the sound is different from the 'long
a' /eɪ/ (although the sound's spellings are very similar to those for the 'long a' /eɪ/).
The 'air sound' /ɛr/ begins with the tongue rounded slightly upward in the middle of the mouth.
The sides of the tongue may lightly touch the bottom teeth during the formation of the
beginning of this sound.
To transition to the /r/ portion of the sound, the body of the tongue moves upward and forward.
The mid-section of the tongue raises so the sides of the tongue touch the mid-side teeth. The
air travels over the body of the tongue to create the /r/ portion of the sound. (NOTE: The
secondary method of producing the /r/ may be used to produce second portion of the 'air
sound' /ɛr/ instead of this technique.)

1. R WORDS
1. run rice rat rag rake red wrist raisin rabbit ribbon radio rocket ranch rich race ring rain rug ran write rip
recess rock read wrap

2. carrot bird earring horse iron arm giraffe fork shirt lizard fairy pirate scissors turtle camera party
nurse worm walrus park syrup zero corn barn earth

3. four bear deer ear tear pear jar alligator doctor feather dollar mother hammer ladder car chair door
tire hair beaver letter kangaroo dinosaur flower father

2. R Blends
1. BR - bread broom brother brick bridge breakfast
2. CR - crayon crawl crab cry crib crane
3. DR - drive draw drink drum dream dragon
4. FR - freckles friend frozen frog fruit Friday frame
5. GR - grandpa greet grass groceries grapes grill
6. TR - tree triangle truck treasure trash train traffic tractor
3. VOCALIC R WORDS
1. -AR star far tarp bark harp art cart start army marble guard garlic sparkle heart tar
farm yard tart dark dart card yarn alarm garbage market
2. -ER cursive mixture fur skirt first herd turn learn fern whisper never spider curds
butter purse hurt stir dirt germs girl turkey together teacher concern dinner
3. -AIR parents sheriff where barefoot married square lair mare dare care stare share

fair stereo marathon asparagus parrot cherry dairy parachute arrow hairy bury caring
staring
4. -IRE choir flier pliers umpire dryer tired fire campfire Ireland Irene mire dire liar buyer
hire wire empire briar admire vampire sapphire choirs ironing fireman sire
5. -EAR fear steer mirror year hero jeer hear near pier hearing spear beard cheer gear
disappear pioneer souvenir cashier period chandelier cheering cereal pyramid weird
cafeteria
6. -OR board shorts shore story pour sport sword short fort popcorn storm thorn organ
morning horseshoe tornado store floor more score north port chore orange forest

R --sound (regular and colored) (Tip: If you roll your R's, try putting a pen in your mouth horizontally, make sure
that your tongue is under the pen and pronounce your word.)

1. Like in run ..(regular R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5a2-KuHkBU
2. Like in girl ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ppOrwjvslc
3. Like in after ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzNRoSGBh44
4. Like in chair ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjurI7xtCjE
5. Like in hero ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0bkG5ZfzH4
6. Like in fire ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PdV7RymsiMY
7. Like in sport ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbDrxmP4_S4
8. Like in car ..(colored R)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6E2L2vLH78
9. Difference of R and L- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0xSFeioUwM

S
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S sound: The 's sound' /s/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production), and
is the counterpart to the voiced 'z sound' /z/.
To create the /s/, the front of the tongue is placed close to the tooth ridge. The tip of the tongue
should be close to the upper backside of the top front teeth. The tongue is kept tense as air is
pushed between a small groove along the center of the tip of the tongue and the front of the
tooth ridge. The front sides of the tongue touch the side teeth toward the front of the mouth.
The lips are held slightly tense during the sound.
The /s/ is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being produced for a
few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

SH sound: The 'sh sound' /ʃ/ is unvoiced (the vocal cords do not vibrate during its production),
and is the counterpart to the voiced 'zh sound' /ʒ/.
To create the /ʃ/, air is forced between a wide groove in the center of the front of the tongue and

the back of the tooth ridge. The sides of the blade of the tongue may touch the side teeth. The
lips are kept slightly tense, and may protrude somewhat during the production of the sound.
This sound is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being produced for
a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

1. S WORDS
1. sit soup salt seal sick sing sun save seed seat city said sad sorry soap sock sail sour
sign sand soft seven sink son safe
2. baseball dancer gasoline grasshopper motorcycle fossil pencil muscle beside racing
insect recipe medicine listen glasses bicycle dinosaur popsicle eraser faucet messy
outside passing whistle policeman
3. bus face ice grass horse yes address office purse glass pass voice nice lips class
dress erase house mouse race lettuce fence miss juice this
2. SH WORDS
1. shape shirt shoe ship chef shadow shot shut shop shy shadow shampoo share have
shoelace shower shovel sugar shed short show shine shake shade sharp
2. bushes dishes lotion flashlight fishing ocean milkshake pushing toothbrushes addition
directions cushion tissue sunshine eyelashes seashore machine washing mushroom
pet shop eruption polishing Washington musician dishrag
3. brush fish push dish cash leash wash trash eyelash bush finish ticklish polish licorice
splash flash smash fresh flush rush punish crash rash wish mash

3. S Blends
1. SC/SK - scoop scare school skin skate ski sky
2. SL - slow sled sleeve sleep slip slide slap
3. SM - smell smoke smooth smart smash small smile
4. SN - snail snack snap snake sneeze snow snore
5. SP - spoon space spider speak spill spell sports
6. ST - stamp step stop star stairs story student
7. SW - sweep swamp swim swan swing sweater Sweet Sweat

S vs. Z
There are five common spellings of the S sound: s/ss, ce, ci, sc, and x.
There are three common spellings of the Z sound: z/zz, s, x.
Let's look at a few rules for some of the common spellings.
1. s spelling (sit, wise, dogs, cats)
1. The s spelling is sometimes pronounced as an S sound (sit, cats) and sometimes as
a Z sound (wise, dogs)
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as a Z sound if it comes between two vowel sounds:
wise, visit, busy.
2. sc spelling (science, descend, score)
1. The sc spelling can be pronounced as an S sound alone or as an S + K sound.
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as an S sound when it comes in the middle of a word,
but not all words follow the rule.
1. S sound = muscle, descend, science
2. S + K sound = scream, score, scare
Practice sentences:
1) Is Sally his sister?
2) Sam was my son.

3) The seven dogs and cats stay inside the house.
4) He was so sad last Sunday.
5) The sun is so high in the sky.
6) Six boys and girls sat on the fence outside the store.
7) The science quiz was easy.
8) Please sit beside your friends.
9) Is this house hers?
10) CHALLENGE SENTENCE:

The seven students took the first test for their

driver's licenses on the last Thursday in December.

Pronunciation of ‘s’ and ‘es’
plural endings
In English, we mostly form the plural of a noun by adding ‘s’. In some cases we add ‘es’:
1 dog, 2 dogs
1 class, 2 classes
At the end of a word, ‘s’ has two possible pronunciations: /s/ or /z/.
1. After the following sounds we pronounce ‘s’ as /s/:
after a /p/ sound:
2 shops /s/
after a /t/ sound:
2 hats /s/
after a /k/ sound:
2 books /s/
after a /θ/ sound:

2 cloths /s/
after a /f/sound:
2 giraffes /s/.
2. In all other cases we pronounce ‘s’ as /z/:
3 trees /z/
2 dogs /z/

flowers /z/.
managers /z/.
3. When the plural form has the ‘es’ ending, the pronunciation is always /iz/:
2 foxes /iz/
2 boxes /iz/.

T
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T sound: To create the /t/, air is briefly prevented from leaving the vocal tract when the tip of the
tongue presses against the tooth ridge while the sides of the tongue press against the upper
side teeth. The sound is aspirated when the air is released.

1. T WORDS
1. teeth tire toast toy teacher two toad tiger turkey taco tool tooth toe talk towel turtle
team take tall taste tub touch top tongue time
2. button guitar kitten mittens potato eighteen rotten hotel cotton motel (Hard "T" sound,
can sound like "d" sound, depending on how you say it) beauty better city butter little
butterfly tomato biting Saturday water
3. mat boat cat fruit goat hat coat light nut chocolate eat bite cut cute feet get sit right not
late kite hot hat wet white
2. TR - tree triangle truck treasure trash train traffic tractor

ThThThThThThThThThThThTh
ThThTh
Voiced TH: The 'voiced th' /ð/ and 'unvoiced th' /θ/ sounds are the only pair of English sounds
that share a single, common spelling. For that reason, the 'th sounds' are presented together in
this ESL/ELL pronunciation lesson.
With the exception of being voiced or unvoiced, the /ð/ and /θ/ are nearly identical; the tip of the
tongue is placed behind the top front teeth. The friction occurs between the tip of the tongue
and the top front teeth. Subtle friction may also occur between the top of the front of the tongue
and the tooth ridge. The lips are kept relaxed during the production of both 'th sounds.'
An alternative method of producing the 'th sounds' is to place the tip of the tongue between the
top and bottom front teeth. While this method will produce the correct sound, it often creates
difficulties transitioning to and from other sounds. This is because the tongue needs to be so
much further forward when between the front teeth as compared to behind the top front teeth.
The 'th sounds' are continuous consonants, meaning that they should be capable of being held
for a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration. Because the
sounds are fricatives, the majority of the sound comes from the friction of the air traveling
through a small opening in the vocal tract.

1. TH WORDS Voiceless
1. bathtub toothache toothbrush python marathon healthy truthful wealthy athlete
bathrobe panther toothpaste birthday something pathway toothpick
2. cloth moth math tooth fifth beneath path month wreath booth broth ninth tenth breath
bath earth mouth teeth youth north strength south oath both eighth
3. thorn thin think thunder thousand thirsty thief thermometer theater thermos thaw thing
thread thoughtful three thick thumb thigh third thank you thirty thirteen therapy
Thursday thimble
2. TH WORDS Voiced
1. that than the they their them these they’d they’ll they’re they’ve this those though
themselves therefore thee thy thou therein
2. feather weather together bathing father mother clothing brother weatherman either
gather other worthy another rather soothing smoothest leather tether
3. breathe lathe seethe scathe teethe bathe hath loathe

TH --sound (voiced and voiceless)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KaYtW-MjPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC0l6GQZtM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZb_EWVCUoE

U
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Long U: The 'long u' /yu/ is a 2-sound vowel similar to a 'y sound' /y/ followed by an 'oo
sound' /u/.
Part 1: The 'long u' /yu/ begins with the jaw mostly closed and tip of the tongue very close to the
tooth ridge (similar to a 'y sound' /y/).
Part 2: The sound transitions into an 'oo sound' /u/ by closing the lips into a small circle while
lowering the front of the tongue. At the same time as the front of the tongue lowers, the back of
the tongue raises.

Short U: The body of the tongue is relaxed and set low in the mouth. The sides of the tongue
lightly touch the bottom teeth during the formation of the sound. The jaw is kept in a neutral
position, and the lips are relaxed.
The overall relaxed nature of the formation of this sound is why it is commonly used for the
pronunciation of the vowel sound of an unstressed syllable. The 'short i' /ɪ/ sound may also be
used in an unstressed syllable, but short u /ʌ/ or schwa /ə/ are more common.

1. Short U

1. up us under
2. cub rub tub duck luck mud rough tough bug dug hug mug
2. Long U
1. cue, due, hue, rue, sue, blue, clue, flue, glue, and true
2. suit, fruit, cruise, juice, and sluice

V
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V sound: The 'v sound' /v/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'f sound' /f/.
To create the /v/, the jaw is held nearly closed. The upper backside of the bottom lip is pressed
very lightly into the bottom of the top teeth. Air is pushed out the mouth between the top teeth
and the upper backside of the bottom lip. This sound is a continuous consonant, meaning that it
should be capable of being produced for a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for
the entire duration.
The lips are kept mostly relaxed during the /v/. A common error ESL/ELL students make is
overproducing this sound by curling the bottom lip under the top teeth. This creates problems
when linking to and from the /v/.

1. V WORDS
1. vest van vine vote vet vase vacuum valley vampire vowels visor visit village violet
volcano vegetables volleyball violin voice vain vault vanilla video view vent
2. driveway shaving seven carnival envelope beaver seventy travel beverage heavy driver
clover diver cover heaven advice shiver river mover even gravy invite Levi’s level over
3. glove sleeve olive dove cave love five beehive brave drive give move save stove wave
above forgive dive remove shave cursive receive expensive creative talkative

W
#WWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
WWWW
W sound: The 'w sound' /w/ is created with the jaw mostly closed and the lips formed in a small,
tight circle. The sound is voiced, so the vocal cords must vibrate during the production of the
sound.

The /w/ is very similar to the vowel 'oo sound' /u/; the only difference is that the lips are slightly
more closed when making the /w/. Also the /w/ is a consonant sound and cannot create a
syllable as a vowel sound can.

1. want, wash, swamp, wax, wag, swam
2. one wait walk wall want warm was wash watchn we
3. choir queen quack quick quiet quilt quarter question quit
4. language awkward cakewalk liquid walkway equal likewise frequent require

X
#XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXX
The x spelling can be pronounced in two different ways:
K + S sound = fix, fox, next
G + Z sound = example, exist
*Note: "Exit" can be pronounced as an K + S sound or G + Z sound. Either way is accepted.

1. Xanadu Xanax xylophone linx fix xerox

Y
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YYYYY
Y sound: The tongue is extended forward, with the body of the tongue very near the tooth ridge
and hard palate. Because the tongue is so high, the jaw is kept relatively closed during the
formation of this sound. The sides of the tongue touch the top, side teeth during the sound. The
lips are held mostly closed, and they are neither made tense nor into a circular shape.
NOTE: This sound is similar to a 'long e' /i/ in both sound and formation. However, the tongue is
held closer to the tooth ridge during the 'y sound' /y/ than during the 'long e' /i/ sound.

1. use used yard yarn yawn yawned yes yell yet yelled you

2. kayak lawyer loyal New Year New York reuse reused royal yo-yo

Y as a vowel. Group 2: long e sound
1. " cy" /-si:/ as in agency, fluency, efficiency
2. "ity" /əti/ as in quality, ability, reality
3. "logy" /ləʤi/ as in trilogy, apology, mythology
4. "graphy" /grəfi/ as in photography, choreography, topography
Y as a vowel. Group 2: long i sound
1. "fy" /aɪ/ as in notify, glorify
2. "ky" /aɪ/ as in sky
3. "ye" /aɪ/ as in dye, rye

Z
#ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
ZZZZZZ
Z sound: The 'z sound' /z/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 's sound' /s/.
To create the /z/, the front of the tongue is placed close to the tooth ridge. The tip of the tongue
should be close to the upper backside of the top front teeth. The tongue is kept tense as air is
pushed between a small groove along the center of the tip of the tongue and the front of the
tooth ridge. The front sides of the tongue touch the side teeth toward the front of the mouth.
The lips are held slightly tense during the sound.
This sound is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being produced for
a few seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

ZH sound: The 'zh sound' /ʒ/ is voiced (the vocal cords vibrate during its production), and is the
counterpart to the unvoiced 'sh sound' /ʃ/.
To create the /ʒ/, air is forced between a wide groove in the center of the front of the tongue and
the back of the tooth ridge. The sides of the blade of the tongue may touch the side teeth. The
lips are kept slightly tense, and may protrude somewhat during the production of the sound.
The /ʒ/ is a continuous consonant, meaning that it should be capable of being held for a few
seconds with even and smooth pronunciation for the entire duration.

1. Z WORDS Beginning Middle Ending
1. zoo zebra zero zoom zebra fish zucchini zap zippy zing zinc Zoe zinnia Zelda
zookeeper zigzag zipper zip code Zorro zeppelin Zach zapped zillion zone zombie zany
2. present music puzzle poison blizzard cheesecake cousin desert wizard lizard noisy
fuzzy Thursday lazy magazine raisin scissors razor laser closet daisy dozen dessert
freezer busy
3. cheese please freeze boys knees nose hose rose babies dogs cookies fingers flowers
sunrise bees sneeze pigs keys legs bugs prize bananas tease bears exercise

S vs. Z
There are five common spellings of the S sound: s/ss, ce, ci, sc, and x.
There are three common spellings of the Z sound: z/zz, s, x.
Let's look at a few rules for some of the common spellings.
1. s spelling (sit, wise, dogs, cats)
1. The s spelling is sometimes pronounced as an S sound (sit, cats) and sometimes as
a Z sound (wise, dogs)
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as a Z sound if it comes between two vowel sounds:
wise, visit, busy.

2. sc spelling (science, descend, score)
1. The sc spelling can be pronounced as an S sound alone or as an S + K sound.
2. It is more likely to be pronounced as an S sound when it comes in the middle of a word,
but not all words follow the rule.
1. S sound = muscle, descend, science
2. S + K sound = scream, score, scare
Practice sentences:
1) Is Sally his sister?
2) Sam was my son.
3) The seven dogs and cats stay inside the house.
4) He was so sad last Sunday.
5) The sun is so high in the sky.
6) Six boys and girls sat on the fence outside the store.
7) The science quiz was easy.
8) Please sit beside your friends.
9) Is this house hers?
10) CHALLENGE SENTENCE:

The seven students took the first test for their

driver's licenses on the last Thursday in December.

Pronunciation of ‘s’ and ‘es’
plural endings
In English, we mostly form the plural of a noun by adding ‘s’. In some cases we add ‘es’:
1 dog, 2 dogs

1 class, 2 classes
At the end of a word, ‘s’ has two possible pronunciations: /s/ or /z/.
1. After the following sounds we pronounce ‘s’ as /s/:
after a /p/ sound:
2 shops /s/
after a /t/ sound:
2 hats /s/
after a /k/ sound:
2 books /s/
after a /θ/ sound:
2 cloths /s/
after a /f/sound:
2 giraffes /s/.
2. In all other cases we pronounce ‘s’ as /z/:
3 trees /z/
2 dogs /z/

flowers /z/.
managers /z/.
3. When the plural form has the ‘es’ ending, the pronunciation is always /iz/:
2 foxes /iz/
2 boxes /iz/.

